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All EXPLORATORY STUDY OF DIVORCED FATHERS' PERCEPTIONS
OF RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR ABSENT CHILDREN
Abstract of Dissertation
Purpos e : This study investigated how divorced fathers
perceived their relationships to their children and met their
parenting roles.
It also sought informa tion on new parenting
techniques generated by these fathers . The study compared
fathers' per~eptions of their parenting roles to ideal father
role behaviors.
Other areas investigated were the process o f
divorce and fac~ors i mpacting on father s ' r oles aft e r
divorce.
Procedures: The approach was an exploratory one.
Subjects
in the study were six divorced fathers in San Joaquin County .
Twelve fathering role catego ri e s were identified from the
literature review. An interview schedule was developed from
these · categories, f rom variables related to the process of
divorce, and factors impacting on fathers ' role after
divorce.
Individual responses were coll ected and analyzed
from tape record ed interviews. Data were analyzed through
comparison of responses with the twelve ideal fa ther role
categories, variables related to the divorce process and
factors impacting on fathers' roles.
Findings: The findings indicated consistency wit h
descriptions in the research literature . These fathers went
through the divorce process with little variation from other
divorced fathers . They experienced most problems in the last
stages of the divorce process. They were able to perform
their roles in the twelve identifi e d categories . Variables
which impacted on fathers and were most o ft e n mentioned
developed into the following themes:
(1) parent roles were
static, (2) their parents had provided inadequate models,
(3) in particular there was a lack of adequate fathering role
models available in both intact and divorced families,
(4) fathers' educat ions we r e insuffici e n t i n areas of family
lif e, {5) fathers reacted to certain events surrounding
divorce, and this compounded their role strain, (6) the legal
system was biased in favor of mothers in divorce decisions,
(7) due to limited visitation fathers experienced a los s of
role power. The se fathers developed n ew parenting
variations. The predominant one they us ed either caused
alleviation or maintenance of their role strain and affected
the level of satisfaction they experienced within the
father -c hild relati ons hip. A numb er of questions related to
legal, educational, clinical, and role modeling factors were
generated .
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In the United States the intact nuclear family is
commonly believed to be the optimal unit for rearing
children.

Until the twentieth century, the most common

deviation from nuclear families was the one parent family
caused by death of a spouse.

Currently, death as the common

cause of one parent families has been replaced by separation
and divorce (Norton & Glick, 1976 ).

When divorce results i n

a one parent family structure, the family is generally headed
by the mother since in 90% of divorce cases custody is
awarded to her (LeMasters, 1974).

Those divorced fathers who

are not awarded physical custody o f their children are not
only separated from their spouse but also from their
offspring .

Mackey stated that when divorce occ u rs and

children are involved, "they are routinely placed with the
mother/wife and, as a consequence, their contact with the
father is reduced as is his contact with them ... " (1985, p.
89).

The fact that fathers who divorce are rarely awarded

custody of their children is generally expected today despite
the fact that as long as a decade ago a gradual transition
began to take place concerning the importance of men's roles
in the healthy psychosexual development of their children.
Previous to this time their role had been viewed as holding
little fundamental importance in their offsprings'
development.

(Mackey, 1985).
1

2
Historica l ly there was no question that fathers were
not only the heads of their famili es , but their position as
head of the family also included married c hildren and their
descendants .

Wives were completely under the control of

their husbands .

Fathers held the power of life or death over

all members of the household and could sell or enslave them.
Not only family goods but family members were considered as
his property.

Only the

~ater-familias

was sui juris i .e . ,

had full legal rights or capacity (Seagle, 1930).

This

patriarchal family was considered the general type in the
Indo-European races in the West, and this type of family was
considered a law unto itself.
Roman law also favored the father's rights in regard to
the family and gave the father practically unlimited
authority over all children of the family group .

If normal

care of the child was not possible within his own family,
J

solutions in early societies varied fro m killing the child to
providing him with better care and education than he would
have received in the nuclear family (Deardo rf , 1930).
Fathers in the past had total control over the relationships
with their children.
Social changes such as women's suffrage, technological
advances, wars, and economic factors gradually brought about
a change in the role of women in regard to control of the
family and particularly the children.

The suffrage movement

gathered momentum after 1910 , and some of the most radical
suffragists looked hopefully to abandonment o f traditional

3

role expectations for women.

Man's role was predominantly in

the world of work and woman's domain was in the home.
Despite the passage of the suffrage amendment in 1920, the
suffragist expectations were not fulfilled.
movement was not a cohesive one.

The progressive

It had competing interest

groups and produced a hodgepodge of reform measures with
varying effects .

Progressivism produced an atmosphere

conducive to expansion of women's roles, but even though they
were somewhat freed from duties in the home, the expectation
that they would continue to fulfill their roles as housewives
did not diminish.
During the progressive era, around 1920, women's
traditional role was challenged.

Charlotte Perkins, a

l e ading feminist philosopher, attacked the idea that
mothering was an intuitive skill inherent in women .
it was something to be learned.

Rather

She argued that increasing

organization of women's work outside the home would
eventually free the wife to pursue a career, while workers
trained in cleaning, cooking, and the care of children
handled her home duties .

Society, including men, at this

time rejected the idea that men could fill the nurturing role
as well as women (Jenkins, W. 1979) .
The belief that mothers were the best parents for
children was evident during the progressive era and was
reflected in various ways.

Reformers attempted to keep

mothers at home through state pensions for fatherless homes
and through legislation meant to protect mothers from

----
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dele~erious

effects o f fact o ry work .

Prev ai ling s oc ial norms

were r e fl ected by one anti-feminist of the progressive e ra ,
Keys, a suffragist, who stated that "each y o ung soul n eeds to
be enveloped in its own mother's womb to grow in and th e b aby
the mother's breast to be nourished by ... "
p . 149).

(Jenkins, W. 1979,

Women's roles were expanding , allowing t h em mo re

o pportunities outside, but the emotional functions o f women
in the horne were not considered replaceable.

Rather, wome n

needed training for what Keys stated were th e "inherently
womanly vocations" (Jenkins, W. 1979, p. 150).
The belief that mothers were the best parent was still
prevalent a fter World War II.
.,

Women who had g one to work

during the war were seen as patriotic, but when the war was
over, they were expected to return to their traditional rol e .
A sociologist, Willard Waller,

(cited in Chafe, 1972, p. 174)

charged that during the war women had gotten "out o f
hand .. . children were neglected, and survival of the h ome was
endangered."

He asserted that the only solution was

"restoration and strengthening of the patriarchal
family ... Women must bear and rear children, husbands must
support them"

(cited in Chafe, 1972 p. 174 ) .

With the

perpetuation of this myth, custody of children whose parents
divorced was then, and most often is still today, awarded to
mothers.

However, men have now begun to fight for their

custody rights and are some times gaining c ustody of their
children when divorce occurs.
Though mothers are awarded custody in most divorce

- -- -
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ca s es, courts are now occasion ally awa r ding child r e n to
f athe rs in consideration of th e child 's b e st i nterest
(Robbins, 197 4 ) .

Today over a half mi ll io n me n are rear ing

their c hildr e n in a one-parent fa mily structure.

One o ut o f

nine men are rearing the ir children wi t h a step-mother or
second wife in the home.

Still, divorc e d fathers constitute

a minority as heads of one parent fa milies (Mend es , 1976b).
Mackey (1985) report e d that of th ose children not li v ing with
both parents due to divorce, l e ss than 8% were living with
their father only (or 1.5% of the total number of th e
children).

One reas on for t his is that tradi t ional views of

fathers as breadwinners and mothers as careta kers are still
held.

Mendes (1976a) states that though some fathers may

have sought custody of their children, enjoyment of the
parental role diminish e d for some single fathers when they
had to perform that role alone.

The traditional view of the

family structure consisting of father, mother , and children
still seems to hold a powerful influence on fathers.

" ... a

man may want to be a father but may not want to perform this
role without the assistance of a coparent" (Mendes, 1976a, p.
311) .
A few parents who decide to divorce are beginning to
agree, ahead of divorce, to co-custody of the children .

This

arrangement allows children to maintain the relationship with
both parents who continue to share in the major care and
responsibilities of rearing their offspring (Galper, 1978).
While co-custody has allowed fathers to have a more equal

6

relationship with their children, still the major ity o f
f at hers who divorc e do n o t gain legal , physical custody of
them, and as a r esult, the relationship with their child is
limited by visitation parameters agreed upon by the parents
or granted them by the courts.
Roman and Haddad (1978) n ote the importance of a
continuing relationship between the fath er and child after
divorce - not only f o r the child but for fathers and mothers
as well.

Their research on the effects of divorce o n

families over a two year period has shown a correlation
between mother's low self-esteem, depression and anxiety, and
her children's aggression and poor compliance.

The mother's

sense of self affected the way her children behaved.
However, if divorced parents had minimal conflict and agreed
upon child rearing, then "the frequency of father contact
with the child was associated with more positive mother -chi ld
interaction and with a more positive adjustment of the child"
(Roman & Haddad, 1978, p. 57).
Fathers are often motivated to continue relationships
with their children after divorce, not only for the benefit
of their children, but for their own needs as well.

These

needs are often based on deep attachment to the child.

They

include feelings of guilt and attempts to assuage it,
feelings of duty, and attempts of the father to maintain
continuity in his life (Heatherington, Co x & Cox, 1976).
Galper (1978) found that divorced fathers feel cut off
from their children and greatly fear being shut out of their

7

children's lives.

Mothers may insist on rigidly following

vi sitati o n pa rameters set by the court so th a t they can
contro l the father's visitation time unr easonab ly.

Divor ced

fathers may hon estl y wi s h to ma intain strong r e la t ionsh ips
with their absent children, but with fail ure o f marriage
fathers may find the mselves separate d and cut of f fro m them
(LeMasters, 1974) .
Since five out of six divorc e d fathers remarry, often
to a woman who has children of her own , remarried fathers may
find that they have a new set of parenting problems.
Committed to both their own offspring and tho se of the ir
spouse, they may find it difficult to balance their time ·
between the children.

Fathers may then experience a number

of parenting relationships specifically uniqu e to div or ce
(LeMasters, 1974) .

The present study examined perceptions of

the father-child relationships as held by divorced fathers
who did not receive physical custody of their children.
Roman and Haddad (1978) noted that sociologic a l changes
such as the women's movement , which encouraged fathers to
take a more active role in parenting, have affected
father-child relationships.

More fathers are concerned with

their role in meeting the individualistic needs of t heir
children.

That is, fathers are more available to children

and inclined to fight for their rights of custody or
visitation;

they have begun to practice their nurturing

skills with their children more than they did in th e past.
Traditional views of fathers were summarized by a

8

s e ri e s o f pro p o siti o ns wh ich Par k e , Ro ss, and Swai n (1 976)
tested .

Th e propo siti o ns basica l ly stated that f a th e rs we r e

n ot inte r ested o r inv ol ve d with n e wbo rn infants, we re l e ss
nurtur a nt th a n mothe rs, preferre d n o n- c ar e t a ki ng r oles , a nd
were l e ss competent than mo th e rs to car e f or n e wbo rns.

In

fact, in a number of studies by Parke and Swain (1976), it
was found that fathers were equally as nurturant as moth e r s ,
a nd when in a triadic context consisting of mother, fath e r
and child, fathers were more nurturant than mothers .
Fathers were also found to be as sensitive to infant's
cues as mothers, to "read" or "interpret" the infant's
behavior so that they could regulate their own behavior to
achieve some interaction goal.

For example, fathers could

interpret hunger crys as accurately as mothers (Parke &
Swain, 1976).
While fathers in the past may have been unapproachable
authoritarian figures , the Parke and Swain study has shown
that today's fathers are capable of being as sensitive and
nurturant as mothers .

Yet divorced fathers seldom get

custody of their children and receive little attention in
research.

Fathers have not be e n studied even though their

roles in the family are important in relationship to other
members of the family unit.

When divorce occurs, the

responses of each member to crisis are not exclusive of one
another but rather affect all other members of the family
unit .
Rarely do studies consistently acknowledge that all
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members of a family are affected by a divorce.

The tend e ncy

is to focus on any one member of a family ( thoug h the absent
father is least studied) in isolati o n.

The family is not

perceive d as a unit in which the responses of e ach of its
members t o a di vo rce or r e marriage are interdependent.

What

deeply affects one member is bound to influence the others
who, in turn, will themselves react (Roman & Haddad , 197 8,
p. 51).

Introduction to the Problem
Few data have been compiled about fathers and their
relationship with their children subsequent to divorce.
Tasch (1952) interviewed fathers to obtain information
concerning the role of urban American fathers in the family.
Data were gathered through an interview in which the fathers
were asked to report their activities, problems, attitudes,
and opinions regarding their concept of the father role as
revealed by the reports fathers gave of their activities.

It

had been twenty-five years since Tasch's study before Greif
(1977) did an exploratory study of the father-child
relationship subsequent to divorce, on a limited sample of
professional fathers .

In between these times, fathers '

perceptions of how divorce affected them and their
relationship to their children were, to my knowledge,
ignored .

Until Greif's study, the father and his absent

child's relationship to him was described from the
perspective of other family members, usually the mother and
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sometimes t he child.

Th i s pre sent study examined divorced

fathers wh o we re without physical custody, wh e ther or n o t
remarried.

It sought d ata through the fath er 's pers pective .
Statement of the Probl em

Ro le changes in intact families hav e undergone many
changes in the last few decades (Jenkins, W. 1979; Mackey ,
1985; Robbins, 1974).

The se ch a nges have resulted in some

confusion in both men and women concerning enactment of their
new role expectations (Klemer, 1970).

The confusion about

what is expected behavior in their roles is compounded when
role stress in marriage results in di v orce .

Specifically,

since fathers seldom get custody of children of divorce,
these men have additional role strain when they attempt to
fill their parenting role while seeing their children under
the limits of visitation.

Even though more fathers are

seeking custody today than in the past (Mackey, 1985), the
fact remains that most often they will face fathering their
children on a part time basis when di v orce occurs.

In

addition, no new role norms have been established for
divorced fathers so that they have additional pressures in
trying to adequately fill their parenting role.

They must

also attempt to fill the role expectations of fathers while
adjusting to their new, single person identity.
This research sought information on divorced fathers'
perceptions of their relationships to their absent children.
It examined how divorced fathers parented their children
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under t he limitations o f v i s it a ti o n with o u t c u s tod y .

Th e

study also sought t o d e t e rmine wheth e r or no t t h e se fath e r s
attempted to fill their par e nting roles in 12 cate g or i es
ideally expect e d of fathers in intac t nu c lear fa milies .
These categori e s were developed thr o ugh r e vi e wing the
literature p e rtaining to this research and listing those
behaviors consistently mentioned as thos e ideally perf o rmed
by fathers in intact families.

Since no role norms have been

established for parenting after divorce, it was assumed that
fathers would attempt to continue to parent in a similar way
to fathers in intact families.
Further, this research sought to identify any new
variations or techniques divorced fathers developed as they
tried to parent absent children.

Finally, the study sought

to identify factors which these men consistently mentioned as
those impacting on their parenting efforts .

Thes e factors

were then used in developing general themes which aff ec t e d
these divorced fathers parenting efforts and their
relationships to their offspring.
Methodology and Procedures
In-depth individual interviews were held with subjects
in the study and were carried out according to the following
procedures.

A semi-structured screening interview was used

in an initial telephone contact with potential fathers to
serve in the sample.

During the telephone screening

interview the father was assured of confidentiali t y and
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i n f o r me d of the pur pos e o f th e s t ud y.

Appo i n tments we r e

subs e qu e ntl y mad e wi t h t hose fat her s wh o qu al ifi e d t o se r ve
in t h e s amp le .

During the f ir st mee t ing wit h fath e r s an

in te r v i e w sch e dul e was us e d. A te l e phon e i n ter vi e w wa s
arr ang e d as a fo llow up t o t h e pe rson a l inte r v i ew .

Th i s was

an o ptional foll o w up call us e d in t h e e ve n t t hat t h e
res e archer found a need for clarificati o n o f facts which the
father had reported in the intial inte rview.
Originally, an attempt was made t o draw the sample fr om
public records of dissolution of marriage in San Joaquin
County.

The search of the public records c onc e ntrated o n the

year 1975 .
subjects.

Every fourth name was drawn for p o tential sample
Those fathers who met the sample criteria (see p .

16 of this chapter for sample criteria) we re asked to serve .
The time and place o f interv i ew was set primarily to the
father's work and leisure convenience .
During the first interview a branching technique was
used .

First, demographic background information pertinent to

the study was collected and tape-recorded.

General

information served to desensitize fathers around a
potentially emotion-laden research area.

General categories

which had been identified in the literature rev iew as those
which commonly form the ideal father role were explored.
These were checked off a list as they naturally arose during
the interview.

Flexibility within the session was the mode

in order to enhance the probability of more personal in-depth
categories being considered and brought up by the subject.

----
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The interviews lasted from 3 t o 4 hours.

During th e final

part o f the interview , questions which arose during th e
session were followed and clarified.

Fathers were also given

an opportunity to e xpress their feelings concerning the
interview experience, and to ask questions and o ffer
information which they felt may have be e n neglected in the
course of the interview.

After the interview, infor mat ion

gathered from the tapes was transcribed verbatim and
reviewed.

This process yielded an abundance of data (over

600 pages of transcribed material) concerning how these
fathers perceived their relationship to their absent
offspring, how they attempted to fill their parenting role,
how they developed parenting variations and techniques which
allowed them to best parent their absent child, and how they
attempted to meet the role of "ideal" fathers in intact
families.

This procedure served as an exploratory vehicle

which resulted in a conceptualizaton of the fathers - a model
which can then be tested in future research.
Significance of the

S~~~

The study has clear implications for marriage, child,
and family counselors, educators, divorce lawyers, and
research.

These practitioners may need to know that in

treating divorced families, all members, not just the parent
who has physical custody, can benefit from help .

Increased

understanding about divorced fathers will facilitate the
success of this type of counseling.

Educators also need to
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realize the implica t i o ns o f divorce on fath e r-ch i ld
relationships in ord e r to help childre n in learning
situations.

Courts may benefit from the results o f a dded

information pertaining to fathers' roles and their
perceptions of their relationships subsequent to separation
from their offspring.

The belief that mothers are, by

nature, the best parents for most children which is blatantly
assumed in the literature, and substantiated by the number of
women who are awarded custody by the courts, may be
re-examined in light of the data provided by this study.
Limitations
The major limitation in this research is that it is not
generalizable.

It describes how a small sample of six

fathers perceived themselves in their parenting relationships
once they had been divorced and were not awarded custody.
This study is an exploratory qualitative study designed to
generate hypotheses for future study.

In addition it

employed a theory-guided sample in which a particular type of
person was explored - a divorced father.

Therefore, there

was little attempt to randomize the sample.

This limited

sample may serve as a comparative base for further studies.
Sample Criteria
1.

This study sought data only from fathers and their

children who resided in San Joaquin County.

An attempt was

made to note the approximate distance between the father's
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and child's residen c e .

Originally the d ist anc e wa s li mit e d

to approximately ten miles, because it was b elieved this
would optimize the o pportunity for c o ntinu e d i n teraction
between fathers and absent childre n .

This wa s lat e r chang e d

when one father reported that he was abl e t o fully exerc i se
his visitation rights even though he lived 65 miles away fr o m
his chi ldr en.
2.

Fathers who had remarried were interviewed only if

they did not have custody of their own children and were
remarried.
3.

Only fathers with children not yet eighteen were

included in the sample.
4.

The first six respondents contacted in the initial

telephone interviews who satisfied the qualifying criteria
required for divorced fathers, were included in the sample.
The sample included four divorced/unmarried and two
divorced/remarried fathers.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following terms are
defined:
One-Parent Family:

A one parent family consists of only

one-parent in the home and at least one dependent child.
Remarried Fathers:

A man divorced and legally remarried, to

a different wife, without legal custody of his own natural
children from his previous marriage .
Nuclear Unit:

A married couple with their dependent
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children .
Child Abs e n ce :

A concept which pertains to r eorganization of

the family structure and which is a c o nsequ e nc e of the
di vo rce of the parents .

The divo rc e has result ed in legal

s eparat ion o f the father and his children due to the mother's
legal physical custody of the children.
Father:

The natural father of those children who are abs e nt

from him since he was not awarded physical custody.
Custody:

Legal physical custody of children awarded by the

court at the time of divorce or dissolution of marriage.
Visitation:

A legal right of the father to see his absent

children for court designated periods of time.

The

father-child interaction time allowed varies according to
each specific divorce case.
Summary
This chapter has introduced the problem of how divorced
fathers who did not gain physical custody of their children
may have perceived their ongoing relationship to their absent
children and how they may attempt to parent them.

There are

increasing numbers of one parent families resulting from
divorce, and in 90 to 95 percent of these, the mother is
awarded physical custody of the children .

Consequently,

fathers who divorce today often lose not only their wife and
home, but their children as well .
In the past, men held unquestioned authority in the
family, but the trend has been for fathers who divorce to
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lose much of their role power and control in the family,
specifically control of the children.

----

Women's roles have

expanded to more activities outside the home , while they have
not lost their power within the family and over th e childre n.
Society has maintained the idea that mother's emotional,
expressive, and nurturing role functions with children in the
family cannot be as effectively filled by fathers.

The myth

that mothers are by nature the best parents for the children
is still prevalent today despite research which clearly
contradicts this notion.

Courts ignore research data showing

that fathers are as capable as mothers in child-rearing roles
even while more fathers currently seek physical custody of
their children when the crisis of divorce occurs.

Research

data on divor6e is seldom collected from the father's
perspective, and little data on the divorced father's
relationship to his absent children exist.
Data from the father's perspective are needed to better
understand the problems and feelings of divorced fathers, to
determine what differences exist in their roles as compared
to those of fathers in intact nuclear families,

to question

the belief that mothers are inherently better parents, and to
aid educators, judges, and counselors in their decisions when
working with the growing number of one parent families.

The

importance of the father's role to other family members after
divorce needs to be recognized.
Chapter 1 has provided an introduction to the
dissertation, stated the nature and scope of the problem,
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noted the methodology and procedures by which the data was
collected and analyzed , defined important terms used in the
report, listed the limitations described in the samp l e
criteria, and noted the significance of the study.
Additional chapters will complete the remainder o f this
study.

These are as follows:

(1)

Literature related to the study;

Chapter 2:
(2)

Review of the

Chapter 3:

Description of the Design and Procedures of the Study;
Chapter 4:

Presentation and Analysis of the Data;

Chapter 5:

Conclusions and recommendations for further

study.

(4)

(3 )

CHAPTER 2
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The purpose of this literature review was to organize
and define categories which make up the ideal father role.
The review also suggests some areas for inquiry into the
relationship between divorced fathers and their children.
The factors which comprise the categories have been
identified as significant in the future parental-child
relationship after divorce .

The literature review related to

this study will be presented in the following areas:
1.

Role Theory

2.

Historical Perspectives/Trends

3.

Ideal Father Role

4.

The Process of Divorce Stages

5.

Impact of Divorce on Father Role
Role Theory

In reviewing the literature concerned with fathers and
their relationships to their children subsequent t o divorce,
the connection of this research topic to role theory becomes
apparent.

As alluded to in Chapter One, society has

expectations of how fathers will relate to their children,
and role theory is an organized way of looking at
relationships and the expectations society holds for those
relationships.

"There is no such thing as 'the' role theory

... role theory is a way of looking at what goes on between
people"

(Swensen, 1973, p.373).
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Role theory is based upon the fact that there are
certain kinds of transactions prescribed for certain kinds of
relationships.

For example, the parent-child relationship is

expected to provide for the needs of the child.

It is this

regularity of socially prescribed observable behaviors that
provides a rationale for the application of role theory to
the study of the interaction between individuals (Swensen,
197 3) .

Some such interactions are those of fathers and their

children, ex-wives, or other members of their community .

It

was appropriate to consider role theory in the current
research because it is connected through many of its basic
points to the study of divorced fathers and their
relationships.
The following basic areas within role theory were
commonly mentioned in the literature review and deal with
variables related to understanding the current research, its
findings and its connection to role theory.

These basic

hypothetical structures concerning roles will serve to
clarify what is meant by roles, how roles are learned and
enacted , and how roles change as one's circumstances of life
effects role change, for example, when a man is no longer
married but is still in the role of parent.
Role Concept
Most authors agreed that the concept of role originated
in the theater (Brown, 1965; Corey, 1984; Harre & Lamb, 1983;
Sarbin & Allen, 1968; Swensen, 1973) .

Swensen (1973)

described the way in which social interaction borrows from
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the theatrical implications of role.

For example , 1n any

social interaction there are parts being played and also
prescribed words and actions.

Corey (1984) pointed o ut that

interpersonal relationships follow certain social conventions
similar to the script for a play .

He further explained that

-----

while certain behaviors are required of a role, each
individual actor has scope to portray a part in his own
individualistic way .

In the same way, different individuals

perfor ming the same role may perform in their own unique way
and still fulfill the expected behaviors for the role.
Role Definition
Even though role developed from the stage, it developed
in different ways so that it is now, to some extent,
ambiguous.

Both definitions of role and the language used in

role theory are ambiguous (Bloombaum, 1984).
While the terminology in the area of role theory is
nonstandarized, role playing most often refers to enactment,
what individuals say or do insofar as such behaviors are
expected and evaluated by others (Bloombaum, 1984) .

Wolman

(1973) defined "role" as a pattern of behavior that is

characteristic or expected of an individual occupying a
particular position "such as the position of father" within a
social system "such as the family system''.

Harre and Lamb

(1983) added that role may be a way to refer to some regular

pattern in the way people of a certain category behave.
might , for example, speak of "father's role".

We

Corey (1984)

defined role as some kind of expected behavior associated
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with a given position or status in society and , in addition,
that ro le s are prescribed ways to divide the labor of soci et y
and to interact with others.
Finally, Biddle (1979) in attempting t o clarify the
meaning of role, stated that in common usage, r ole is either
a part or character performed by an actor in a drama, or a
function taken or assume d by any person.

He further

clarified role as a behavioral repetoire characteristic of a
person in a position (such as father),

a set of standards,

descriptions, norms or concepts held for the behaviors of a
person or social position, or, less often, a position itself.
The variables contained in the above definitions are
those which were used in the current research, so that
generally, such phrases as "role of the father",

"divorced

father's role", or "ideal role", refer to those
characteristic behaviors or functions which are expected of
men who occupy the position of father.

This is a

psychological-sociological, ecletic approach since the
behavior of each father in the current research was analyzed
while the behavior occured in the context, or role set, of an
interelationship within a family system/group.
Role Enactment
Role enactment is the actual behavior performed by an
individual.

It is the behavior which is observed and which

leads to judgements of one's behavior, its appropriateness
and adequacy for the role being played (Sarbin & Allen,
1986).

Biddle and Thomas, 1966, partitioned role enactment
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into three dimensions:

(1) the number of roles a given

person may play, such as father, son, and husband,

(2) the

leve l of involvement of a person in a giv e n r o le , whi c h may
range from zero,

(no involvement) such as when a divorced

father no longer visits children post-divo r ce, to a deep
involvement, such as when a father continues to be engrossed
in his parenting role post-divorce, and (3) the amount of
time spent in a role .

The variability of time spent in a

particular role is primarily related to achieved roles--those
roles people have come into through their own behavior .
Those roles which are ascribed are full-time roles such as
sex, nationality, or age.

Role enactment is largely learned

behavior so it is learned similarly to the ways in which
other behaviors are learned.
Role Learning
There are a number of ways in which roles are learned.
Many authors agreed that role learning tak e s place und e r the
same conditions and in the same way as any learned b ehavior.
These include such proc e ss e s as learning through
identification and imitation, as well as learning under
conditions in which a person is:
something),

(1) motivated (wants

(2) perceives cues (sees something),

(3) responds

(does some thing), and (4) is rewarded (gets something)
(Biddle & Thomas, 1966; Corey, 1984; Sarbin & Allen, 1968).
Role learning, therefore , takes place thr o ugh a cognitive and
behavioral gestalt.
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Positions.

Roles are also learned through partitioning

behaviors into positions which are collectively recognized as
a category of persons who perform characteristic behaviors.
For example, the position of father is a distinct category of
persons who perform parenting behaviors.

These categories

are usually familiar in the minds of most people who then,
for example, associate certain role behaviors of parenting to
the position of father.

People thus learn what roles are

expected of a position and what skills are necessary to
fullfil the role (Hartley, 1966).

Merton (1966), added that

part of the motivation to enter a position, the anticipatory
aspect, is acquiring the values and practicing the behavior
expected in the role.
Identification/Imitation.

Richmond and Hersher (1966)

pointed out that role learning takes place in the process of
identification and imitation.

They explained that in the

unconcious mental mechanism of identification an individual
is prompted to try to pattern himself after another.
this occurs on a concious

level~

When

it is called imitation.

For

example, a child may, at a very early age, identify
unconciously with his father through bonding, and at a later
age imitate his father quite obviously when attempting to
walk like him.

Richmond and Hersher further pointed out that

much of children's role learning is not only through reward
and punishment but through such adoptions of specific roles
in society, for example, identifying with and imitation of
certain people in whom one places certain values.

The
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children pattern their behavior according to the role with
which they identify themselves.

Wolman (1973) reported that

it is a patte rn of b e havior characte ristic or expected in the
social system which actually distinquishes a person in a
particular role.
Socialization.

Corey (1984) described role learning

through socialization.

Since the stability of society is

important, people are trained, and their behavior is shaped
through the process of socialization.

That is, valued

behaviors are rewarded while nonvalued (deviant) behaviors
are punished.

Socialization takes place primarily in the

family and, later, in other institutions such as schools.
Since role learning occurs in various places and through
various experiences, as individuals mature they learn more
role skills and they have the potential to increase the
number of roles they might perform (Biddle & Thomas, 1966;
Corey, 1984; Swensen, 1973).
Cognitive

Skills.

The cognitive abilities of each

person are also related to their role learning abilities .
For example, the ability to recognize cues in the
environment, to be able to know what is going on and what is
expected of a certain role position, and the ability to
detect one's position, are all cognitive skills which are
basic to role learning and performance.

These skills are

also referred to as social intelligence or perceptiveness
(Swenson, 1973).
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Motor Skills.

Practicing the expected behaviors of a

role is another way in which role learning takes place
(Corey, 1984; Swenson, 1973).

For example, a youngster who

babysits, performing such tasks as changing diapers or
bathing small children, is learning parenting role behaviors.
Through practice, which occurs naturally to children, the
child develops the level of expectations for his particular
age and then changes performance for his role with gradually
increasing role demands (Biddle & Thomas, 1966) .
Role Expectations
Role expectations are the rights, obligations, duties
and priviledges that go with a role--what people are supposed
to do when they play a certain role.

They are the forms of

behavior associated with a given position/status (Corey,
1984; Schonflug, 1972).

For example, we expect medical

doctors to give patients sound medical advice.
Schonflug (1972) distinguished between prescribed and
predicted expectations.

Prescribed expectations of role

behaviors reflect the norms and aims of the group and
describe how certain persons will behave in specific roles in
certain situations.

Predicted expectations of behaviors

refer to the probability of how a person will act in certain
ways under certain conditions in the future.
Dimensions of Expectations.

Swensen (1973) addressed

the point that role expectations vary along the dimensions of
generality (the broadness of a role) and specificity (how

---
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precise expectations of behavior are for a role) .

Generally

---

defin e d roles, such as those of spous es, allow for
individu a ls to perform role obligations in an individual's
own uniqu e style.

This is one reason why p eople in the same

role position may behave differently from o n e another in
performance o f that rol e.

Those roles which are precisely

defined require a high level of conformity among performers
of the role.
Changing Role Expectations.

The expectations for a

role may change according to the person or group with whom
one interacts, the place in which one performs the behavior,
and the context of the interaction.

For example, it is

expected that a father at a football game may shout in
support of a team while he may be considered rude if he
performs in a similar way at his office
Role Norms / Values
The generalized pattern of society's commonly held
expectations for certain role performance in a system, such
as the family unit, are called norms (Parsons, 1967) .

Values

are normative patterns. These values or norms serve to
regulate the behavior of individuals in roles.
Social Norms.

Deusinger (1972) described social norms

as those which society regards as having positive worth.
They are to be striven for because they represent a value,
obligation, or an ideal.

Norms describe what individuals

know, or think they know, about the behavior of other

--
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individuals in the population .

For instanc e , it is a norm in

United States society that fathers should work, earn money,
and provide for their families.
Role Sanctions
The sanctions of one's behavior in a role deals with
the way society applies punishments when people deviate from
the generally expected role norms and rewards people who
conform to established and valued role norms.

Role sanctions

are the consequences of behavior, the responses which occur
to any given behavior.

It is through sanctions which parents

apply that children learn what is accepted and expected
behavior in their various roles.
Fathers are considered increasingly deviant as they
move away from

the norm.

If a father behaves in an

"unfatherly" way towards his children, he will likely be the
target of disapproval by his friends, neighbors, and
community members.

He must, generally, conform to

expectations of the father role.

If he deviates fro m his

prescribed role expectations to a great extent he may even be
punished.

This is possible because the community c an bring

pressure through the legal system.
If a father is divorced, he may face the legal
sanctions brought about by the role power his ex-wife holds
because she has physical custody of their children .

For

example, by virtue of the . fact that he may have been ordered
by the court to perform in certain ways , his ex-spouse may
choose to hold him to those orders with little flexibility in
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considerati o n of human c ir c u ms t an c es which may temp o raril y

----

prevent him from fulfilling court o rders.
Tho ugh society will punish persons wh o d evi at e fr o m
prescribed role exp ec tations, the range o f ac cep table
behavi o r for any give n p osition may be bro ad.

Th i s br o ad

range, in certain role s, such as that of fathers , allows for
individu al personality diff e rences .

How o ne perc e ives

adequate enactment of a role can differ from others who hold
similar positions, yet each person may be considered as
performing his role adequately and legitimately (Corey,
1984).

This is

another reason why people with the same

defin e d roles may perform them differently.

Fo r example , the

literature review reveals components which make up the
"ideal"" father role , but in re a lity, a fath e r may
successful l y fill his role of parent yet not n ecessarily
p e rform all the characteristic, id e al father-role functions .
As long as his fathering behav i o r falls within t he broa d
range o f acceptable performance , he will likely be v iewed as
adquately performing his father r o le and its expectations .
Role Confusi o n, Complex ity , Conflict
It is b e cau s e many roles may be played at the same
time, or in a sequence, that confusion and conflict about
role performance sometimes occurs.

Not o nly does an

individual play many roles but a person o ccupying a role
interacts with others in complementary roles t o his own.

Fo r

example, a husband's role performance is affected b y his
wi f e's perf orma n ce o f h e r r o l e .

Th e con text in wh ich a ro l e
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played, therefore, imp acts on individual r o l e performance

(Harre & Lamb , 198 3).

Merton (1966) ref e rred t o th e context

in which roles are played as the role set and explaine d that
it is the interaction of people in c ompl ementa ry role
positions in role sets which often leads t o conflict between
the persons enacting roles .

For example, when t he conflict

cannot be resolved, the relationship may be ended, such as
when parents divorce .
Corey (1984) addressed the confusion which sometimes
surrounds role playing in regard to the issue of sincerity.
He elaborated that when people really believe in their roles
and are committed to playing them with integrity, they are
acting sincerely.

"Phonies" are those who play a role in

which they do not believe and to which they are not committed
or who play a role that arouses expectations in others that
they have no expectations of meeting.
Role Conflict
Role conflict exists when an individual in a particular
role is torn by conflicting demands or troubled by tasks
which he/she does not want to do or does not think are part
of the role specification (Harre & Lamb, 1983) .

Role

conflict occurs when a person occupies two positions with
differing and incompatible expectations .

The two positions,

together, can demand more than one is able to give or make
conflicting demands on one's loyalties.

The more rigorously

the role is defined, the more it is enforced and the more one
may experience dissonance when he deviates from the role
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(Swenson, 1973 ).

For example, a divorced father may

experience role conflict when expected to maintain his
obligations as a father even though he does not have his
children living with him and, at the same, time meet the
expectations of his group of single persons who have the
rights and privileges of a single lifestyle.

The

contraditory and competing role expectations may cause him to
experience role conflict when he attempts to conform to
individual role expectations of the two positions--father and
single person.
Role Power
Role power is the ability one has to exert influence
over another person's or group's behavior (Sarbin & Allen,
1968) .

Sarbin and Allen (1968) pointed out that one aspect

of resolving role conflict/strain is by determining where the
power lies in a situation .

That is, a person may resolve

role conflict in the direction of the person in the role set
who holds the most power to reward or punish conformity or
nonconformity to role expectations.

For example, a divorced ,

noncustodial father may conform to his ex-wife's wishes
concerning certain parenting behaviors out of fear that she
will exercise her power of physical custody and, for
instance, withhold or limit his visitation privileges.

Many

authors (Biddle, 1979; Harre & Lamb, 1983; Sarbin & Allen,
1968) discussed other ways in which role conflict could be
resolved.

Their suggestions for resolving role conflict

included merging roles, compromise, ending the relationship,
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changing one's

beliefs about the particular role

expectations, or acceptance of the situation, which is
causing role conflict, as unchangeable.
Role Ambiguity
Another consistently mentioned term in the literature
on role theory was role ambiguity.

Role ambiguity exists

when an individual has inadequate information about his/her
role, the objectives associated with the role, what
colleagues expect of the role, its scope, responsibilities or
role performance (Harre & Lamb, 1983) .

That is, role

ambiguity occurs when shared expectations set for a role are
incomplete or insufficient to tell the role player what is
desired or how to do it (Biddle, 1979).

For example, if a

divorced father has inadequate communication with his
ex-wife, he may have little clarity about what
responsibilities she expects him to continue to hold and
perform in regard to rearing the children.

Hanson (1985)

pointed out that in order to adequately peform a role one
needs a clear idea of what is expected of the role and the
social boundaries surrounding it.
Role Change
The basic concept of role change in role theory is also
applicable to the current study. Although relationships occur
with a regularity of behaviors prescribed and enacted for
them, role change occurs throughout life and, with these
changes, a person's identity changes because, according to
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role theory, identity is built out of people's interactions
with society and those in complementary role positions.
People learn who they are from the way others act toward
them.

They learn what to do when they have taken a role

position because of the norms associated with their role
{Sarbin & Allen, 1968).
There are different opinions among social scientists
concerning how and why roles change.

Social scientists have

a tendency to focus on different phenomena that may cause, be
associated with, or result from the performance of roles.
Gordon {1966) presented the following views of the
anthropologist, psychologist, and sociologist in regard to
roles and role change.
Anthropologist
Anthropologists tend to treat role as a culturally
derived explanation of behavior in roles.
outside influences determine our roles.
roles as normative.

In their opinion
They basically see

Individuals are socially assigned to

roles which have certain rights, duties, and attitudes
attached to them.

If a father performed at least a minimum

of these duties and held certain attitudes about the role, he
would be considerd as performing the role.

A role may be

performed in a unique, individualistic way which serves to
reduce "ideal" role patterns of social life to individual
terms.

The "ideal" is the norm of the group.

The

anthropologist is primarily concerned with the description of
societies on a large, macrocultural level.

The description
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may not be what really happens in society but is an

-----

approximation of what reality is within t he culture.
Anthropologists take the position that roles change
primarily as a result of changing norms of society.

Role

apparently refers to the behaviors necessary to maintain
status, the ideal behaviors associated with a role, and what
the actual behavior is which results from occupying a status
i.e., what fathers actually do.

Anthropologists are

primarily concerned with the idea that people "fit" into
society's norms.

One adjusts behavior to the perceived

reactions or responses of the group, that is, "I will adapt
my behavior to the norms of the group".
Psychologist
Psychologists, according to Gordon (1966), represent a
group of social scientists who are concerned primarily with
the behavior of individuals.

They argue that role and status

are not variables for study since they are givens or external
concepts.

The central concepts for analysis by psychologist

are role-taking, the generalized other, and role playing,

It

is an interactional process which results in role change, and
every role has a complementary role.

For fathers that might

be a spouse, child, or significant other.
As children we learn to build the responses of others
into our own response systems, and we are able to take on the
roles of others.

The opinions and attitudes of others affect

the way in which we perform a role and the way in which we
make individual adjustments to our r o les .

Our r o l es ar e
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conditioned and socialized by the way we perceive others
"through intuition."

The psychologist's objective is to

explain human behavior through analysis of individuals.

We

change our behavior in order to be considered acceptable.
Reward and punishment play a primary part, from this
perspective, in how roles are played and how they change.
The behaviors of those interacting are organized into roles.
Individuals, from the psychological perspective, respond to
their own "selves" in a system through which they evaluate
their own responses and those they perceive others will make.
People then make adjustments to their
these evaluations.

behavior based on

It is in this way that behavior changes.

Further, Gordon explains, role transitions denote the
changes that occur in roles .

When these transitions are

situational, as in divorce, they are often unwanted and
result in role loss, or role insufficiency.

For example, if

a father feels forced to assume a new role for which he is
unprepared or unwilling to accept, he may refuse to change.
Since in divorce situations, fathers generally find little to
identify as positive, they may be unwilling to change and
their parenting may require role supplementation in order to
clarify the role .

Hansen (1985) contends that the

availability of new information and knowledge may then bring
fathers to awareness of desired behavior patterns for the new
role.
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Sociologists
The third view of role is that of sociologists.
According to Gordon {1966) their area of concentration in the
explanation of human behavior is, for the most part, larger
than the psychological focus {the individual) but less
encompassing than the entire social system, as the
anthropo l ogists .

Their unit of analysis is based on the

interaction of two or more persons.

Their core concern is

considered by some sociologist to be the reciprocal
relationship but there appears to be little agreement about
whether it is essential to the understanding of social
phenomena to also understand on the psychological, personal
level.
Gordon {1966) further explained that the emergence of
functionalism as a major way in which to understand human

.

roles focused on those factors related to exactly what

l

maintains the reciprocal relationship i.e . , the functions,

l

changes, and maintenance of the relationship.

The

reciprocal-functional orientation appears to be the most
accepted position among sociologists.

In their opinion role

and status are the cues which predetermine behavior.

The

actual behavior or performance of an individual in a given
position, i.e., ·"f ather", is distinct from how he is
"supposed" to perform {the " ideal"), and is called his
"rol e".

The way in which the role is performed is influenced

by factors other than the stipulations of the role itself.
There is need for humans to strive for consistency or
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adjustments between the various roles of a p o sition.

Since

the sociologist perceives all roles with a "paired",
reciprocal role, it then appears to follow that r o les of men
change in relation to the changing roles of others.

This is

analogous to the way in which one part of a mobile moves and
changes position when touched, and all other parts of the
mobile also move and change position, thereby maintaining a
balance of positions.
While there are differences among various scientists'
opinions as to how and why roles change, the evolution of an
adult role sometimes involves a more active part in
"accommodating, enjoying, or suffering from, sometimes even
changing, the social systems in which he participates"
(Biddle, 1979, p. 312).

Biddle further explained that in

simple societies, people may learn all about their roles in
childhood, but in modern urban societies the number of roles
and positions is too numberous for this to occur, s o that
adulthood becomes a life-long process of discovery of new
roles .

Some role changes occur through the processess of:

(1) recruitment i.e. who will be accepted to fill a role
position considering "requirements",

( 2) adjustment, i.e. how

one reacts to the realities of a role position versus what
one had imagined the performance of the role to be,

(3)

choice, to leave a position if one is dissatisfied or cannot
tolerate the demands of a position (Biddle, 1979).

The

second and third processes may contribute to the changes men
make in their roles as adult, married fathers.
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The implications of these variables of role theory
applied to the divorced father's life situation raises
questions as to how he will be affected by the way society
views him when he is divorced and wants to maintain his role
of parent, and what effects his ex-spouse's behavior toward
him will have in view of the fact that she has primary
control over the children, and that he needs to continue to
interact with her.

He must be able to adjust to the new role

position of single father, attempting to fill that role and
its expectations, even though no role norms have been
established for it.
The application of role theory to particular kinds of
social interaction is not new.

After reviewing a number of

theories concerning marriage relationships, Tharp (1963)
concluded that the best theoretical approach to marriage and
the most promising role theory approach is that of Parsons
and Bales.

The roles which Parsons and Bales (1955) defined

are in the process of change but, generally, are considered
accurate and characteristic.

As more research has been done,

marriage roles have become less specific, yet the literature
review sugggests that their basic idea, i.e., that fathers
are primarily expected to take the instrumental role and
mothers primarily the expressive role, are those to which
most authors refer when looking at marital and parental role
behaviors.

The roles of husbands and wives are, generally,

believed to fall into these instrumental and expressive
areas, respectively.

Though men and women are expected to
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perform these r o les primarily, they are not limited to the
instrumental or expressive role cate g o ries.

Further , Swensen

(1973) stated that roles are not static; the y d o change and
have changed in the past.
In summary one may note that role theory is an
organized way of looking at relationships and, therefore, its
application is appropriate in the current research which
examined (1) the relationships of divorced fa the rs,

(2) the ir

ways of adjusting to their parenting role changes and ,

(3)

how divorce affected their relationship to their children and
community members .

The origin of the concept o f r oles, how

ro les are learned, and why different people play the same
role in various ways was discussed.

Three perspectives of

how roles develop and change, anthropological, psychological ,
and sociological were presented.

The three perspectives were

used in an attempt to clarify the meaning of "role" and role
change.

Role theory can be connected to the study of

parent-child interaction through many of its basic concepts
such as role enactment, conflict, ambiguity, sanc t ions, and
change.

As divorced fathers perform their parenting roles ,

they may be considered increasingly deviant as their
performance moves away from societal expectations, and their
behavior becomes increasingly unacceptable.
Role change occurs throughout life and this changes a
person's identity since identity is developed from people's
interactions with society .

People learn who the y are through

interactions with others in complementary role positions.
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They learn what to do in specific roles because of norms
associated with the particular role and through the way they
evaluate themselves in interactions with others and then make
adjustments to their roles.

Social roles are learned

primarily in the family but in other institutions of society,
as well.
When divorce occurs, fathers are faced with adjusting
to a new role, single father, for which few role norms have
been established.

Since the range of acceptable behavior for

any given role is broad, fathers may not fill all the
expectations society holds for their role yet still be
considered adequate in its performance.
The basic ideas of Parsons and Bales, that fathers are
primarily expected to take the instrumental role and mothers
primarily the expressive role are those to which most authors
referred when looking at marriage and family relationships.
No clear definition of the fathering role exists since roles
have changed in the past and continue to change.
changes, some trends seem to be emerging.

With these

The next section

of the literature review looks at how fathers' roles have
changed over the years, and what kinds of trends seem to be
emerging.
Historical Perspectives and Trends
It is not only divorce which changes men's roles but
general occurences in society as well.

In order to

understand the developing role to which fathers must adjust,
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and how this ultimately affects their relationship to th e ir
offspring, it is useful to examine the relationships within
the context of social history.

It is in this way that a

relationship is best understood (Klemer, 1970).
Father Role Dominance
In the medieval and post-medieval family, fathers were
not only the head of the clan (the immediate family and
extended family), but they were also heads of the business
enterprise as well.
activity.

The household was the center of economic

Those under father's authority were not only his

wife and children, but workers and servants as well
(Rosenthal & Keshet, 1981).

The ideal of marriage at this

time was to stay married and have many children .

A wife and

children provided helping hands and were a definite asset to
the father's business.

Fathers at this time could be

described as men who dispensed wisdom in a deep voice, would
become indignant if someone sat in "his" chair, and conjured
up images of awe, respect, and fear equal to the
authoritarian clergyman (Victor & Winkler, 1977) .

Clearly,

men held positions of dominance in their role in the family.
Loss of Role Dominance.

A major change occured in the

father's role with the Industrial Revolution.

Men lost a

great deal of their authority because they were no longer in
the position of head of the work force.

They went out of the

home to the factory where they were under the authority of
someone else.

The removal of the father from the home to his
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work brought obscurity of his work role to his children.

His

authority and role power was no longer clear (Hamilton,
1977) .
Change in Values
With the father's diminished authority, the ideal of
marriage also changed.

The value of marriage had been to

stay married and have children.

The primacy of procreation

and child care was evident in the fact that some societies
did not consider marital partners a family unit until a child
was expected or born.

It was during the 1930's that the

ideal of marriage began to focus on the happiness of the
marriage partners and their individualistic needs (Rosenthal

& Keshet, 1981).
Women's Role Change
Another factor affecting the father's role was the
change in women's roles.

As women began to work outside the

home, having earning power which only men had held before,
men began to experience role change which resulted in a power
loss.

For example, women were not dependent on men for their

total existence as they were in the past (Klemer, 1970).

In

1910, the women's suffrage movement gathered momentum.
Radical suffragists wanted to abandon traditional role
expectations that a

woman's place was in the home, but by

1920, the traditional roles for women had not been abandoned
though women's determination to stay married had changed
because of their ability to have earning power.
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War and Role Change
World War II played a part in the gradual change of
men's roles.

In 1944, women went to work in the shipyards,

got babysitters, and earned wages which gave them more
independence than they had in the past.

When the war was

over, some returned to their traditional roles of housewife
and caretaker, but many did not.

Men began to take a more

active part in child-rearing activities since mothers were
contributing to "bringing home the bacon."

Still, the

primary caretaker was considered to be the mother, and by the
late 1940's the decline of authority of husbands and some
fathers over family functions was a role change listed by
some in a group of well known family experts of the time, who
were asked to list the most significant changes in family
life during their professional lifetimes.

Only one change,

the increasing divorce rate, was listed by all (Klemer, 1970,
Rotundo, 1985).
The difference between men's and women's roles which
had been prevalent during the post Civil War period was
changed.

At that time mothers were to raise children as only

a mother could, "with love and affection," and fathers were
the authoritarian breadwinners who were able to go outside
the home to make a living.

Mothers' main tasks included

disciplining and instilling obedience in the child.
was her only kingdom.
this.

The home

Society for the most part believed

In part this view gained credibility due to the

beliefs of the medical profession .

Doctors insisted that
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women's unique biological characteristics li mited them to

----certain special activities.

Their refinement and

sensibilities were rooted in female maladies which made it
impossible for them to actively participate outside the home
(Rothman, 1978).

Since characteristics of aggressiveness in

males and more nurturance in females was found in all
cultures, it was assumed that sex differences were
biologically based .

This view soon began to change with

scientific advances.
Scientific Advances
With the discovery of effective birth control, women were no
longer unpredictably pregnant and could , therefore, spend a
smaller amount of their lifetimes in the role of mothering
activities.

The biological necessity of nursing a child,

which had made differences between mothers' and fathers'
roles so apparent, narrowed with the advent of bottle
feeding.

Fathers were able to participate more than before

in the role of child care.

Mothers' and fathers' roles began

to converge and sex-based differences began to diminish
(Hoffman , 1978} as a trend toward sameness of the sexes began
{Ginott, 1965).
Societal Values
The American educational system served to further
diminish the authority and power fathers' roles once held in
the family.

The American educational system educates

children in a manner which emphasizes how American patriots
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threw off the yoke of authority so that rej ecting author i ty
became a specifically American act.

The role sanctions of

society were added to the motives of individuals to reject
the authority personified in fathers.

The historical view of

men as breadwinners and women as nurturers is less accurate
today.

The historical allocation of these separate roles

through social and economic arrangements does not mean that
fathers are. not capable of performing the nurturing roles and
mothers the breadwinners roles.
Television/Media
By 1950-1960, the role of fathers was undergoing more
changes with the result that they were losing more status and
authority in the family.

Television and the media

contributed to this gradual loss of role dominance and the
change in role expectations for fathers.
Fathers became the "boob who pays the bills."

Even

though he was viewed as a loveable boob, he was, for the main
part, ignored by experts, forgotten by sociologists,
researchers, and journalists who were all too busy taking
care of mothers (Green, 1976).
down into three categories:
sports, and (3) sexual.

The media broke men's roles

( 1) business-financial,

( 2)

During this time fathers were viewed

as one who impregnates the wife, reads Playboy magazine and
watches ballgames on television.

If wives decided on natural

childbirth, husbands could participate.
was limited to a minor "walk on."

Still, fathers' role

His role was secondary to

the mother's within the family, while mothers were viewed as
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experts.

One television commercial for a household product

used "Even a husband can do it," a s its slogan {Benson, 1985,
Victor & Winkler, 1977).
Change in Role Expectations
The fathers' "pal" movement began in the late 1950's .
He began to go to P . T . A. meetings and take part in sports
activities such as Little League baseball.

The friendly

pal-father held backyard barbecues at a time when sociability
seemed like a prerequisite for success on the job {Rosenthal

& Keshet, 1981).

This was a completely different role than

that of fathers in the post Victorian days when men were
expected to be distant and to repress spontaneous expression.
In the 1950's, the expectations of society were that couples
would marry young and rear children.

Individual n ee ds of

parents were secondary to ne e ds o f children.

By the late

1960's, these societal expectations had made almost a
complete cycle.
Women's Consciousness.

During the 19 60's, women ' s

consciousness raising groups began to affect the roles of men
and women.

Suddenly the rules of the fath e rhood game began

to change drastically from a hands-off philosophy to a
hands-on philosophy concerning children.

Marriage was

postponed to a later age and, instead of children being the
primary concern to the e xclusion of parents, concern for
individual growth became popular .
thing" period.

This was the "do your own

At the same time , there was widespread
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concern for the family so that a combination of these two
factors, awareness of the importance of individual needs and
family concern, took place.

Famili es would have the best of

both (Norton, 1979).
Jndividual Needs/Happiness
The trend toward fulfillment of individual ne e ds and
growth and the ideal of happiness in marriage led many people
to change their attitudes about marriage.

Since it was no

longer absolutely necessary for people to spend their entire
lives working to make a marginal existence, happiness became
a more realistic goal, and with divorce as an easy
alternative, modern couples' toleration level began to
decline dramatically (Klemer, 1970).

If one was not happy 1n

marriage, it would be easy to get a divorce.

.

-

Fa t h ers Defend Rights
Within the span of one generation the image of the
ideal roles of father had undergone a 180 degree turn.
Fathers had changed from the "bumbling fool" of th e 1950's
and 1960's, who was n o t

to interfere with the sacred rites of

the f e male madonna, to the male madonna (Green 1976).
1970's, a further change took place in men's roles.

In the
When

divorce occurred, men b e gan to fight back for fathers'

rights

and against ingrained attitudes of men's lack of fitn es s in
the childrearing role (Victor & Winkler, 1977).
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Blurring of Roles
The change in women's roles caused a blurring of
maternal and paternal roles (Kramer & Prall , 1978).

Society

began to put more emphasis on the nurturing role of fathering
and less on the breadwinning role (Hoffman, 1978).

The

strong division of roles of the past was no longer distinct
and fathers became more familiar with roles in home
management and child care than ever before.

Currently,

father's roles are clearly being redefined to include the
expressive function.

In the last decade, men have been

expected to be more active in the child-rearing role and the
awareness of the value of a father's parental influence
within the family and with his children has increased (Greif,
Trends
Custody Awards
Courts have begun to award custody to fathers more
frequently than they did in the past (Schlesinger & Todres,
1976).

However, parents are not solely influenced by the

current trends.

They are still influenced by the attitudes

and behaviors of their parents--their own role models.

This

affects not only their performance of parenting roles, but
also the way in which they react to the concept of marriage
roles, the expectations they hold within the marriage, and
the way in which they handle the process of a divorce.

This

leads to confused role expectations and role strain (Hoffman,
197 8) .
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Learned Roles Perpetuated
If marriage partners come from a background where their
reference group encouraged the belief that men's and women's
roles are inherently different, then it follows that th e y
will believe their roles in marriage will be different.

If

husbands and wives believe their roles are the same, then
they will feel free to interchange parenting roles.

A third

view recognizes that men's and women's roles are different
but complementary so that the parenting roles of marriage
partners can complement one another (Martinson, 1960).
Role Sharing and Tradition
Some evidence has been found that as women share the
breadwinning role, fewer men work at extra "moonlighting"
jobs, and are under less pressure to perform the economic
provider role.

In spite of the trend toward samene ss of

sexes and sharing roles, Kramer and Prall (1978) argued that
most people still share images of the ideal traditional
family consisting of two parents, one private residence,
outsiders helping occasionally, and children who are
obedient, grateful, and leave horne upon maturity (Rosenthal &
Keshet, 1981).

Most boys are still socialized toward

occupational roles and girls toward domestic roles.

While

many mothers work outside the horne, fathers are still
expected to be the primary breadwinner.

If he decides to be

a househusband he may be stigmatized simply because he has
deviated from expected role norms (Benson, 1968).
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Role Leadership Confusion
This has led to some confused expectations on the part
of both husbands and wives concerning family leadership.

Two

kinds of conditioning (intellectual and emotional) have
caused confusion in role expectations in the area of family
leadership.

Currently, most average American women are

intellectually conditioned to expect husbands to be
democratic, to treat them fairly and equally, and to consult
them in important matters.

Emotional conditioning of some of

these same women is inconsistent with this.

They grew up in

homes where they were conditioned to expect to marry a strong
courageous leader who would tell them what to do and make
them like it.

Today, many women do not expect husbands to be

an assigned boss, but rather earn the right to be boss by
demonstrating his superior leadership ability.

The equal

distribution of role power seems to confuse them.

Klemer

(1970) found that the confusion about what husbands' and
fathers' role expectations are in the intact family makes it
difficult for marriage partners to stay in agreement with
each other.

This

through divorce.

may lead to resolving disagreements
When a divorce occurs fathers are even more

confused about their role expectations and, therefore,
experience role strain.
In summary, it may be recalled that it is not only
divorce, but general occurences in society which also
contribute to the changes occurring in men's roles.

Men lost

some of their authority in the family when they were no
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longer head of the work f orce.
Industrial Rev o lution.

This came as a result o f the

-----

Diminished aut ho rity chang e d the

ideal of marriage so that the focus on procreation and ha v ing
many children changed to focusing on individual needs of th e
couple.

---

The change ln women's roles and scientific advances
further changed men's roles.

Women went into the work force

and no longer solely depended on men.

The discovery of

effective birth control and bottle feeding of infants
narrowed the differences between men's and women's roles.
Fathers were able to participate more in the care of their
children and sex based

~ifferences

narrowed.

A trend toward

sameness of sexes began to emerge.
The media of television was the impetus for more change
in men's roles during the 1950's.

The media limited fathers'

roles to business, financial, sports, and sexual ones.

Their

roles were portrayed as secondary to mothers who were usually
considered the experts.

Father's became more social during

the "pal" movement of the late 1950's and were no longer
viewed as silent authoritarians as they had been in Victorian
days.
By the 1960's, women's social awareness and
consciousness raising groups changed roles further with the
effect that individual growth and the pursuit of happiness in
marriage was considered a popular idea.

Divorce became an

easy a l ternative if the partners were not "happy" .

Some

wives left children with husbands when divorce occurred.
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By 1970, men b e gan to fight for their rights when
fitness for childrearing was a question in custody issues.
The trend for courts to occasionally grant fathers custody
began about this time .

Still, most people share traditional

views of fathers as breadwinners and mothers as the more
nurturing of the parents .
Confusion about what is expected of men and women in
their particular roles has occurred as their roles continue
to blur and change.

Confusion ar is es because of conditioning

for distinct and separate role expectations which men and
women learned in their families of origin.

When divorce

occurs, fathers are even more confused about their new role
expectations because role norms for divorced members of
society have not been clearly established.

The following

section describes the ideal father role according to the
literature review.
The Ideal Father Role
To understand what happens to fathers after divorce and
how the divorce process affects their parenting and
relationship with their children, it is pertinent to examine
what is normally expected of the ideal father in an intact
marriage and family.

Parsons' characterization of the

husband and father as the instrumental leader provides a
useful way to organize much of the material in this section.
This is a sociological view of the family and is the view
most often cited in the literature (Billingsley, 1968; Lynn,
1974;

Parson & Bales, 1955).

The father role is divided
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into two categories, the instrumental role and the expressive
role.

These categories are described in other parts of this

chapter.
It is difficult to pinpoint exactly how the father
affects his family.

Stevens and Mathews (1978) argued that

there is no single universal definition of a good father.
Rather , according to Benson (1968), fathers have a global
impact on the family system rather than directly affecting
the child.

Stevens stated that to be an ideal parent

[father]
... implies being sensitive and responsive to the
emotional and intellectual needs of others, taking
pleasure in interacting with infants and children,
setting examples of acceptable and desirable behavior ,
expressing warm and affectionate feelings, setting
limits while being consistent and firm in making
demands on children, and taking an active but
non-directive role in allowing children fr eedom to
explore the environment (Stevens & Mathews, 1978, p.
120) .

While this 1s one definition of the ideal parent, it must be
recognized that different traits and role functions may be
required of fathers who attempt to meet ideal and expected
standards of parenting behaviors .

Even while the literature

reveals a number of variables which may form a broad picture
of the ideal parent, it is not an easy role for men or women
to fill.
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Conceptions of traditional masculinity and
characteristics of the ideal parent make it difficult for men
in today's society to accept and successfully fill the role
of father.

Several factors impinge on the succe s s of fathers

in their role:

(1) ov e ridealization of the imag e of father,

(2) few modern-day successful father models, and (3) conflict
between the ideal parent role and traditional masculine
roles.

Stevens and Mathews (1978) argued that more rigidly

sex -typed individuals of either sex may have more difficulty
adjusting successfully to their parental role.
Further complicating the issue of describing the ideal
father role is the fact that the role is in a constant state
of flux.

Rosenthal and Keshet (1981) argued that roles may

change with changing expectations of society or the age and
gender of children .

The father's ideal behavior will also be

subject to change as our society expects different adult
l

futures for children.
Men, in reaction to changing societal views, have had
to change their roles and are now expected to take a more
active part in nurturing and expressive behavior.

Being more

nurturant is a behavior change for which society has given
fathers little preparation or encouragement and one which our
society has seldom developed in the past.
As previously mentioned, most cultures differentiate
between the roles of father.s and mothers, dividing tasks
along dimensions which are described as expressive and
instrumental.

Males are primarily assigned the instrumental
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r ol e while women are primarily qiven the expressive role.
The American culture is more liberal than others in its
division of the functions expected of these two primary
rol es .

It is the fact that there are differences between the

roles which is pertinent, not the fact t hat men or women
occupy them.
In reviewing the literature, it became apparent that
some behaviors were commonly cited and often expected to be
part of a father's role.

Other behaviors were rarely cited

yet play a part in the total picture of what fathers are
expected to do.

These behaviors, which wer e collected

throughout the literature review may be viewed as those
ideally performed by fathers.

In the current research they

have been labeled the "ideal father role".
The ideal father role includes the instrumental
behaviors (role functions) of:

( 1) provider,

( 2) socializer,

.!

.I

( 3) disciplinarian,
developer,

( 4) moral developer,

(6) model,

( 5) cognitive

(7) object of identification, and (8)

protector .
The ideal father role also includes expressive roles
of:

( 1) model of expressiveness,

( 2) crisis manager,

emotional supporter, and (4) eeotic role model.

( 3)

The

expressive roles will be described following the instrumental
father role behaviors.
Instrumental Father Role
Parsons and Bales (1955) described the instrumental
role of fathers as the representative role within th e family
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and society.
to society.

It is the father's effort to rela t e th e fa mily
Lynn (1974) described instrumental role

behaviors as those in which the father stressed delay of
immediate gratification in the interest of greater future
rewards and represents, for children, the rules and
principles of society.

In his function as instrumental

leader, father gives pleasure to his children, i.e.,
providing them with material objects which are not basic
necessities of life but which may make life more enjoyable.
His instrumental leadership is focused on achievement of
tasks.
Characteristics of the instrumental role include self
confidence, mastery, consistency, and firm disciplinarian
techniques.

Billingsley (1968) further clarified the concept

of the instrumental role, stating that it serves to maintain
the basic physical and social integrity of the family.

The

instrumental role categories serve to meet the demands of the
fathering role.

Table 1 presents the function of the ideal

instrumental father roles.

The following behavioral

categories emerge from the literature review.
Provider
In order to maintain the physical and social integrity of the
family, the role most often cited for fathers was the
occupational one (Benson, 1985).

The instrumentalism of his

role revolves around the procurement of basic resources
(Benson, 1968; Lamb & Lamb, 1976; Maxwell, 1976; Parsons &
Bales, 1955) .

Through his work the father provides fo od,
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TABLE 1
Functions of Ideal Instrumental Father Role
11 PROVIDER

1.
2.

Works to provide money, food, shelter, clothing, health care, "nice things.•
Shares meals with family .

12 SOCIALIZER

1.

Teaches children commitment to social order; that rules are inevita bl e.
Cooperates with others in community.
Controls deviance through rewarding valued behaviors and punishing
nonconformity and undersirable behaviors .
Symbolizes legitimate control and authority of society.
Mediates between family and society; confronts outside wor ld effectively.
Fac11 itates development of child's conscience.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
13 MORAL

DEVELOPER

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
14 COGNITIVE

DEVELOPER

IS HODEL

16 DISCIPLINARIAN
J

1. Listens to expressed needs .
2. Allows child to see two sides of argument.
3. Attends school functions.
4. Accepts child's friends.
5. Takes nonauthoritarian expressive approach toward child.

1. Establishes trust during bonding.
2. Responds contingently and appropriately to chil d's signals/needs.
3. Acts as novelty stimulus.
4. Determines how and when to discipline.
5. Teaches "what fathers do" .
6. Behaves consistently with philosophy taught to ch ild.
1.

2.
3.
4.
17 OBJECT OF

I DENT IF I CATl ON

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

#8 PROTECTOR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

NOTE:

Practices self control, tolerates child's hos tili ty to his authori ty.
Labels behavior good and bad.
Takes blame when due .
Models "right" behavior.
Demonstrates generosity and honesty.
Teaches pro social aggression.
Delays itrmed iate gratification for later goals.
Teaches resistance to temptation.
Facilitates development of child's conscience.

Establishes guidelines for behavior.
Demonstrates consistency in enforcement of ru les.
Communicates expectations of performance specifically versus broadl y.
Allows child's input into family decisions.
Establishes relationsh1p based on love, respect, affection.
Is present during triangulation process (mother-fat her-c hil d) around 18
months of age.
ls dominant member in family system.
Develops positive habits, characteristics, for child to observe and imi tate .
Differentiates treatment of boys and girls.
Protects child from inner and outer world fears.
Prohibits tendancies toward incestuous behaviors.
Prevents overprotectiveness of mothers.
Guards child from neighborhood bullies.
Promotes wellness behaviors, guarding against menta l illness and
pathology through modeling behaviors consistent with physical and mental health.
Teaches and explains use of modern gadgets to alleviate fears of operating them.

The theoretical constructs and their functions are those frequent ly mentioned in l iterature
review. Together they may be considered as part of the ideal father role.
Fathers may fail to perform some functions while performing adequately as fathers.
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shelter, clothing, health care, and general economic
se cur ity.

When h e is successful in his money-making

endeavors he is furth er able t o provide th e family with
material ob jects which are not basic ne eds but bring pleasure
to the family.

Parsons and Bales (1955) argued that "he

gives gifts, dispenses money, and, due to his p os iti o n of
power, dispenses pardons . "

The importance of the primary

role of the father as provider is emphasized by Parson and
Bales who argued that there is simply something wrong with an
American adult male who d o es not have a job.
To work at a job earning an income is expected of
fathers.

His work has always been the key social role

linking him and his family with the larger community .

The

father's work role affects the status of the family among its
peers, the material well-be ing of the family, and reflects
the degree of social significance of his work.

Ultimately,

his work role affects the social class of the family, which,
affects child-rearing attitudes, the child's achievement
motivation, self-esteem, and a large number of o ther areas
involving fathering role behaviors and father-child
relationships (Marshall , 1977) .
A unique fathering trait of the human male which is
related to his role of provider is his sharing of food with
his family; which is a fundament a l facet of the breadwinner's
role.

Fathers sit down to dinner with their families.

Sharing meals with his family is one way in which a father
maintains family unity.

He also maintains th e unity of the
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family through taking part in other activities, such as
building collections, attending sports activities , or viewing
movies.

The importance of this is that those factors which

begin to disrupt family unity are often those which lead to
divorce.

For example, fathers are divorced and do not have

custody of their children, the opportunity to share meals
with their children is limited to the times when children are
able to visit.
Kohn (1977) related the provider role to education and
occupation.

A father's educational background often

determines his occupational (work) role which is related to
his income production and this, in turn, affects his ability
to provide for his family.

Ultimately, a man's occupation

and education also may affect his class designation (with
occupation and education prominant indexes of class in
American society), values, and child-rearing ideas.

Kohn

argued that class relationships have to be interpreted with
consideration for the conditions of life that continuously
change with a person's present class position, specifically
with occupational position.
Kohn argued that class relationships have to be interpreted
with consideration for the conditions of life that
continuously change with a person's present class position,
specifically with education and occupational position.
Some of the activities which are necessary to run a
home are directly concerned with income production so that a
father usually has the tasks of keeping up his car,
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maintaining his c lothes for his job, entertaining colleagues,
and keeping up with facts in literature concerned with his
particular industry (W e iss, 1979).
Socializer
In the community, ideal fathers cooperate with other
people in the routine tasks of survival.

They learn the

"rules of the game" and then socialize their chidren through
their own behavior so that their children will know how to
get along with others in the most beneficial and harmonious
ways.

They know that there are certain general rules which

govern social interaction and they promote a desire in their
children to live by and follow these rules .

Fathers make

children clearly aware that in order to survive in the world
as it is (versus how one might wish it could be) one must
hold a certain commitment to social order.

The

indoctrination of children to the fact that rules are
inevitable and that they must learn to live by them is a
universal family and father role function which serves as a
way of survival.

It also indirectly serves as the control of

deviance, since and activity which results in breaking rules
usually costs the individual, whereas the alternative
non-rule-breaking activity most often holds rewards for the
individual (Deutsch & Kraus, 1965).

The ideal father

symbolizes the legitimate control and authority of society.
He

also mediates between the family and society and

confronts the outside world effectively as family spokesman .
If someone outside the family calls on the telephone with a
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complaint, fathers deal with the situa tion assertively,
e ff ec tiv e ly and sometimes ac t bi g and bad .

This gives them

le v rage so that they exe rcise "antic i p atory socia l control."
They are the chief r e presentatives of the non-family world.
Moral Developer
Lynn (1974) stated that morality g e n e rally refers to a
person's ability to
standard.

make judgements against s ome articulated

Fathers teach standards, ideals, and values and

are expected to model "right" behaviors which will hopefully
make their children learn "right" behavi o r by example.
Through exercising their authority fathers establish
the kinds of values and morals they hold.

Done with love and

understanding, children will more likely internalize fathers'
values and morals .

Fathers play an important role in

facilitating the development of their children's conscience
which then serves as a source of their own moral control.
l

While a father's basic moral developer functi on is to
facilitate a conscience in his children, the moral
development of children involves more than simply making them
aware of rules, standards, and values.
Another part of the moral developer role involves
modeling behaviors which help to develop the child's
conscience so that children develop a potential for guilt and
feelings of remorse for having transgressed the learned
standards and values.

They learn how to control their

actions so that they behave i n socially accepted ways because
it gives them positive feelings.

Fathers also take the
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blame, whe n i t is due, for transgressing rules, so that
children perceive them as behav ing c o nsi ste ntl y with the
modes o f behavior with which they wish their o ffspring to
follow.
Control of Aggression.

Another part o f the mo ral

developer role fathers are expected to perfor m is te a ching
their children prosocial aggression through control o f their
own aggressive behavior.

Fathers ideally r efra in fr om using

anti-social methods of aggression or vicarious aggression
such as enjoying another person's discomf ort.

They also

disapprove of mischief in the child's behavioral repertoire
such as acting out in school.
Respect / Esteem in Morality.

Fathers ideally teach

children to resist temptation and instill values in them
which demonstrate control over indirect physical aggression
such as damage or destruction o f the property of o thers.
Lynn (1974) found that fathers, as instrume nal leaders,
furnished their children with objective external standards
and hypothesized that aggression may be associated with a
lack of esteem for a father .

Fathers, ideally, command

respect and esteem from their children so that their
offspring do not feel disappointment in them, become
frustrated,

and react aggressively.

Labels Behavior.

In their performance o f moral

developer, fathers label behavior as "good" or "bad".

This

means that the child has potential for developing a learned
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internal system, a cognitive map, to which he/she can refer
and which labels "good" or "bad" behaviors.

The labels are

those which fathers have placed on behaviors and which the
children have learned, internalized, and refer to when
ultimately making decisions on what course of action they
ought to take.

Ideally, fathers are around to label

behaviors as they naturally occur.
Generosity and Honesty.

In the process of performing

the moral developer role fathers influence their children's
morality through being generous and essentially honest people
who develop interpersonal trust with their children.

They

encourage children to delay immediate gratification and to
put off goals in favor of larger, later pay-offs.
Temptation.

If fathers provide a role set in which

they are basically honest and treat their offspring lovingly
and rationally, they may increase the probability of children
learning to resist temptation.
on resistance to temptation.

MacKinnon (1938) did a study
His results indicated that

children of fathers who used, or threatened to use physical
punishment were more likely to cheat as college students than
children of fathers who had gained compliance by telling
children they would fall short of father's love.

Children

who were threatened with punishment failed to resist
temptation.
Morality and Father-child Relationship.

The success of

fulfilling his moral developer role is related to fathers'
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continued good r e lati o nship with their children.

This is

apparently a crucial factor in prev e nting amo ral, or
delinquent, behavior (Biller & Meredith, 1975 ; Lan g ,
Papenfuhs, & Walters, 1975).

Ly nn (1974) and Nash (1954)

found that a severe break in the r e lationships between
fathers and their sons was a factor o ften report e d by
delinquent boys.
Another part of fathers' moral developer role is
teaching children to value the importance of outside
significant others even though fathers do not depend on
outsiders'.

Fathe rs counteract the effects of those mothers

who are inclined to overindulge or overprotect their
children.

Even though father's roles generate a greater

degree of criticisim than mother's roles, fathers apparently
value their role in moral development and willingly tolerate
the hostility of children who may resent their authority.
They put up with the hostility so that their children will
become "good" citizens and, therefore , enjoy the rewards
through their own well-being.
In summary, the literature review leads to the
conclusion that fathers' influence is prominent in their
children's moral development in a number of ways.

These

include the tendency to express or inhibit aggression and the
ability to resist temptation.

A father's basic moral

function is to develop a conscience in his children.

Through

exercising his authority and through modeling behaviors which
he has defined as good or bad to his children, children
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develop an internalized map of what is right or wrong
b ehav ior.

They also develop the potential for guilt and

remorse when they transgress l earned and internalized values
and standards.
The success of fulfilling his moral developer role is
dependent, in part, on the role set which the fath e r
establishes.

Success is positivly related to the way in

which fathers teach their moral values and standards. Their
love and understanding facilitates resistance to temptation
to behave in delinquent, amoral ways.

The control of his own

aggression and modeling of generous and honest personality
traits in a role set in which he establishes trust in the
father-child relationship, are also factors which influence
respect and esteem children hold for fathers.

Having earned

their respect, children are then motivated towards pleasing
him through behaving in ways which are morally and socially
acceptable.
Cognitive Developer
When fathers are parenting in an intact nuclear family
they ideally foster the motivation and cognitive abilities of
their children who see two different sides of a n argument in
observi ng parents interact.

Presenting their view of an

issue versus that of the mother's increases their children's
analytic skills.
Fathers encourage motivation by listening to their
children's expressed needs, and they develop an ability to
sense their children's ne e ds so that they may recognize what
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their childre n require without its expression .
I deal fathers may contribute to the development of the
cognitive abilities of their children through att e nding
school conferenc es and activities such as sp e cial Christ mas
events.

They help their children with their h omewo rk,

developing the interests of their children by reinforcing
them not only for developing interests, but also for
finishing tasks.

For example, activities such as science

fair projects allow fathers to help develop cognitive
abilities while also providing an opportunity to work
intimately with children on a long-term goal.
Acceptance of Friends/Mastering Tasks.

Being accepting

of his children's friends, training his children to master
tasks and problems ind ependently, setting standards of
excellence, and rewarding children for achievements are also
essential ways in which fathers foster high achievement and
the development of intel lectual capacity (Lynn, 1974).
Int e llectual Activities.
achievement to their children.

Fathers serve as models for
Reading books, doing

intellectual activities, and working in an academic capacity,
such as teaching, influenced their children to achieve.

The

father's setting standards seemed to be of greater importance
in the child's level of aspiration and achievement than did
his actually being involved in academic activity.
Nonauthoritarian Approach.

Lynn (1974) found that if a

father takes a nonauthoritarian approach with his children,
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cogn iti ve deve lopme nt and ach ie vement are enha n ced.

Other

factors which Lynn found to facilitate cognitive d e velopment
were:

(1) providing childr e n with oppor tunities t o study,

(2)

rationale for doing so, and (3) providing materials with
which to study.

Th e se factors were conducive to cognitive

development without actually monitoring or directing children
in specific tasks.
Creativity .
creativity.
child?

One aspect of cognitive development is

How does a father influence the creativity of a

His personality traits and educational

accomplishments have an effect on his child's creativity.
Lynn (1974) found that fathers of highly creative children
were described as being persons who were expressive,
noncontrolling, and well -educated, often being in a
professional or managerial occupation.

Creative college

level children described their fathers as having personality
traits which included being moderately affectionate,
non-rej e cting, and highly encouraging of intell e ctual
independence.

The role s e t established by parents may foster

creativity (Mellecker & Wells, 1976).

They found that

parents who disagreed about domestic values and who
experienced more role tension had children who scored higher
on tests of creativity.

Lynn {1974) found that homes of

creative children tended to provide a role set which includ e d
more cultural activities including hobbies of a literary
nature and availability of musical instruments.
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Model
The role of father as a mod e l for his chilr e n was
c o nsistently mentioned througho ut the lit e ratur e (B e nson,
1968; Biller, 1976; Stoll e r, 1978).

Through p e rformance of

their modeling role fathers ideally mod e led such behaviors as
how and when to discipline, how fathers play and work, and
what they valued.

They modeled their unique fatherly

philosophy of life.

In order for fathers to serve as

appropriate models, it 1s essential that th e y accept their
sexual roles and those of others.

Ginott (1965) argued that

although Americans desire sexual equality, we cannot forget
that some biological functions are not capable of change and
have both sociological and pyschological consequences.
Biological Contribution.

The reproductive role of the

father was consistently mentioned by authors in the
literature review (Ginott, 1965; Hoffman, 1978; Lynn, 1974;
Vaughn & Brazelton, 1976).

The function of fathers is not

limited to their ability to produce sperm but requires many
other fathering behaviors.

All societies expected more than

impregnation by fathers and perceived their biological
contribution as beginning and ending before the birth of the
child.

All other fathering activities were considered as

socially determined.
Through establishing their trust during bonding,
fathers expedite the explosion of the myth that fathers are
only a biological necessity .

When in the early evolution of

the family mothers had to nurse the newborn, they formed that
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bond o ut of gratification they received from nursing.
However fathers had n o biological basis f o r bonding.

They

may have had to protect mothers and infants from harm and
therefor e remained with the fa mily.

Th e ir needs for s e xual

gratification also kept them within the boundaries of the
family (Lynn, 1974; Parke & Swain , 1976).
Bondin_g_.

Serving as a model requires a bond of

affection between fathers and their children .

Ideally , the

affectionate bond is established during infancy (Parke &
Swain, 1976) .

When fathers take part in early child care,

feeding, bathing, changing diapers, and providing care during
the night, these behaviors establish th e fa t her as some o ne
who is there, trusted, and dependable.

By taking a n active

nurturing role some of the natural bonds betwe e n mothers and
children are transformed to fathers, especially when they see
children at vulnerable and needful times .
Fathers insure that bonding occurs to a greater degree
by spending time alone with their children .

Because fathers

have be e n conditioned by society to believe that mothers are
the better child-care givers , the opportunity to be alone
with their children increases the chance that they will not
defer to their wife's judgement as a superior in the
performance of the role of establishing themselves as models
through the process of bonding.
background for modeling.

Bonding then serves as a

{Erikson, 1963; Parke & Swain, 1976;

Rosenthal & Keshet, 1981).

The idea that fathers are not as

responsive to infant n ee ds wa s challenge d by some authors
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(Ste ve n s & Ma t h e ws, 19 7 8).

Th e y found that n o t on l y we r e

f at h e rs as r e sponsive as mo thers b ut, o f te n, childr e n
preferred th e m over mo th e rs .
Establishi ~ rust

The impo rtance o f a father's r o le in the pr o c e s s of
bonding which enc o urages c hildr e n to pe rceive f a thers as
mod e ls was described as the first stage o f child dev e lopment
in which the child l e arns basic trust or mistrust (Erikson,
1963; Feldman, 1973, 1975; Shaffer & Emers on, 1964).

If

fathers are th e re and consistent in meeting the child ' s
needs, the child will be confident, learning t o trust the
father, and this encourages the child to p e rc e iv e him as
someone to model.
It was the quality of the interaction between parents
and children which seemed to be the most important in f o rming
bonding attachments.
Specifically , parents who respond c o ntingently a nd
appropriately to the infant's sig nals or initiati v es
and who intiate interaction that is appropriate to the
baby ' s current state, needs, and abilities are most
likely to facilitate the development of secure
parent-infant attachments.

(Stevens & Mathews, 1978 , p.

101.)
Fathers' Expressiveness .

The traditional view of

fathers is more apt to change as fathers share the
responsibility of the child care-taking roles with their
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newborns.

Th ey will be recoqn i zed as p l aying important and

continuin g r o les in the developm e nt of th e ir chi ld ren .

Tas c h

(195 2} found that f a th ers cons id ere d th emselves as ac ti ve

parti c ipants in a child's daily care and considered good
companionship with their childre n t o be a major source of
satisfaction.

Men have begun t o re a lize th e negative

implications of a self-imposed stereotype of a mon e y-making
machine lacking knowledge about their babies, other than that
needed to create them.
Ideally, fathers are in a c omplementary role position
to mothers and take pride in contributing their own ways of
being human .

One of their concerns when they are divorced

and do not have custody 1s precisely that their childre n will
n o t learn a man's (his} way of doing things.
"what fathers do."

They mod e l

Vaughn and Brazelto n (197 6} found that

children ne e ded to observe and imitate positive
characteristics 1n the context of an ongoing father-child
relationship .

Fathers also model mal e expressiveness so that

their children learned how male s tell jokes , mak e small talk,
turn light conversation into serious talk, and how males
express l ove and affection towards women.

Sto ller (1978}

indicated th at childre n learned attitudes of male - female
relationships through observation of their parents bahavior.
Self-Acceptance.

The importance of fath e r's

self-acceptance is tied to modeling and the quality o f his
relationship with his children.

Prescribing certain rul e s

a nd behaviors, h e must be will i ng to l ive in a way whi c h is
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consistent with what he believes in.

If his be h av i o r is n o t

cons istent with what h e prescribes f o r his ch i ldren, he must
be willing t o face the lik e liho od that his children, with age
and th e ir ability to judge behavior ind epe nden t l y , will
discover that he is simply putting up a facade rather than
being what he has asked them to be.

Simply put, children ,

for the most part, do as their fathers d o, n o t as they say .
When they find that father has been hypocritical, the
child-parent relationship is affected in a seve re and
negative manner.

Erikson states:

One of the deepest conflicts in life is the hate for a
parent who served as a model and exec ut o r o f the
superego, but who (in some form) was found trying to
g e t away with the very transgressions which the child
can no longer tolerate in himself (Erikson, 196 3, p.
257) .

Availability, Sensitivity, Responsiven ess.

The basic

trust and respect of the child for the parent, and the parent
for the child, is the sine qua non of a healthy relationship
between th e father and his o ffspring .

In addition to

self-acceptance, the probability that he will be the best
model for them is further facilitated, when he provides a
role set in which he is available, sensitive, and responsive
to the children (Keshet, 1977; Vaughn & Bra zelton , 1976).
Fathers pass on their attitudes about ethnic groups,
political views, and their views of women,in regard t o how
they respect and accept their roles .
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Establishing Meani ng f u l

At m osph e ~ e .

IL is, in t h ese

ways, t ha t fathers, in the process o f mode l i ng , establis h a n
atmosphere within th e fa mily system that there is meani n g and
significance in life, and tha t life i s worth living .

Kagan

(1978) s upp or ted this vi ew , noting that tho s e fath e rs whose
children had pathological probl ems were l es s warm,
supporting, or expressive in their intra-f a milial
relationships, did not orient towards p e rsonal growth and
independence, and were not involved in extra-familial
activities as were fathers whose children had normal
profiles .
Marital Accommodation.

As models, fathers also pass on

their formulas for marital accommodation (Benson, 1968;
Maxwell, 1976; Vaughn & Brazelton, 1976).

Their children

thus have an opportunity to view first-hand how males and
females relate in their relati onships.

In d e mo nstrating

their appreciation of the female role through performing
their roles with kindness and expressiveness, fathers teach
their children how to love in an intimate way.

The value of

this is that having a loving, intimate relationship with
another person promotes the mental and emotional well-being
of fathers while it increases the chances of the children's
opportunity to live their lives in the same rewarding life
style. For fathers who want children to be happy and content
with their lives, good mental health is the sine gua non of
the accomplishment of that goal.
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Cultural Demand s .

One author

h ~ ld

a different v i ew

concerning the impo rtan ce o f parents as the e x cl usi ve
influenc e o n childr e n's o ptimal adjustment.

He did not

perce ive a fa t her's modeling as a way in whi ch child ren ' s
menta l well -be ing could be negatively or positively affected.
He argued that "children do not require any specific actions
fr o m adults in order t o develop optimally" (Kag an , 1976, p .
165).

Further, he stat e d that no paren t al behaviors can be

counted on to fill the pyschological needs of children; what
needs to be learned about children's needs are what kinds of
community demands will be made on them.

One such demand in

American c ulture and many others is that young adults are
r equir e d to be heterosexually successful i. e . , to be loved
and able to love and take pleasure fr om their sexual
experience.
Pers o nal Sty le.

Other ways in which fathers model for

th ei r childre n ar e through transmitting their personal style
to their offspring .

These include health habi t s, such as

getting enough sleep and exe rci se, avoiding abuse of alcohol
and other drugs, maintaining sound eating habits, and
deve l op ing a network of fri e nds for mutual support.
Novelty Stimulus.

Ideal fathers serve as a n ovel ty

mode l to their children augmenting the routine of the moth er .
Fathers considered performance of their care-taking and
companionship roles with their children very hig hly.

They

valued the time they could spend with the ir children and used
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i n unique ways compared to mothers.
Active play was more characteristic of fat h e r s r oles
than of mothe rs .

Fathers provided infants with p h ysically

active, idiosyncratic types of play whic h were unpredictable ,
and they held th e ir children during this i nteract i on while
mothers h e ld the children during ca re-taking act iviti es.
Peterson (1976) repo rt e d that infants found fathers
intrinsically more interesting since fathers generally spent
less time with them .

Stevens and Mathews (1978) explained

that these brief interactions could then be more
pyschologically potent c o mpared to more extended interactions
with mothers.

In research on infants as young as eight

months of age, children preferred the affiliative interation
of fathers over that of playing with their mothers (Stevens &
Mathews, 1978; Tasch, 195 2 ).
Benson (1968) and Peterson (1976) r eported that one way
in which fathers serve as novelty stimulus mode ls to their
children is that , while involve d in interac ti o n s with t h ei r
children, fathers sometime s act as mischi e v o us children
themselves.

Fathers may allow children to bre ak ru les ,

all owi ng them to get by with what they all know they ought
not do .
this.

Fathers act as if they do not know they are d o ing
This pretense often aggravates mothers, but it is in

this way that fathers teach children to question the validity
of rules.
Another important n o velty role fathers are expected to
perform is that of encouraging the child's independence.

\
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They do this through prodding the child away fr om mo th e r ,
diminishing th e ir close-knit relationship , and serving as an
i mpe tus for the child's individualizati o n and autonomy.

They

prepare children t o leave mother's "womb" , for ming a bridge
toward a larger environment.

Th e y repres e nt a source of

stimulation outside the infant-mother dyad.

This is a unique

father-child interaction.
Peterson {1976) and Stevens and Mat h ews {1978) found
that it is not only that fathers provide novelty experiences
with their children as second parents, but that they d o this
as equal pare nts rather that as subordinates to mothers.

It

is the man's job to make his own domestic contribution of his
own individualistic view of life while complementing his wife
in terms of the unique qualities of the couple.

By meet ing

some of the mother's ne e ds, fathers also indirectly
contribute to the quality of relationshi p s b e tween mothers
and children.

Assessing it positively, the mothe r's capacity

to perform her care-taking and expressive roles are enhanced.
Disciplinarian
Many authors agreed that acting as disciplinarian to
his children is one of the father's primary role
responsibilities.

The values, standards, and labeling of

good and bad behavior which he has communicated in his roles
as socializer, moral developer, and

societal representative

are enfor ce d in his role as disciplin a rian.

The

disciplinarian function is primarily a way of gaining
children's compliance and cooperation thr o ug h punishment and
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r e ward.
One way in which fathers contribut e t o th e ir children's
mental and emotional well-beinq is through e stablishing
guidelines for behavior as part of their disciplinarian r o le.
The y are expected to be consistent in enforcing the rules
they establish so that their children know what is expected
of them and exactly what constitutes an infraction of rules
or breach of discipline.

When making rules for children to

live by, fathers are expected to take into consideration what
the children's strengths and capabilities are so that rules
are challenging but not too difficult for them to understand
and follow.

It is important, therefore, that fathers spend

enough time with their children so that they are able to make
reasonable judgements about the child's ability to do what is
asked.
Marshall (1977) noted that how fathers communicated
with their children in regard to their behavior and
discipline was important in successfully performing their
role as disciplinarian.

Ideally, fathers are specific about

what they mean when they tell children what kinds of
behaviors are expected.

Fathers ought to avoid giving vague

orders which are open to various interpretations since this
may lead to arguments between parents and children, possibly
undermining their relationship.
one-way "command'' by parents.

Communication is not a
Fathers are receptive to

children's views of the rules and also encourage their
children to express themselves in family plans, including the
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questionin g o f p a r e ntal d ec isi o ns.

Thi s e n coura q es ch il d r e n

t o behave out o f respect and understanding, rath er than f ear.
As part of the disciplinarian rol e , f at h e r s ar e expected to
und e r s tand that children at ti mes r e s e nt th e authority a n d
p o we r fath e rs hold.

They are expected t o absorb the

hostility generated by their disciplinarian role.
The method of punishment used by fathers affects:

(1)

whether or not they will successfully fill their role as
disciplinarians,

(2) whether or not they will gain compliance

of children in following rules already communicated to them
in the fathers performance of their roles of moral developer
and socializer, and (3) the children's self e steem.

Hamilton

(1977) found that children whose fathers were relatively
strict, enforcing rules more consistently, whose punishment
was not corporal but who used restraint, denial, or
isolation, who favored reward for successes, inst ead o f
giving mor e to punishment for failures, and who allowed their
children to make some o f the family d e cisi o ns, had high e r
leve ls of self -es teem.

These fathers used reasoning with

their children rather than force and autocratic means of
obtaining their children's compliance and cooperation.
Physical Restraint.

Fathers sometimes play a very

coercive r o le in disciplining their children.

When a child

is too big for a mother to handle, Benson (1968) stated that
the father ' s role includes physically restraining and eve n
terrorizing the child at times.
expected rol e as disciplinarian.

This is another part of his
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Object of Id e ntification
Biller (1976), Ginott (1965), Pe ter son ( 1 976) and
Stevens and Mathews (1978) reported that the qua lity of the
par e nt-child relati o nship which is established d ur i n g i nfanc y
and bonding a lso plays an important part in the process of
id en tification.

Appropriate sex role id e ntification is

fa c ilitated when relationships between parents and children
are based on a b o nding relationship foun d e d o n love , re s pect,
and affection.

These qualities in the r ole set were more

important than masculinity, punitiveness , and limit s etting
in the development of apprpriate sex role id e ntification .
When both parents are available as role models who set
limits, are involved in children ' s lives, and are competent
and affectionate, children are likely to ha ve generally
adequate psychologic functioning and are l ess likely to
suffer from developmental deficits or ps yc hopathol ogy, such
as problems of identification .
Most studies associated the presence or absence of
fathers with their availability as a n identifi cat ion figure .
In identification, for example, a son is said t o id e ntify
with his father, to emulate his behavior, and to internalize ,
or introject.

He makes part of himself his father's moral

values which form the basis of his suprego.

"The parental

prescriptions and proscriptions that formerly came to him as
'thou shalt' and 'thou shalt not' now speak to him in his own
voice saying 'I must' and 'I must not'" {Stone & Church,
197 3 , p. 177).
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Identification is related to what one can say about
him/herself.

It is the means by which one si t uat es hi mse l f

in social relati ons and answers the questions , "Who am I?"
and "Who are you?"

Identification is the symbolic way in

which one or more human beings are identified.

Fo r example,

the position of musician identifies a person as one of a
group of individuals who play a musical instrument.
Identification is also a process of self-awareness and
personal labeling.

Identification is primarily about one's

self, whereas in modeling, the other, who is to be imitated,
is th e primary focus with whom the role taking person can
identify (Biddle, 1979).

Modeling / imitation is how you act

or role play in the characteristic ways of ano ther pers o n.
Gender Identification.

Ideally, fathers serve to

foster appropriate gender identification in a number of ways .
Abelin (1978) reported that a crucial age for this t o occur
seemed to be when children were about eighteen months old.
At that time, the father's role is that he is one part of a
triangle in the e arly triangulation proce ss .

In both boys

and girls, sexual core identification must r es ult from an
identification in the mother-father-child triangle where
children relate sometimes to mother and sometimes to father.
Children identify with the rival father's wish for mother,
and a symbolic mental image of self develops.

Fathers also

have a role in breaking the symbiotic relationship between
child and mother.

The father's role in triangulation is

important in the shift of the child's object relations from
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dy a dic t o triadic.
Lq_~!l!i.fi_~_C!.tion. .

Dominance of Father Role in

Abe l in

(1978) also states that a dominant father role helps children

in forming appropriate identification.

This was seldo m

possible if the father was divorced and was the non-cust od ial
parent.

Maternal dominance prevented the child from

perceiving the father as a model who was capable of actively
loving and "possessing" mother.

This interfered with early

triangulation.
Any factors interfering with early triangula t i on 1n
boys (around 18 months) interfere with masculine core
gender identity, masculine interests, autonomy,
competitiveness, aggressiveness, and certai n cognitive
abilities, and the boy is left with an implicitly
feminine core identification with the active moth er and
a feminine cognitive profile (Abelin, 1978, p. 149).
It was not enough to have a father substitute at this
time b ecause there was not enough continuity availabl e for
normal triangulation to occur.

The importance of the

father's presence, in order to prevent a prolonged symbiotic
relationship with mothers, was that boys and girls la ter had
problems in sexual identification .

With boys described as

"markedly feminine" and girls described as "markedly
masculine" mothers had persisted in prolonged symbiosis with
- the boys and had too littl e a period of symbiosis with girls.
Thes e mothers also held dominant positions in the family
while fathers were not generally available as objects of
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i de nti ficat i on .

Fat h ers h a d b een almost e nt i r e l y ab se nt fr om

th e h o me a n d we r e pas s ive a nd dista n t men ( Ab el in, 1 978 ;
St o l l er , 1 9 7 8) .
f a th ~ r

Availabil ~!Y_<;l_J)_<L__I d e ntj._fi c_<3._1;iC?D .

The ne e d f o r

c h i ldr e n t o be a ble to o bs e r v e a n d imitat e thei r fath e r's
positive charact e ristics in an ongoing relationship also
makes it pertinent for fath e rs to be available so that they
c a n teach their offspring to fit se x ro le expectati ons.

They

do this by shaping the ir children's behavior , reinforcing
boys for masculine behavi o r and girls f or feminine b ehavi o r,
and punishing inappropriate sex role r e spons e s .

(Hamilton,

1977; Lynn, 1974; Stevens & Mathews, 1978 ; Vaughn &
Brazelton, 1976) .

When fathers were consistentl y comp e tent,

in authority, and respected by others , their children wer e
more likely to identify with them.
Sex Role Learning.

Fathers, more than mothers,

differ e ntiate to a gr e ater degree be t ween their children
according to their sex, treating daughters more g ently, and
sons more aggressively, and setting clear boundaries for wh a t
girls

and boys do .

Fathers seem to be mo re concerned than

mothers in regard to their children's sex role development
and its appropriate expression.

They rewarded and punished

their children for appropriate or inappropriate role
responses.

This concern, coupled with their differential

response to sons and daughters, had the greatest impact on
sex role learning .

Clearly distinguishable boundaries h e lped
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to f aci l i t a t e c h i l d re n's identi fi cation (Ham il ton , 1977;
Hof f man , 1 978) .

Re ce n t r esea r c h s tu d i es indic a t e th at a

t r e nd ma y be d eve loping in whi c h f a t her s, in re s po n se to
chang ing soc i a l n o rms , are b eg inning to r e s pond t o boys a n d
g irls with l es s diff e r e nti a tion (Hans o n , 19 8 5).
In s ummary, fathers have an impo rtant r o l e in
facilitating identification in their childr e n .

Ideally they

foster children's id e ntification through being in an onqoing
r e lationship based on l o ve, warmth, and respect in which th e y
are inv olv e d and active.

Fathers who mod e l p o sitive

char a cteristics, i.e ., competence, are more likely to be
perceive d as obj e cts of identification by their children.
Protector
As protector , fathers are available to children t o
protect them from their inner and outer world fears (Ginott ,
1965; Lamb & Lamb, 1976; Lynn, 1974).
Fears.

Fathers need to be present in order to help

their children work out their fears .

Three main fears

require the father's strength and presence.

First, fathers

help children survive the hazards o f modern gadgets in the
home, such as learning to use electrical appliances without
injuring themselves.

Second, they pr o tect children from

outer world fears, such as helping them when they are
threatened by neighborhood bullies, or when younger , helping
them learn how to cross a street safely.

The third f e ar

fathers are expected to help with is tied to the
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s e parati on/ind ivid uation process.

Children ne e d to be

prot ected by fath e rs when mo thers at t empt t o overprotect
them.

Fathe rs must, by their sheer presence and att i tude of

silent strength, make children f ee l that father is in command
of situa tions which rise to frustrate and friqhten ch i ldren.
Fathers convey a reassuring message that th ey will not a llow
their children to carry out fearful wishes a nd fantasies
conc e rning parents and siblings .

These fantasies are often

angry ones in which children get rid of their rivals .
Father's role is to help the children know that their
terrible thoughts are not the same as reali ty .

They are

sympathetic in their perception of the children's fear,
frustration, and fury .
Incestuous Wishes/Fantasies.

Another protective role

which the father ideally performs in the family is protecting
children from acting on incestuous wishes and destructive
fantasies.

One way in which a father protects his son is

through his incorporation of the father's prohibition against
incest.

In this way, the child is protected against a

renewal of the Oedipal conflict (Lynn, 1974).

Fathers d o n ot

allow their children to abuse their mothers physically or
verbally, and make it clear that the parents' bedroom is
off-limits.

That is, children cannot have free access to the

parents' bedroom at any time of the day or night.

Fathers

are aware that a seductive parent who undresses in front of
children, a mother who continues to bathe her son beyond
school age, or parents who allow older children to sleep in
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the same bed or indulge in mutual excessive fondling , are
stimulating the sexual fantasies of children (Ginott , 1965).
Overprotective Mothers.

Through defending children

against overprotective mothers, fathers help their children
to gain independence.

While mothers love children

unconditionally and may be inclined to "baby" them far beyond
infancy, fathers provide a love that shelters children but
also frees them .

Allowing them this freedom to explore and

grow also promotes their readiness to confront the wo rld.
Ginott (1965) made this clear, stating:

"While mother's love

conveys to the infant that he is lovable, father's confidence
tells the child that he is competent"

(p. 203).

Ideally, it

is a father's role to allow children to experiment with
independence.

He performs this role through his willingness

to witness and encourage children's new ventures to grow up
without undue guilt.

Because fathers, generally, have a less

inhibited upbringing, they are better able to perform this
role than mothers .
Mental Illness/Pathology.

Many authors agreed that

fathers, in their role of protector, are expected to guard
their children from mental illness and pathology (Benson,
1968; Gould, 1978; Kagan, 1976; Lamb, 1978; Marshall, 1977;
Maxwell, 1976).

Fathers, apparently more than mothers, teach

children the value of friendships with significant other
people in the community .

In a recent wellness program,

"Friends Can Be Good Medicine," sponsored by the National
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Mental Health Institute (1981), the value of friendships was
the main idea of a nationwide effort to promo te mental
health.

Fifty percent of the health problems of individuals

were found to be related to a lack of friendship and its
support systems.
Crises.

Some of the father's role as protector is to

avoid crises in the family.
when fathers plan ahead.

Part of this can be accomplished

They may have emergency funds put

aside which include those for their offsprings' edu cational
ne eds , insurance coverage for unexpected loss of wages,
medical benefits, wills, and budgeting in preparation .for
their old age.

By taking care of these role

responsibilities, they prevent crises from becoming
unmanageable.

Preparing for such crises , fathers are able to

maintain their image of strength and their chi ldren have a
general feeling of security and protection.

Parsons and

Bales (1955) indicated that when a crisis did occur, it was
father who modeled adaptive behaviors.

By modeling control

and remaining calm when crisis occurred, his children felt
safe in the face of danger.

His offspring felt safe because

children check cues of parents, defining the seriousness of
situations through this process.

If fathers acted as if they

were unable to control a situation, children felt threatened.
When fathers are n o long er a part of the nuclear family, the
possibility of fulfilling their role of protector may be
virtually impossible (Ginott, 1965; Lynn, 1974).
In summary, ideally fathers are available to act as
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protectors for their children.

Fathers' presence is

necessary in order to help their children work out fears.
Three main fears require his strength and presence, i.e . ,
fears of modern gadgets in the home, outer-world fears such
as neighborhood bullies, attempts by some mothers to
overprotect their children.

Other fears from which fathers

protect children are fearful wishes, fantasies, and thoughts.
Fathers also protect children from mental illness and
pathology through encouraging their children to value
friendships in the community and by avoiding crises in the
family.

They do this through the provision of protection

through planning for emergency situations.

Fathers make

children feel secure and protected by their display of
control and adaptive behavior when crises occur.
The behaviors which fathers are expected to perform in
the instrume ntal role have been described.

The following

behaviors are those which are expected of fathers in
performance of their expressive roles.

These were also

extracted from the literature review and constitute an
another group of behaviors (role functions) which were, in
this research, classified under "the ideal father role".
Expressive Father Roles
The role qualities associated with the expressive
function of fathers are warmth, affection, and involvement
(Benson, 1968; Berne, 1964; Stevens & Mathews, 1978).

These

qualities, discussed in relationship to various instrumental
father functions, have been shown to affect the father's
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ability to successfully make use of punishment and reward in
relation to his offspring.

The role of crisis management has

been discussed in the instrumental section but also can work
as an expressive function .

Fathers, through their management

of tension in the family, provide an expressive function.
The expressive role focus is to keep the family running
smoothly.

A unique expressive quality was satisfaction with

the immediate relationship between fathers and their
children, which was negatively affected if the family was in
a general state of crisis at most times.
Supportive expressive behaviors have their genesis in
infancy and appear to have a life-long effect upon children's
adaption to life-long situations (Benson, 1968; Erikson,
1963; Parsons, 1955}.

For example, from the time of infancy,

the father ' s role has been shown to affect the child's
ability to form trust and independence. These are qualities
which are then used in forming intimate relationships and
which enhance the ability to love during the person's adult
life.
Past Expressive Role Expectations.

In the past, a man

was regarded as a good father if he had many children ,
particularly sons.

The father's primary function according

to this view was biological.

Little attention was given to

the expressive role of fathers.

The literature supports the

contention that fathers receive little attention for
development of their

expressiv~

roles.

This was obvious when

reviewing material written on maternal deprivation, since its
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thrust suggeste d that the only way children could s uff e r fro m
parental deprivation was through being d e prived o f a mo ther .
More rec e ntly, paternal and maternal d e priva t i o n have
been recognized as not necessarily equivalent (Benson, 1968;
Biller, 1976; Rotundo, 1985) .

The contempo rary e xpressive

needs of fathers ha v e become more pressing at the very time
when mothers have become more independen t .

Part of this is a

result o f new styles of parenting which blurs the
distinctions between fatherhood and motherho od (Rotundo,
1985).

Table 2 follows and presents the expressive role

functions of fathers.
Expressiveness Model
One way in which fathers perform their expressive role
function is to fulfill their children's needs f o r contact
comfort .

The need for physical contact is filled by fathers

who ideally hold their children, cuddle them, and kiss them ,
thereby demonstrating their love and affection .

Eric Berne

(1964) stressed the need for humans to experience contact
comfort and labeled performance of this role function as
"strokes".

While he asserted that mothers were the child's

first strokers, fathers may also provide strokes for
children.

More often this is in the form of providing for

satisfaction of the child's recognition hunger.
Harlow ' s

Harlow and

(1962) experiment with monkeys showed that children

as well as animals exhibited a failure to thrive and
developed abnormal behaviors without physical contact.
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TABLE 2
Functions of Ideal Expressive Father Role

tl

EXPRESSIVENESS
ROLE

1.
2.
3.

12

CRISIS MANAGER

1.
2.
3.

t3

EMOTIONAL
SUPPORTER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

t4

EROTIC ROLE
HODEL

1.
2.

Bas satisfaction with immediate relationship
between father and child.
Gives child love and attention; huqs child,
kisses child.
Demonstrates concern for child's welfare.
~eeps feelinqs of anxiety and insecurity in
check within family unit.
Provides for child's needs for recoqnition.
Displays expressiveness in family .

Increases child's self esteem throuqh
spendinq time with family.
Is sympathetic judqe of child's problems.
Acts as child's confidant.
Makes personal sacrifices for child's needs.
Applauds child's major/minor successes.
Shows support for child's mother, i.e. respect,
valuinq her opinions.
Prevents assumption of parental role by children
throuqh beinq available to mother as love object.
Assists children to become independent and form
intimate relationships as adults throuqh modelinq
a lovinq heterosexual relationship.
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Oth e r ways in which fathers are expected to perf o rm
their expressive function are through giving their children
attention and demonstrating concern for children's welfare.
For example, if the child complains about physical or
emotional pain, a father will attend to the needs of the
child and through his behavior will demonstrate that he cares
about the child's well being.
Crises Manager
Benson (1968) reported that one way in which fathers
keep feelings of anxiety and insecurity in check is through
their role in management of family crises .

In addition to

those behaviors previously mentioned in the role of protector
in handling crises, this role function may also contribute to
feelings among family members that life is worthwhile.
Fathers expressive needs must be recognized and they, in
turn, need to display expressiveness in the family.
Emotional Supporter
Another expressive role which fathers perform is
providing emotional support for children (Benson, 1968; Hock,
E., McHenry, Hock, M., Triolo, & Stewart, 1980; Stevens &
Mathews, 1978).

Fathers show love and respect for their

offspring in a way which is different from mothers.

Whereas

mother's love is unconditional, father's love is more apt to
be contingent upon the performance of certain tasks and
skills.

In this way, fathers promote the

individuation/separation process and the child has an
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increased sense of self-esteem b e cause h e has successfully
executed a task.

Father's role is to be present , spending

time with the family, organizing and reorganizing activities
when organization breaks down within the family subsystem .
Fathers ideally listen to their children when they have
tr o uble with friends and are sympathetic judges .

Doing so,

they become additional attachment figures to their children
other than mothers.

This, obviously, strengthe ns the

father-child relationship.
Fathers also provide emotional support by being
available to comfort their children when problems arise,
allowing them to realize that they too have experienced
similar situations in life which were difficult and
embarassing.

Fathers play the role of confidants, intimately

discussing experiences with their children.

A routine sense

of attachment that we come to take for granted occurs.
Making personal sacrifices and suffering inconveniences
to assure that each of their children's needs are met are
common ways in which fathers demonstrate underlying
expressive concerns and emotional support for their children.
A father's role is to gradually assist children in meeting
their needs of security and attachment through his awareness
of his offspring's needs and the way in which he responds to
them.

The quality of interaction between parent and child is

the single most important contribution to the development of
attachment.

Fathers gradually fill this need through

recognition versus stimulation which the mother has first
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provided.

Fathers demonstrate their love and its basis in

the child's accomplishments through applauding children's
minor successes as well as their major triumphs.
Father's Support of Mother.

A large number of authors

agreed that an important expressive father role was their
support of mothers (Benson, 1968; Biller, 1976; Stevens &
Mathews, 1978).

Ideally, fathers promoted mother's emotional

security and stability, thereby facilitating her
effectiveness in mothering.

In conjunction with this role

function, fathers counteracted some of the excesses of
motherly love.

They controlled the dependency of children on

mothers through supporting her.

This served to prevent

husband-wife conflicts from being transformed into a kind of
seduction of children by mothers who might be disappointed in
their marital relationships.
Fathers ideally demonstrate respect of mothers, listen
to their opinions and ideas, value their competencies, are
considerate of their feelings, and do not allow children to
abuse her either verbally or physically.

They maintain the

unity of the family, and present a picture of solidarity.
Children tend to follow and respect the authority of fathers
most when they operate within a set of guidelines that both
he and his wife follow.

In both divorced and intact

families, effectiveness of father's performance in dealing
with children was related to support from the spouse in
childrearing and agreement with the spouse in disciplining
the child (Benson, 1968; Biller, 1976; Ginott, 1965; Stevens
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& Mathews, 1978).
Erotic Role Model
Another expressive role which fathers perform is in
serving as erotic role models for their children.

Through

his erotic relationship with the mother and his availability
to her as a love object, fathers prevent the assumption of
the parental role by children or its encouragement by the
parent.

The erotic relationship with his wife is a primary

symbolic focus of their solidarity, and parents therefore
present a united picture (Parsons & Bales , 1955).
Autonomy/Independence and Intimacy.

Gould (1978)

reported that one of o ur childhood assumptions is that we do
not own our own bodies.

This fals e assumption needs t o be

challenged in order for adult persons to be able to finally
give in to the urge to have sexual intercourse.

We act

against authority and in favor of intimacy when we decide to
take full title of our bodies and remove it from the
diapering and feeding parents.

Fathers play an important

role, therefore, in preparing their children for intimacy.
They do this by pr omoting emotional confidence in their
children which is required before intimacy can be achieved,
and they attend to the erotic needs of the mother, supporting
h er, so that they can enjoy sexual intimacy.

Children know

it and have little problem enjoying their own intimacy.
Intimacy Conditions.

Preparing his children for

intimacy is part of a f at h er 's erotic role performance
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(Gould, 1978) .

The modeling of intimate behavior with

mothers was also tied to father's attitudes about discipline
and the acceptance of ourselves as separate and unique
i nd i v i duals.

Go uld (1978) suggests that the probability that

children will grow up to be free from "holding back" in their
intimate relationships, is increased by a number of needs
fathers ought to provide in rearing their offspring.
needs include the following fathering behaviors:

These

(1) that

fathers' provide for individuation/separation needs of the
children,

(2) that they demonstrate their love for mothers,

and (3) that they discipline children in such a way as to
allow them the right to question authority.
Childhood to Adult Consciousness.

One can conclude

that father's role in assisting his children to become
independent and form intimate relationships is not only tied
to the way he relates to mother but, ultimately, the way he
performs his erotic role affects the way his children will be
able to assume adult roles which includes sexually intimate
and satisfying relationships.
Gould further reported that many early marriages are
claims to independence or acts of defiance.

The marriage

partners feel they must have a partner to help them escape
the influence of parents.

When both partners marry for this

reason, the marriage relationship is often doomed to
bitterness and frustration.

Instead of freedom and safety,

the couple gets dependence with disappointment.

The father's

role in relationship to mother's role, and the reciprocal
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ways in which they r eact t o each other' s r o les, h a s far
reaching i mpl i catio n s t o t he complete cyc l e of life o f his
offspring, the way f athers and mothers react to o n e a n ot her
reache s int o the intimacy of their c hildr ens sex lives and
their ability to sati sfacto rily achi eve t h e transformation
from childhood to adult consciousne ss.
Preparing Children f o r Adult Consciousness.

Gould

( 1 978) explains that adults sometimes manifest th eir
childhood consciousness in f orms of f ea r , anxi e ty,
depression, and f ee lings o f inadequacy and inf e riority while
not unde rs tanding any valid reason for fe e ling this way.

It

is part of the fathers' erotic role, ideally , to support
children, fostering indepe ndence and emotional securi t y.
They model a loving heterosexual relationship with their
spouse so that their children will be bes t prepared t o
overcome childhood consciousness and achieve a sta te of adu l t
consciousness.

Without this preparation, the likelihood of

disturbed marital relationships is increased .

A cycle of

learning may b e passed on by fathers to their offspring
(Gould, 1978).
In summary, e xpressi ve role quali ties are associated
with warmth, affection, and involvement.

The focus o f the

expressive role is on keeping the family run ning s moothly
through supportive behaviors.

A unique quality of the

expressive role is immediate satisfaction with the
father-child relationship.
Supportive and expressive relationships have their
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gen esi s in infancy and affect the lives of children in to
adulthood.

Children l e arn appropriate exp ressive behaviors

conduciv e t o forming healthy and intimat e re l ationship s i n
their own adult lives by learning how to be e xpressiv e
through observation of fath e rs who model e xpress ive
b e haviors .

Fathers insure children's chance s of achi e ving

fulfilling adult relationships through performance of th e ir
role with the expression of love and respect for family
members, providing empathetic support in time s of ·crises,
spending time with the family, and making personal sacrifices
to assure that their children's needs are met.

When fathers

fail to provide for the expressive needs of children, their
children sometimes manifest these needs in adulthood in such
forms as anxiety, depression and inferiority with little
understanding of the reason for their feelings.
Process of Divorce
For purposes of t h is stu dy, the proc ess of family
systems change described by Ahrons {1980) will be used.
Ahron s' theory made clear, in a concise way, h ow fa mi ly
systems changed from nuc l ear to binucl e a r units and the
implications of these changes .

General l y, other authors

agreed that there were certain steps that commonly occured in
the process of divorce which varied in intensi ty and order
{Bohannan, 1970).
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Role Change in Divorce
Continu ed Parent-Child Rela tionship.

The process of

divorce is a gradual one which finally results in family
change and individual role changes.

As the family transfor ms

fr om a nuclear to binuclear unit, family members change due
to gradually changing family rules under which the nuclear
unit has been operating.

The conceptualization of divorce as

a process of family systems being changed does not
ne cessarily mean that the parent-child relationship 1s over.
It does mean that the crisis of relationship between the
parents has r es ulted in divorce, an event upon which they had
not planned.
Role Change/Stress in Divorce .

A major source of

stress for family members who undergo divorce is due to role
changes which occur and adjustment to these changes .

Stress

is severe because no clear role expectations for divorced
partners exist.

They do not know what to expect or what

others expect of them in their new roles.

The crisis of the

divorce, itself, is lik e ly to be particularly stressful to
the father since one of his role expectations as head of the
family is to keep family problems from developing into major
crises.

He is also expected to solve problems in the event

they do occur so in this respect he has failed.

Th e more

clarity spouses have concerning their marriage roles, the
less threatening will be the crisis and stress of divorce.
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Stress in Divorced Families.

The fa mi l y is described

throughout the literature in terms conducive to creating mo re
stress on the binuclear family members (Ahrens, 1980; Benson,
196 8 ; Klemer 1970).

Such terms as "broken h ome " and

"ex-spouse" h old negative connotations and contribute to the
highly stressful state which the family is in.

Nucl ea r

families who divorce contribute to their own stressful
transitions when they label themselves as "deviant".

Th ose

who hold religious beliefs which prohibit divorce may also
experience more stress.

Normalization of divorce would

likely reduce the stress of divorce.

Family members would

benefit from a clearly stated redefinition of the family
members' roles and expectations.
Tasks in Process of Divorce
The way fathers' roles change and when the role changes
begin are important factors to be considere d to best
understand the way fathers' relationships with their childr e n
are affected after divorce.

Fathers do not experience role

change suddenly when divorce occurs.

Rather, such role

change is experienced gradually before the final and l ega l
separation occurs.

The final legal divorce, which often

results in fathers' loss of physical custody and which l eads
to his role change in parenting his absent children, is part
of the divorce process.
Ahrons (1980) d escribes two systemic separation stages
in the divorc e process.

Specifically, these two stages are:

(1) systemic reorganization (part of fathers' role change

1 00
inv o ~v e s

w ~th

~heir

~heir

attempt to estab lish ind ependen t relationships

childre n ) and (2) family redefin i ti on (fat h ers

attempt to estab lis h n e w ways to cont inue effective parent ing
while single).
During the process of divorc e , th e way in which his
role changes is through a process o f five differ e n t
transitions which Ahrons ( 19 80 ) labels as f o ll ows
individual cognition;
separation;

( 2) family metacogni tion;

(4) systemic re o rganization

redefinition.

( 1)
( 3) systemic

and ( 5 ) f amily

During these transitions certain tasks

generally occur and must be accomplished before the family
finally becomes a binuclear unit.

Table 3 shows this

process.
These tasks or experiences, which the family undergoes,
e ncompass a complex interaction of overlapping experiences
which gradually change the social role o f the ind ividuals.
Bohannan (1970) has lab e led these tasks as the "stati o ns of
divorce."

They are:

(4) coparental,

( 1) emotional,

( 2) lega l ,

( 3) e conomic,

( 5) community, and (6) psychic according to

Bohannan, these six areas are those which all di vo rcing
partners must complete.

The individuals may experience these

in different orders and with varied intensity.
Individual Cognition
Recognition of a Problem.

During the first transition

of the family, the spouses recognize a personal distress but
most often deny it .

They recognize that a problem exists but -

look for areas outside the personal rel a tionsh ip for its

I
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TABLE 3
f'----

RECOGNITION OF A PROBLEM
BLAMING ONE ANOTHER

. ~

~··

~-

INDIVIDUAL COGNITION

COPE
INABILITY TO ACCEP
OR TOLERATE MATE
EMOTIONAL WITHDRAWAL
RECOGNITION PROBLEM EXI
FAMILY SYSTEM
TRIED

I--

METACOGN ITI ON
-

ATTEMPTS TO RECAPTURE OLD
RULES/RITUALS
FAILURE FOR SOLUTIONS TO
ACHIEVE HARMONY
/

-

/

/
/
/

REORGANIZATION OF FAMILY

-

-

SHARING WITH EXTENDED FAMILY

SYSTEMIC SEPARATION
DIVIDING PROPERTY

---

SYSTEMIC
REORGANIZATION

LEGAL DIVORCE
CLARIFICATION OF NEW
BOUNDARIE S

ESTABLISHING INDEP
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CHILDREN

FAMILY REDEFINITION

ESTABLISHING NEW WAYS TO
CONTINUE EFFECTIVE PARENTING
MAINTAINING CH ILD CENTERED
RELATIONSHIPS
SELF-CONCEPTSi

-

-
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cause since this is less threatening t o them.

For ex a mp le,

th ey may claim a n ee d for a child, a bigg e r home, or more
extr a- marita l interes ts.

Th e y b e liev e that if th e s e ne e ds

ar e fulfill e d, it will " fix" the marriage.

One spouse often

manif e sts clinical depression at this time.
Blaming.

As r ea lization occurs that th e problem with

the marriage is based in their p erson a l relationship, blaming
occurs .

Each spouse l ooks for fault in the other.

When

th e se are communicated, labe ling o f the culprit takes plac e.
This leads to arguments and the partners no longer reinforce
each other 's self-esteem with love .

Once the interpersonal

r elat i onship is labeled as the source of the marital pr o blem,
th e couple is prompted to l ook for a solution.
Attempts to Cope .

The r o les of the partners a nd what

th e y have defined as th e ir own specific and learned ways o f
handling a problem enter into the family change pr o cess at
this point.

Th e y may choose to delay divorce "until a less

disruptive time," i.e., when the children ar e older .

This is

g e n e rall y not an adequate r easo n to delay divorce since the
disruption caused by marital unhappiness and resulting
arguments is often more damaging to the children than the
fact of div o rce (Ahrons, 1980; Jellinik & Slovick, 1981;
Ro senbaum & Rosenbaum, 1977 ) .

Other coping devices c o mmonly

us ed are changing life styles or putting energy into projects
outsid e th e fam i ly.
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Emoti o nal Withdrawa l.

Whil e k ee ping up a fa c ade o f a

smo othly running family the partners have, in actuality,
accomplished the first station in the proc e ss of div o rce.
They are attempting to resolve th e emotional withdrawal o f
investment from the marriage relationship.

The e mo tional

withdrawal task usu a lly occurs in one individual and may be a
benefit .

However, it is usually beneficial to only one

partner while the other becomes a scapegoat.
Arguments.

Bohannan (1970) argued that the events

which lead to arguments and ev e ntually to divorce ar e as
varied as those which lead to marriage.

In divorce, however,

the partners concentrate on weak points, while in marriage
they focused on positive traits of their partner's
personality.

Other family members begin to react to the new

way the individual is filling his or her role and their
vulnerability to stress begins at this time.

How long the

emotional divorce lasts and how much stress it causes is
dependent on such factors as the type of coping behaviors
used and the length of this stage.

This first stage may

r e sult in only minor changes in role patterns and with family
equilibrium relatively maintained.

The approach taken 1n

this stage affects the way in which parents accomplish
necessary role changes in later stages .
Metacognition
Family System as Source of Problems.

During the

metacognition transition the family takes stock.

Information

is openly exchanged concerning the realization that the
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marriage is the source of the problems and may fail becaus e
of them.

During this period of transition, assimila t ion of

the problem occurs, and potential solutions are tried.
internalization of these factors,

With

the partners will often

have feelings of ambivalence i . e., of love and hate, which
happens because the couple holds emotional bonds even when
the quality o f their emotional lives has been poor.

Provided

the family has been able to cope well enough to survive this
transition physical separation will occur at a later time.
Brown (cited in Ahrons, 1980) found that based on the
mutuality of the decision to separate or divorce, the spouses
who are leaving will be more likely to experience guilt while
those l eft behind are more apt to have feelings of anger and
depression.

Since in most instances fathers leave, they most

often experience guilt and, subseguently, enter th e ir new
parenting r o les as single fathers with f ee lings of guilt.
Attempts to Recapture Old Rules; Rituals.

This

transition period is marked by family disequilibrium because
while old roles have disappeared, new roles have not been
developed.

Attempting to bring the family back to a

com f ortable homeostatic lev e l , family members try to
recapture old rules and rituals only to find that they fail
to provide unity or comfort.

It ta k es more than all family

members being present f or a Thanksgi vi n g dinner to undo the
problems of the marr iage when they have reached these
proportions.
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Separation s and Recon c iliations.

In order to

successfully accomplish the third transition period of th e
process of divorce with as little crisis as possibl e , the
work of previous transitions must b e a ccomplishe d.

When

partners premature ly separate (i.e., not having gone through
the metacognition stages), more crises are lik e ly to result.
For ex a mple, the couple may engage in a l ong transi t io n of
separation and reconciliation and go through severa l periods
o f separating and reuni ting.

Th e couple may also experience

f e elings of guilt and ambivalenc e over the childr e n' s
react ions.
In spite of having successfully gone t h rough the firs t
transition, families will encounter stress during attempts at
reconciliation.

Mothers who head hou seholds face a dilemma

of trying to reorganize the family.

Th ey may choose to

reorganize and fill rol es enacted by the physical ly absent
father or maintain his psychological presence in the family
system by not reorganizing roles.

If the moth er decides to

reassign roles, his return is met with r esistance.

If he is

treated as psychologically present, the f amily will cont inue
to be disorganized.

There is no simple, painless solution to

this dilemma.
Systemic Separation
Reorganizing the Family.

During this transiti ona l time

the partners b eg in to reach out to their extended families,
community, and friends as they begin to make decisions to
di v ide what was shared during the marriage.

The tasks of the
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e c o nomlc a nd l e gal divorce also begin at this time .

An

economic s e ttlement must be made to divide the ass e ts o f th e
couple.

Th e legal divorce establishes th e right t o remarry.

An additional source of role stress occu r s a t this tim e
resulting from the adversarial system upon which the l e gal
system operates.

This usually results in escalation of the

power struggle between the partne rs and adds to stress in the
already disorganized fa mily system.
Changes also occur

Sharing with Family and Friends.

surrounding the divorcees experiences with friends and
community at this

tim~.

Friends perceive divorced persons

differently than when they were married .

In part, this

happens because the divorcee projects himself in a new way
when he is no longer part of a couple.

The change in friends

and community is often experienced as one of disapproval
(Bohannan, 1970).
Systemic Reorganization
Clarification of New Boundaries.

The implications to

the parent-child relationship become pronounced at this
fourth level of transition .

While stress occurred during

earlier transitions due to the absence of rules and
boundaries determining the family system, the clarification
of boundaries now generates distress.

In particular, the

rules concerning how and when each parent will relate to the
children is critical for the child's understanding of divorce
and eventual stabilization of the parent-child relationship.
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Continued Int er d epe nd e nce o f EY.- mates.

Succ e ssful

re o rganization of th e family system r e quires that parents
clari fy their new roles, boundaries, and subsystems, and
continue in some interd e pendenc e in order to successfully
sust a in each pa re nt-child r e lationship.

Problems with

visitation, often brought about by bitter mothers, can hind e r
f a thers' opportunity to maintain a continued relat i onship
with his children.

Yet, to successfully pass this

transition, e ach parent must establish an independent
relationship with his childre n.

Again, lack of role models

and absence of societal norms for a continued relationship
between divorced parents add to the role strain and
complications of this transition.

The partners face

psychological dissonance since exclusion of the
"problem-maker" occurs at this time.
The clinical literature describes a healthy adjustme nt
to divorce as being associated with the end of relationships
between former spouses.

Yet, as long as the couple has

produc e d children, they will have to continue in their
relationship even after divorce occurs .

Caldwell (1976)

argued that confusion exists about divorce and remarriage.
The law denies the ties between one parent, usually the
noncustodial father, and the child.

The more the father is

closed out of the system, the more dysfunction and stress the
family system experiences.

Fathers, who do n o t have custody

of their children and who have little contact with them after
the divorce, experience more depression , are more
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dissatisfied with their relationship with their children, and
experience more stress because of their role l oss (Ahrons,
1980;

Rosenthal & Keshet, 1981;

Mendes, 1976a) .

Reorganization of a nuclear family through divorce
creates new hous e h o lds with sing l e parents only wh en one
parent no longer has contact with the family and no longer
performs parental functions.

Ahrons (1980) suggested that

frequent creation of interrelated paternal and maternal
households creates two nuclei which form o n e family system .
She l abele d this the

bin~clear

.family system.

Family Redefinition
Defining the New Family .

With th e conclusion of th e

reorganizationa l transition, family redefinition occ u rs.

The

importance of the quality of the continu ed relationship
between the parents after divorce is stressed during this
transition.

Parents who a r e cooperative and mutually

supportive will aid in reducing the crisis potential
associated with the divorce.
itself to friends,

family,

How the divorced family defines

and community is critical to its

struggles with identity, boundaries, and individuation .

Th e

redefinition of relationships within the fa mily are dependent
upon the relationship between the parents.
Establishing New Ways of Effectiv e Parent ing.

The

trend toward equality of men and women's roles in marriage,
the increased number of women in the work force,

and

increased parental involvement with their offspring serve to
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clarify the issue of wh ether t h e parents c an continue to
share parenting r o l e s when they decid e t o divorce.

Th e

prima r y qu estion b ecomes how parents can continue to b e
effective parents when they are n o l ong er husband and wife.
Maintaining Child-Centered Relationships.
r e d e finition of the family syst em fro m nu c le a r

Th e
to binuclear

allows both par e nts to continue parental roles aft e r divor ce .
Th e parents' ability t o maintain a child-c e nt ered
relationship at this transition time is a major variab le in
the redefinitional process. Some parents continue to be
friends while, for most, the relationship is less intimat e
and more instrumental.
Ahrens (1980) clearly supported Lynn's (1974) findings
that divor c e a ff e cts all members o f the family.

The tendency

is to focus on one family member when examining the e ff ects
of divorce.

That focus is seldom on the father,

though his

role has consistently be e n shown to b e both unique and
imp o rtant to the nuclear fa mily, the lives of his children,
and his former spouse.

Fathers may be happy to b e divorced

from their children's mother whil e hating to be separated
from th e ir children.

There is a need for fathers to continue

the parental role as well as to understand the dimensions of
the role subsequent to divorce (Greif, 1977; LeMasters ,
197 4) .
ln1
Redefining Self Concepts.

During the last transition

one of the most difficult aspects of divorce must oc cur.
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Th is is the " psyc hic" divorce wherein each partn e r mu st t urn
hi msel f or hers e lf into a n autonomous s oc ial ind iv idual.
abili~y

The

to see themselv e s a s i ndivi d u a l s ver s u s pa rt of a

coup le is h i n dere d if th e couple ha s been mar ri ed f o r a long
period o f

time o r if the y e nt e red mar riage fr om a position of

dependency on th e ir parents .

It i s es p ecial ly difficult f o r

fathers without custody of their offspring t o adjust to being
auton omous persons while continuing in their parenting role .
Fo r example, our culture generally n e ither e n courages fath ers
to l ea rn care-taking s kills requir ed of the parenting role or
t o l ea rn s kills in running a househ old.

How e v e r,

it is n ot

o nly the l ac k o f thes e ski lls which pr ese nt s problems f or
these fathers when the final,

legal divorce has occurred.

The sect i o n following the summary will r ev iew some categori e s
which impact o n the divor ced father ' s relationship t o his
absent children at t hat transition in h is role as father.
In s umm ary, specific steps commonly occ u r in the
process of di vorce .

Th e se steps gradually c h a ng e family

rules a nd with the rule c hang es , the nu c l ea r family c h anges
fr om a nu c lear t o a binuclear unit.

Thi s effects

individu als, their roles, and the ways in which they adjust
to their n e w rol e s.
The ste ps in the process of div orce which all families
go through a r e :
meta-cognition,

{1) individu a l cogniti o n ,
{3) syst e mi c separation,

{2) f am ily

{ 4) systemic

r eor gan iz ation and {5) family redefinition.

These ste p s

include the tasks of divorce a nd are lab eled "stations of
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divorc e " .

The y i n clude:

economic,

{ 4) copar e n tal,

tasks.

(1) emo ti on a l,

{2) l e gal,

{3)

{ 5) community and ( 6 ) psychic

The process of divorce i s a gradual one which finally

r es ults in family chang e .

In order t o b es t understand the

way fathers' r e lationships are affected when divorc e has
occurred, o n e must exam ine the ways in which their r o l es
gradually change and th e impact th is has on their future
parenting as

divorced fathers.
I mpact of Divorce o n Father's Role

Ba ckground Fac tors
Most authors agreed that the ba ckground exp e riences of
men carry over into their role as father and, later, if it
occurs, into his adjustment to the role of di vorced father
{Daniel, 1977; Domenic, 1980; Keshet, 1977;
Levinson, 1978).
marriage,

Klemer , 1970;

If a man h ad never been on his own before

the mov e from his nuclear family and the task of

finding n ew housing was stressful to him when divorce took
place.

Finding a new place to live was a significant fac tor

in concretizing the marital separation.

A review of the

literature makes it apparent that even though marital
partners today expect, in theory, to be sharing the
instrumental and expressive roles, in actuality they may
still be bound to a great extent to traditional role
e xpecta tions.
Autonomy/Cr i sis .

If his family of origin was limited

so that he lacked autonomy or if he had an unr eso lved early
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l ife crisis, th e se f actors may come back to burden him . This
situation ca n make his c urr e nt ability to adjust to t h e
changing r o le o f di vor c e d parent mo r e difficult t h a n if he
had s o me experience in mak in g ind e pendent decisions while
living a lon e .

When div or ce occurs, me n o f ten bec ome aware of

their d ep end e n cy n ee ds, realizing tha t eve n t h o ugh they had
d e nied i t in t he past, they re li e d upon their wi ves t o
p ro v id e th e m with physical comforts, food , and aff ect i o nal
ne e ds (Dryfus, 1 979).

Extrapolating fro m Gould's discussion,

one ca n conclude that to some degree these fathers d i d not
adequat e ly achi e ve the individuat ion/separation process.
Conc ep ts o f Role Performance.

Th e way a man is brou ght

up to understand the father's r o le and th e value he holds for
family lif e affects his way of handling marriage
r e lationships and parenting.

Much of this is behavior

learned through observation o f p arent mode lin g.

Within the

marriage process partn e rs often t ry to r e -enact certain
relational syst em s or situations which they ob t ain e d in th e ir
earlier fa mily groups (Klemer , 1970) .

Fat hers often stay in

a marriage that is pe rsonall y very unrewarding, sacrificing
their own f ee lings because of a sense of family and
attachment to their children.

In men who viewed themselves

as family men, this role p e rception was central to their s e lf
image (Keshet, 1977; Levinson, 1978) .
Socialization and Educational Factors
A man ' s background is not the only factor wh ich affects
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his f u t ur e parenting role and his adjustment to it wh e n he is
divorced.

Cultural and soci e t a l fac to rs a l s o have an

i~pact

o n his a bility to make the r o le transi t ion wi thout ro l e
s t r a in a nd suc cess fully b e a parent, even though h e i s
div orced from hi s children's mo th e r.

Th e l ac k of

socialization and educ a ti on o f men in o u r cultur e i n t e rms o f
making a home a nd c a ring for c hild re n i s a f a cto r t hat has an
impact o n fath e rs' role change and in turn, on their
r e lationships to their o ffsp r ing after divorce {Dan iel, 1 977;
Gass e r, 1976; Keshet, 1977; Wa l lerstein , 1 979).
The probl em of fi n ding new livin g qua rt e r s

~s

complicated by the fact that fath ers are und e r the emot i ona l
s t ress o f losing their home and objects within it .

If they

had invested a great amount of effort in buildin g or
maintaining t h e home, they felt th e loss of it to a great
degree.
Role Skills.

Me n generally d o n ot have the domestic

skil ls which wom e n h a ve generally been reinforced to learn.
They are un able to cha ng e a hou se to a "home, " with all the
creatu re com f orts (Be n so n, 1976; Bernste in, 1977; Dry f u s,
1979; Seagull & Seagull, 1977) .

They se l dom have s k i lls in

planning mea ls , cooking, ironing, mending, or cari ng for
children .

So c i ety has " guaranteed" the lack of these skills

by assigning men the breadwinner ' s rol e rath er th an t h at o f
caring f or children .

Me n seldom are aware of their ne e d to

supply themselves with a h ome, and only af t er t h e com f orts of
the nu c le a r family are n o long er avai l able to them do they
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r e cogniz e th e ir n ee d f or c are (B e nson, 196 8 ; Dryfus, 1979 )
Men generally participated in child care act i viti e s
while living with their wives yet, at least, thirty per c ent
of fathers had no responsibility for bathing, f e eding, o r
dres s ing children in intact homes.

An activity most often

performed by fathers in relation to helping in th e home was
grocery shopping (Gasser & Taylor, 1976).
Subordination of Father's Parenting Role.

Fathers have

taken a back seat to mothers by being exclud e d from delive ry
rooms, the experience of labor in the birth process, and
childbirth itself.

They seldom diaper, wipe up vomit, insert

rect a l thermometers, or perform other tasks of infant and
child-car e r o l e for th e newborn or toddler.

The American

culture teaches that it is the mother who knows what to do.
Seagull and Se agull (1977) argued that not only did father
believe he was the unimportant par e nt, subordinate in this
part of his rol e function, but the behaviors wh i ch result
from this b e lief tend e d to l e ad to poor bonding.

Until

divorce, the house and care of children was often se e n as the
wife ' s domain.

Daley (1979) found that fathers felt

responsible, but not in charge, in the house and so asked
their wives for instructions regarding what they could do to
help .
Educational Negl e ct of Father ' s Role .

The way men are

s ocialized so that they later experience problems in role
adjustment and thus more problems in their parenting
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relationships when they are divorced is evident i n
e ducational practices (Benson , 1968; Bernst ei n, 1977; Victor

& Winkler, 1977) .

Fathers have b ee n neglected in terms o f

gaining knowl e dge abo ut the developmental s tages of
childhood, a nd society does not reinforce those who hav e
shown an inter e st in these areas.

Benson stated that "boys

a re unadvi sed about th eir approaching parental d ut ie s except
when they are facetiously counseled to avoid th e m''
1968, p. 5).

(Benson ,

Victor and Winkler (1977) concur, adding that

"Amer ican me n are shortchanged and disadvantaged in their
preparation when it comes to being encour aged to learn their
parental r oles" (p. 70 ).
The enormity of th e problem of inadequate parent i ng
role education for boys has some evidence in the fact tha t
one attorn ey provided a check list highlighting areas to be
investigated by fathers seeking custody or facin g a c u stody
contest .

He suggested that fathers role play with the

attorn e y so that they would be prepared for trial .

He

provided fathers with hypothetical questions concerni ng minor
a nd major crises such as bedwetting, runaways, misuse of
drugs, or truancy.

He attempted to educat e them so that th e y

could better convince courts that they were capable of
s e rving as proper role mode ls (Bernstein, 1977) .
Class and Intima cy .

Some authors examined levels of

intimacy b e tw ee n divorced fathe rs and thei r chi ldr en .

They

found that as socioeconomic class a nd educa t ion increased,
father-child intimacy decreas e d.

Fathers in lower

11 6
s o cio ec on omic class e s al s o we r e l e s s lik el y to h a v e a close
r e lationship with their children sinc e th e y p er c e iv e d
intima c y with childr e n as the mo t her's r o l e .

In s p it e o f

thes e findings, th e gradual shift toward soci e tal acc e ptan ce
of greater nurturance b e twe e n father s and children was
generally r e cognized by most author s .

Gr e ater nurturance was

most likely to occur among middl e and upp er c lass men
(Daniel , 1977; Kramer & Prall , 1978; Park e , Ro s s & Swain,
1976).
Loss.

As mentioned earlier, the importance of fathers

forming a bonding relationship with their children is of
great concern not only in infancy, but continuing throughout
the life of the child.

Even without reinforcement for

establishing bonds, some fathers still manage t o form an
early bond with their children.

Fathers found th a t when

di v orce occured, the courts usually severed those bonds
abruptly.

They experienced this loss at the same time they

had lost their horne, their wife, and inanimate objects to
which they had become attached and which wer e a part of their
dream in building a horne and establishing a

f~rnily.

Men

missed their possessions to which they had formed attachments
and formed attachments to them because they had
representational value, symbolizing a lifetime of
homebuilding or broken dreams (Dryfus, 1979) .
Life's Dream.

Many authors found that one loss fathers

experienced when going through divorce was that of l osing
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th e i r fanta s y or life's dream (Da ni e l, 1977; Gould, 197 8;
Levinson, 197 8 ).

Me n who had fant as ized their lif e 's dr eam

so that they followed a life script ordered in a se quenc e
such as marriage, career, children, h ome , better h o me, etc.,
fo und that when the sequence of th e dream was disrupt e d th e y
became confused and experienced un certainty and feelings o f
helplessn e ss which then l e d to ro le conflicts and strain.
Such a disruption occured when a man we nt thr o ugh a di vo rc e .
Dependency on Mat e s.

In the aftermath of divorc e

partners found they had been projecting their n e eds on their
mate so that the spouse might "do o ur work for us."
were dependent on their partner.

They

Not recognizing th eir own

needs and values lead t o r e s e ntme nt in the marital
relationship.

Wh e n fath e rs discovered that they had liv e d in

th e "r ea lity" of their p a rtn e r 's lif e and abandoned th e ir o wn
dreams, they t e nd e d to face their o wn inad e quacies.

If they

f ai l ed to do this, they were lik e ly to rebuild a dr eam in a
new r e l a t i onship, perpetuating their own failure by making
the same mist a kes.
Depend e ncy a nd Se lf Conc e pts.

Wh e n men moved from

their family of origin to marriage without resolving
dependency and autonomy needs, they often p e rpetuated
struggles with parents by continuing it in their marriage
relationship s.

They had moved but had ch a nged littl e.

Th e y

had not looked into th e ms e lv es as a part of the problem in
divorce or as a part of the s olution (Levinson, 1978; O'Neil l
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O 'H eill, 1976).

As a result of their fa il ur e t o be

introspective and critical of themselves, or to become
independent, fathers did not know themse lves .

They were

unable to f o ll ow their dreams, and these circumstances had an
impact on their father- chi ld r e lationships .

Specifically,

f at hers who had failed to meet these criteria were not
confide n t,

se lf-assur ed male models to their offspring since

they viewed themselves as inadequate.
Divorced Parenting Role Problems.

Daley, 1979;

Hamilton, 1977, reported that the confusion resulting from a
father's sudden loss of home, family, and dreams made
establishing a n e w kind of role and relationship with h i s
children difficult.

Because men had not been taught to show

their feelings or be nurturant parents, the difficulty was
compounded.

Divorced fathers had difficulty hand ling

children when they came to visit.

Fathers wer e not

accustomed to d e aling with their childr e n for long periods of
time sinc e they had generally been the par e nt whose wor k took
them away from the family during marriage .

They found it

difficult and frustrating to handle such problems as sibling
rivalry.

Not knowing what to do, while feeling responsible

f or handling crises, fathers sometimes felt l ik e punishing
their children when they teased and tormented one another
(Daley, 1979; Hamilton, 1977).
Environmental Factors
Many authors discussed various environmental factors
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which were protlems to d iv c r ced : a t he rs who
adequate par e nt s
\Ieiss, 1979 ) .

,I .... evl :1sor.,
T

•

~97 8 ;

Vaughn &

a~te~pt

t o be

Brazelto~.

19 76 ;

Since most f a th e rs have s mal l homes and

li mite d living space, the

prob le~s

~ h ey

fac ed in h andling

children during sibling rivalry and p o we r strugq18s W8re
often magnified

Co urts did not consider the fact that

fathers with o ut custody who had visitation privil e ge s n ee ded
to have living arrangements which could accommodat e their
children.

Hithout room enough for privacy, n on - custodial

pa r ents had lim i ted oppor t uni t y for remov i ng themselves from
the presence of their children so that they were not able to
compose themselves when they felt their level of frustration
g e tting beyond th e ir control.

Weis

(1979 ) labe l ed this type

of s ituation "emotiona l overload ."
Unresolved Problems.

The r elatio ns h ip b e twee n parent

and children may suffer b e caus e , out of frustration,

fathers

may shout at children to get away from them and leave them
alone.

The result of thes e ine v itable conflicts is hurt

fe e lings and unr e solved probl e ms.

There is litt l e ti me for

hurt feelings and misunderstandings to dissipate due to the
limits on the visiting time.

Fathers are not able to allow

the passage of time to aid in gaining realistic perspectives
to th e damaged egos a s

lS

frequently done in an intact

nuclear family .
Un clear Role Expectations.

Th e fact that divorc ed

fathers were unclear about t h eir new role expectations ,
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wh et h er or n ot they should conti nu e to d i scipline their
child r e n , a n d to wh at extent they we re n ow r espon s i b le f or
establ ishin g b e havioral a nd moral rules, may have resulted in
their feeling inadequate in their roles as par e nts.

Th ey may

feel impotent in their loss of r o l e power wh ich negatively
af f ec t s th eir self-concept.

Fathers also may fear losing t he

love o f their c hildren, a nd consequently these factors
contribute t o their difficulty in establishing a positive
par e nting relationship with their offspring.

Th ey attempt to

"buy" children's aff ec tion .
Values Differences
Fathe r s f e lt c h eated kn owing that it was the mot h er ' s
va lu es which wou ld be those primar i ly ta u g ht to their
children .

Th ei r values wo uld , at b es t, b e secondary in the

child's l ear ning.

Fat h ers f e lt c h eated because it was often

valu e diffe renc es whi ch co ntr ibu ted to the poor relationship
with the ex-sp o use and which led to divorc e.

When his

children came to visit, fathers fa ced behavior traits in them
which clearly indicated th e ex-spo u se ' s philosophy of lif e .
Children ofte n resented father s ' different sets of rules when
they wer e und er their care .

Victor and Win kler ( 19 77)

indicated that fathers had best adjust and accept their
ex-spouse's value system in order to promote a conflict-free
parental re l ationship with their chi ldren.
Com~unication

Fac t ors.

Communication factors have an

imp ac t on th e father ing r ole wh e n divorce occurs .

Men are
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not socialized to b e the primary source o :
child r en.

commun ic a t ion wit h

Hamilton (1979) f o und that circ umstances l e adi ng

to a l a c k o f skills in sens itive communicating within
-

-

int e rpe rs o nal sit u at i ons included th e is s ue o f f at h ers be in g
-~

'-

l ooked upon as psych o logicHl failur es in the sense tha t th e y
really aren 't quite as masculine when th e y were lovi ng,
gentle, a nd expr essive .

Being uninvolved, the y miss e d the
r-

gratifying expe ri e nc es of child development.
Widespread pate rnal inadequacy is buil t upon such
factors and in ti me leads to interperso nally insensitive men.

'

Their inad equacy, in turn, leads to a limited ability to

-

interact with young people, manifesting itself in the f orm of
c o mmunication problems.

As a consequence, div o rced f a th er s
'

experienced the common probl e m of "ge n erat i on gap" in dealing
with youngsters, particularly adolescents .
Explaining Divorce to Childr en.

Fathers , when leaving

their family hom e, were most often faced wi t h exp l a ini ng to
children why th ey were leaving.

Th ey found this sensitive

communication task difficult because they often felt anxious,
depr e ssed, and confused about why they were le avi ng .

If they

h ad in titiated the divorce they felt guilty and thus found
the task more trying .

Havi ng been brought up to hide their

emotions rather that express them, they had to face and
answer questions of t heir children who demanded responses and
were often disappointed in the ones they received.
{Hami l ton, 1977; Levinson , 1978; Weiss, 1979).

=

.-
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Post Divorce Rol e Expec t at i o ns.

For the ma in part,

society's expectations of men's r oles a nd obligat i ons
post-divorce do not chang e much f rom thos e expected o f
ma rri ed parents.

They are still expected to b e the primary

source of in come and support f or the family (Aberg, Small, &
Wats on, 1977).

The impa c t on his a bili t y to parent his

children was indicated by Sarbin and Turner,
discussi o n o f role expectations.

(1968) in their

Th ey pointed o ut that in

order to p e rfor m a role a dequately one must be a b le to
acquire kno wl e dge of its particular rol e expectations,
witho ut which e nactments of the role are "judg ed to be ine pt,
invalid, improper, anti-social or illegal"

(p. 547) .

Fathers

often must muddle through the new role, learning a s th e y
proceed.
Stigma, Bias, Discrimination .

Fathers e xperienced the

effects of stigma in a number of ways when th e y wer e divorc ed
(Klein, 1973; Kohn, 1977; Victor & WinY.l e r, 1977).

This is

evident in the custody decisions which seldom grant fath e rs
physical custody.

While mothers hardly e v e r have t o prove

their parenting competenc i es and are viewed as victi ms when
they occasionally lose custody, fathers se e king custody are
sometimes l abeled homosexuals who are suspect e d o f trying to
get out of working and supporting their children.

This is an

example of how society applies its sanctions when one
deviates

from the norms e stablishe d for a particular r o le

position, in this case that fathers are exclusively
breadwinners and moth e rs caretakers .
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Sanctions for See Y.ing Custody.

Attorneys for divorcing

f athe rs warned them that they wo uld have to show proo f that
they v.Tere "super fathers";

that they ought n o t become

invo l ved in c ustody battles because they might jeapordize
th e ir car eers.

Fathe rs frequently felt ther e was no chance

against the legal system and gave up the custody battle.
Fath e rs also worried about the negative effects cust od y
battles might have on their children:

fe a ring they mi ght do

more harm than good.
Custody
Little consideration of each individual case is given
when th e issue of child custody comes before the courts even
though, as mentioned earlier, research findings indicated
there was no difference in adjustment betw ee n childre n in th e
custody of mothers or fathers.

Th e focus of custody ought to

be on the " b et t e r" or "best" parent and ought to come up for
revi e w periodically since custodial parents who were fit at
the time of the original custody decision may b e unf i t a t a
later time {Jenkins, W. 1979).
Once a parent {usually a mother) has been awarded
physical custody, attempting to reverse the decision is
seldom successful.

Bohannan {1970) reported that the only

way fathers were granted custody was to prove that the
environment provided by mothers for their children was
detrimental to their children's physical or emotional
well-being.

A father who attempted to regain custody was

seldom successful unless he could show seriously delinquent
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behavi o r on the mot her' s part.

His case could no t be based

on facts indicating sh e wa s a poor wife d uring th e ma rri a g e,
since these facts could not be used as a basis for denying
her the right to custody.

In addit ion, some fath e rs did not

want to deprecate the mother, they simply wanted to h ave
physical custody of their children.
Coping with Custody Decisions.

The way in which a

divorced father was able to adjust and cope with the custody
decision was d epe ndent upon a number ·of variabl e s which
affected the way he related to his children and to himself
Daniel, 1977, and Kell e y &

(Benson, 1968;

Bohannan , 1970;

Kelley, 1976).

If the decision was hand e d down within the

court, fathers did not believe it to be a permanent custodial
situation, felt that part-time fathering was only temporary,
and continued to try to get custody.

They also felt that

they would have been the better parent, and that their
children would suffer in the care of the ex -spous e.

When

couples settled custody issues between themselves and outside
of court, fathers accepted their roles as non-custodial
single parents as a permanent custodial role status.

They

also perceived both themselves and their ex-spouses as
adequate parenting figures .
Custodial Parent's Adequacy.

There was some indication

that when fathers worried about the level of care the
ex- spouse was able to provide their children, the worry may
have been based in fact.

There may be a connection between
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unsatisfactory adjustment after divorce an d the
parental functioning as care taking adults.

breakdo~n

of

Some mothers were

found to experience seve r e d e pr ess i o n a ft er d i vorce which
i mpair ed their ca paci ty to maintain a d e qu ac y l e v e ls
previously held in parenting (Wall e rst e in & Kelly, 1980b) .
Discri mi n at i o n Fac t ors
One a rea in which fa t her s without custody have gained
s o me leg a l righ ts is in their right to h a ve knowledge of
their children's progress in education.

The "Regulations to

the Fede ral Family Education a l Rights and Privacy Act o f
1974" made it clear that both natural parents h ave the right
to r eview thei r children's personal sc h oo l record .
that law wa s pa ssed , only mothers had the right.
also fr ee to challenge any part o f
inac c urat e o r unf ai r.

Before
Fathers a r e

the record they feel is

Th e only way a non-cu stodial parent

can be denied a cces s to his child's rec o rds is through a
court or d e r denying h im that privilege

(Bohannan, 1 970; Kohn,

1977)
Fathe rs we re often the victims of social stigma even
though the majo r ity o f states in the United States have
adopted no fault divorce laws (Dryfus, 19 79; Schlesinger,
1978; We i ss, 1979).

Moth e rs are often still viewed as

wronge d while f a the rs are often l a bel e d n egatively.

The

n e g a ti ve labe ls h a v e an impact o n their self-esteem which
always suffers when d ivorce occurs.

The effects of l abeling

the family as "broken" o r "fathe rless" a l so h ad an impact on
t h e divorced father's re latio n s hip with his c hi l dr en since
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the divorced person and his children are treated in terres of
the label which is chosen.
Divorce seems to be a difficult l ife

chan g ~

for all

fa mily members requiring a great amount o f emotional
adjustment.

F at h e rs without custody h ave a ddit io n al problems

of ad justing t o their life c h a ng e and the wa y it of fs ets
their parenting role without the com f o rt of ha ving their
children with them (Bernard, 1970 ; Ros enba u m & Rosenbaum,
19 77) .
Guilt.

Me ll ecker and Wells (1976) f o und that f ath ers

f e lt guilty when they saw the hostility of their ex-wife
r e flected in children.

The gu i lt was b ase d on the thought

t hat they had some how fallen short of p e rfor ming their
f at h eri ng role as they b e lieved they should and felt they h ad
not met their r e sponsibility .

Divorced fathers felt t hey had

l e t their children down since they were responsible f o r
solving problems of living, loving and survival of the intact
fa mil y.

They seemed to hav e a ne e d to meet minimum

requireme nts o f th e ir role posi t ion.

Wh e n mothers n eg lected

their responsibilities to their children th e public o ften
made ex cus e s for them but, when f a thers took children from
mothers, n o matter what the justific a tion, the public said
fathers were performing an unnatural act and breaking the
law.
Neglect of Father's Changing Needs .

The fact that most

states threatened custodial mothers with jail sentences if
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they refused fathers their court ordered v isita ti o n rights
had little effe c t in reality since n o such t h reats have e ver
be e n carried out.

Some cases of custody r e versal hav e

occurred on th e grounds that children were deni e d the sight
and knowledge o f th e ir fathers.
d e cisions are e xc e ptions
\-1 ink 1 e r

ra~her

However, s uch cust ody
than th e rul e (Victor &

, 1977 ) .

Child Support and Law-breaking La b e l.

The Co n necticut

State Supr e me Court of Errors ruled that the re q uir ement f o r
a man to pay child support was completely unrelated to his
court-ordered right to see his children .

If he fails to pay

support he is labeled a law-breaker and can be sentenc e d to a
jail term .

Being late with payments puts him into d e fault so

that he is labeled "law-breaking".

Victor and Winkler (1977)

reported that it is n o t unheard of for men to spend time in
prison for nonpayment of support.

Being unemployed or on

disability carries little weight in terms of excusing him
from his legally ordered alimony or support payments.

Peopl e

in the society of the Un i ted States generally feel there is
something wrong with a man if he does no t work and support
his family.

This continues to be one of the primary roles he

is expected to fill.
Maintaining Law-abiding Status.

I n the past fathers

sometimes felt they could avoid responsibility.

They

performed their roles in a very peripheral way and did litt l e
more than what the court ordered or the ex-spouse allowed.
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Th e y s imply did not "make waves."

Victor and Winkler ( 1977 }

stated that "no matter what conflicting theori e s are, in
order to be considered 'law-abiding' a divorc ed father must
' Roll over, play dead, pay up'"

(p. 79} .

This is not easy

for fathers to do since the sexual revolution and liberation
o f women.
Child Snatchers.

Another label which has had an impact

o n non-custodi al fathers is affixed when they retrieve their
c hildr e n without legally changing the original court ordered
custodial decision.

They are then labeled

"child

snatchers", since a parent taking hi s own child cannot be
accuse d of kidnapping.

An extension of this charge can occ ur

when a child runs away from the custodial mother to the
n on- custodial father's horne.

If h e allows the c h ild to stay,

he is open to charges o f illegal possession of the child .

If

he does not accept the child or turns the child away, he
feels guilty for not providing for the ha ppines s and safety
of his own child.

He tends to be caught in a position of

role conflict and dissonance.
Friends and Family .

Many a uthors ind icated that at the

time of divor ce , both partners experienced a division of
loyalties among their friends
1978; Weiss, 1979).

(Dryfus, 1979; Schlesinger,

Fath ers commonly relied upon their wives

to make social arrangements so they found it difficult to
take over this role function once they were divorced .

Both

the routine a nd role of a father changed, as did his place of
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living.

Few of his married friends were retained and he,

consequently, lost this support group.

At the same time, he

often found that his parents did not support him either.
Parents seldom perceive fathers as capable of adequately
filling the role of rearing children without the wife's
availability.

They often encouraged their sons to remarry,

pushing them into the same type of situation in which they
had failed

(Dryfus, 1979; Weiss, 1979).

Financial Factors and Discrimination.

The law

generally requires that men be two · years older than women in
order to meet the minimal legal age to marry, with or without
the consent of parents .

The justification for this law is

that the state has an interest in fathers being adequate
providers for their families.

It is, therefore, necessary

for them to have educational training to insure the
probability of them being able to provide for families.

Two

years allows more time for education and training toward that
goal.

This law is still in effect even though by 1977 fifty

percent of wives were working.

This is one reason for the

trend toward a gradual reduction in amounts of alimony
ordered by California courts (Brown, Emerson, Falk, &
Freedman, 1971) .
Divorced fathers were commonly concerned with
additional financial needs due to maintaining two households.
Since they were frequently lonely,
hours on the job.

they often spent more

In this way, they attempted to alleviate

some of their loneliness while becoming better able to
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fulfill t h e ir p r ov ider role.

This set o f ci r c ums t a n ces had

an unf oresee n impact on their oppor tunity to s p end sufficient
time with their of f sprin g to

develo~

intimat e r e lati onships

with th e m (Dan iel, 1 9 77; Kramer & Prall, 1978; Parke, aoss &
Swain, 197 6 ).
Santa Cl a us Syndrome.

In spit e o f th e financial stress

at this t i me, most authors agreed that it was common f or
f ath e rs to spend more money than th e y could comfortably
afford on their children wh e n they came to visit.

This

practice was sometimes called the: "Santa Claus Syndrome."
This o ccurred partially because of factors previously
discu sse d ( l acY. of s kills in cooking, o rg a nizing activities
to ke ep t h e ir c hildren busy a nd en t e rt a in e d, guilt over th e
breakup of the family, and not see ing th e children on a d a ily
basis) .

He also had difficulty in communicating his

f eeli ngs.

Bei ng c ut off from his f ath e r's id e n tity p r ov id ed

the f o llowing reaction from a newly divorced father in Victor
and Winkl er ' s

(1977) study:

Th e r e were a thousand things he want e d to tell Jimmy,
but he felt lik e a mute come to conf ession.

He want ed

t o tell him h e was frighten e d a b o ut a future t hat b e g an
when he l e ft home:

a future of furnished rooms and

living on the cheap to support two hou seholds ... that he
was worried that Jimmy would grow up and gradually
become estranged ... {Victo r & Winkler, 1977, p. 69)
As a result fathers often took c hildren o ut f o r mea ls and
ac tiviti es.

In thi s way, they at tempt e d to fill their ti me
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with them and to avoid facing their lack of cooking skills.
The ex-spouse, hearing details of how children spent time
with their fathers, perceived their life and financial
circumstances as one of luxuries which the mothers could not
afford.
Effect of Family Climate on Father's Role.

The Santa

Claus syndrome not only adds to the financial problems of
noncustodial fathers, but contributes to a climate wherein
fathers have a difficult time establishing a worthwhile
relationship with their offspring.

Victor and Winkler (1977}

reported that whether or not they have small living quarters,
fathers need to give their children the feeling that it is a
home where they are participating members rather than
distinguished guests.

This is not likely to happen when

fathers always take children away from their homes when the
children come to visit.
Father's Role and Visiting Parameters.

Many authors

reported that the limits of the visiting parameters further
hinder the establishment of a meaningful relationship between
fathers and children (Jenkins, G. 1976a; Victor & Winkler,
1977; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980b}.

Arriving and leaving at

specific times and enjoying planned activities during time
spent with their fathers leads to an impression of
artificiality, almost as if they had attended a party.

This

does not allow the development of intimacy or the new
father-child relationship to flourish.

It is the sense of a
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stable home in the nuclear family which fathers need to
capture in their new relationships with their children when
they come to visit.
Ex-Spouse Factors
The importance of the quality of the relationship
between the non-custodial father and his ex-spouse was
consistently stated in the literature (Benson, 1968; Bohannan

& Erickson 1978; Daniel, 1977 ; Victor & Winkler, 1977;
Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980a).
relationship was stressed.

The .need for a positive ·
If quarreling persisted after the

divorce, it was detrimental to the mental health of all
family members.

In some families, particularly the disturbed

ones, parents acted independently of each other or competed
with each other in dealing with children, each striving to
hold role dominance and power.

Some mothers with low

self -es teem attempted to convince children that their fathers
did not care for them.

In such cases, mothers punished

fathers by openly destroying the father-child relationship.
An ex-spouse may not stop at destroying the father's
relationship with his child, but may also work at destroying
his second marriage.
Deprecation of Fathers.

If fathers had strong ties to

their children, the ex-spouse could use this knowledge
against them.

Precisely at a time when he was attempting to

redefine his father-child relationship and establish himself
as their leader, her deprecation of the father may have
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undermined his efforts.

Daniel (1977) found that mo t her ' s

attitude toward the father subsequent to divorce and the
amount of anger the child felt toward him were highly
correlated with the degree of intimacy possible in the
father-child relationship after divorce.
Ex-wife Behaviors and Father Role.

The fact that his

ex-wife prevented optimal adjustment of his relationship to
his children was not the only consequence of her negative
behaviors and attitudes.

Throughout her constant contacts

with him, she was also able to attempt to keep the old
relationship going.

Ex-wives were able to perpetuate

problems which they had with fathers before the divorce.
This occurred since fathers would react to their ex-wives
behavior due to feeling a certain amount of familiarity with
behaviors to which he responded in the past.

If he did not

respond to her, she may have felt rejected, angry, and,
therefore, harassed him by calling him at work on the
pretense that she needed to discuss a matter concerning their
children.

In reality , she hurt him by interfering with his

job and preventing him from performing his provider role.
Repeated court action also serves her purpose of punishing
him.
Parental Hostility, Children's Psychopathology, and
Father's Role.

Since parents who divorce generally have

concern for their children's well-being, their post-divorce
relationship ought to be a prime issue with which they come
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to terms .

Gardner (1976) found that the most important cause

of psychopathology in children of divorce was the continuing
hostility of the parents following divorce and that the
chance of a positive father-child relationship
practically zero.

was then

He suggested alleviation of the problem by

advising mothers not to discuss their anger with children,
fathers to stop questioning children about what their mother
told them, and for both parents to allow children to observe
and form their own opinions.
Visitation
Another area which was heavily affected by the mother's
attitude was visitation.

Most authors agreed that the

ex-wife's attitude was an important factor in the father's
ability to develop a visiting schedule which was beneficial
to the father-child relationship (Daniel, 1977; Greif, 1977;
Rosen, 1979; Rosenbaum & Rosenbaum, 1977).

Previous sections

of this chapter have shown that the following factors had an
impact on the father-child relationships:

mother's

unresolved anger over the divorce, her need to continue a
relationship with her ex-spOU$e, and her motives for
preventing her ex-husband from developing positive healthy
relationships with his children, and new women in his life.
Additionally, the former spouse has the power to make the
father's attempts to see his children an unpleasant and
frustrating event .

Fathers feared the role power their wives

held over visitation.
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Custodial Power and Visitation.

Part of the role power

held by the custodial parent is due to the way courts
structure visiting .

With conditions and restrictions

strictly defined by court orders, the development of maximum
opportunity for establishing a strong father-child
relationship was minimized .

In particular, mothers can use

the court's restrictions to hamper the father's efforts to
take advantage of his visitation rights.

If they decide to

follow the orders of the court to the letter of the law, a
father might find that when he arrives five minutes later
than the assigned time, the mother will not allow him to see
or visit his children.

She can penalize him for getting them

home a few minutes after the court-ordered time limit.

The

fact that it is illegal to do this does not apparently serve
to deter her from such behavior since courts do not follow
through with legal actions against her (Dominic, 1980).
Visitation Roulette.

Victor and Winkler (1977)

assigned the term "visitation roulette" to such games which
divorced people play.

Forms of visitation roulette which

adversely complicate his relationship to his children and his
ability to perform his parenting role functions, occur when
the ex-wife decides to move out of the town or state, not
calling to inform the father when the child was ill or
hospitalized, and failing to inform him of pertinent facts
about the child, such as important school activities in which
the child has a role and in which parents make up the
audience.

In defense of these behaviors, the ex-spouse may
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remind fathers of the court orders which allow for specific
times of visitation and to which she can legally hold the
father.

These factors accumulate to result in a great amount

of role strain for divorced men.
Visitation in Relation to Father's Love.

When divorced

fathers fail to visit their children, or see them
infrequently, it is not always an indication that they do not
care for,

love, or miss them {Greif, 1977; Heatherington,

1976; Keshet, 1977).

Fathers expressed a desire to visit

their children and frequently had much contact with their
children immediately following divorce, but the frequency
tapered off as time of separation increased.

This was often

due to the fact that fathers found that leaving their
children after each visit was emotionally too painful and,
therefore, reduced their visiting frequency.
Wallerstein and Kelly {1979) reported that the majority
of childr e n were not satisfied with the frequency of visits
allowed by courts, and feared fathers did not love them if
they failed to visit them.

They found that more than half of

children actively missed their fathers.

The desire to

continue to visit and relate to their children after divorce
was not altogether out of concern for their children, but may
have served the father's interests as well.
Father's Needs for Involved Parenting.

It is important

for fathers to maintain involved parenting with their
offspring for their own healthy adult development {Gould,
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1978; Levinson, 1978; Schlesinger, 1978).

Most men f e lt

fatherhood was extremely important to them.

They worried

about children not having a male model and that children
would not learn about their father's background, that they
would id e ntify with a step-father and would, gradually,
forget them .

Having children who emulate him may be the only

way a man feels he will have left his mark on the world, a
sort of immortality.
Most authors believe d the father-child r e lationship
would be best able to flourish if visitation flexibility was
the mode (Friedman, 1982;
' Todres, 1976;

Rosen , 1979;

Schlesinger &

Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980b).

Currently, a

r easonabl e visitation order generally allows a fath e r to
spend time with his children on alternating weekends,
national and religious holidays, and one evening a we e k f o r
dinner .

Th ese are common visitati o n right s .

In view of

these facts, it seems inconsistent that fath ers do n o t visit
more .

A number of factors may clarify just why they do n ot .
Compression o f Exp er iences.

One contributing factor

is, as mentioned earlier, the fact that fath e rs' n ew homes
may not be conducive to stress free visiting .

In addition,

fathers must face the pr oblem of compressing, into the s hort
visiting time they ar e allowed, the various experiences which
have taken place over a l o nger period of time.

Th e

discontinuous pattern of visiting does not allow the natural
flow of conversation to take place, so problems can not be
solved as they aris e.
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Rapid Change of Children.

The rapid change of

children, which occured simply out of developmental growth,
further widens the gap between them.

Since fathers d o not

have daily contact with children, they find it difficult to
develop a close relationship.

Having been out of conta c t

with children during the time preceding their visit, he has a
great deal of catching up to do.

This is hardly possible

when visiting time factors keep fathers under pressure.
Fathers who are not fortunate enough to live within a
distance convenient to visiting .have a magnification of this
~roblem

(Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980b}.

Psychological Factors
Psychological factors contributed to visiting problems
too. The role loss of their position as father tends to make
visiting painful to fathers (Schlesinger, 1978; Wallerstein &
Kelly, 1980b}.

Most authors agreed that a great amount of

this was due to their feelings of guilt over the breakup of
the marriage .

According to Wallerstein and Kelly (1980b},

the role of the father in the decision to divorce has an
impact on his relationship to his children which affects him
psychologically.

The longer the father had been married, the

more intense was his guilt.

Older children were angrier at

fathers than younger children.

It was not the longer

marriage which produced interference with the quality of the
father-child relationship but the degree of the father's
guilt.
The quality of the marital relationship before the
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divorce also affected the contact quality of some divorced
fathers and children because fathers experienced les s guilt
if there was a high degree of conflict during the marriage.
Fathers could achieve a moderate amount of intimacy, in the
absence of these variables, if they exercised their rights o f
visitation (Daniel, 1977).
Intimacy.

Daniel further reported that of those

fathers who had high degre es of intimacy with their
offspring, only twenty percent visited less than twice a
month.

Other factors which Daniel found to facilitate high

father-child intimacy were shorter marriages, fewer children,
limited anger of mothers toward fathers, the father's ability
to give, and limited amount of guilt about the separation.
The d egree of intimacy was also affected by whether or n ot
one parent initiated the divorce, totally or partially
independent of the other.

There were higher intimacy scores

if either parent had initiated the divorce independently of
the other parent rather than coming to a mutual agreeme nt t o
divorce.
Emotional Drain.

The guilt they experience because of

the breakup of the family,

the feelings of rejection they

perceive from children and ex-wives, and fear that other role
models are taking over their parenting role made it more
difficult to continue to visit.

With the absence of these

factors, fathers still had to go through the grief of
farewells each time they visited, so their pain was not
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allowed to heal.

These factors contributed to states of

depression and could make visiting so emotionally draining
that some men failed to visit at all.

The man's pride in

producing children who would carry his name, his way of
living, his values and beliefs, was tied into the threat he
felt:

that his children are no longer his but rather the

mother's, and if she remarries, the stepfather's.
Flexibility and Normalization.

Flexibility and

normalization of visiting arrangements would help reduce some
problems of visitation.

Some authors argued that it was a

myth that once a couple were divorced they would no longer be
bothered with the relationship of the ex-spouse (Kelley &
Kelley, 1976).
belief.

The literature obviously supports this

Benson (1968); Dominic (1980); Goode (1984);

Wallerstein and Kelly (1979), reported that fath e r-child
relationships would have a much higher chance of optimal
growth if visitation practices were more flexible and normal.
Thus, both parents could be available to children when they
are needed and they could alleviate some of their fears.
Fears of Abandonment.

Custodial parents need to

recognize that children fear that their fathers may abandon
them and, therefore, need to achieve more flexible
visitation.

Courts also need to encourage parents to make

visitation agreements independently and outside their
jurisdiction so that the visitation roulette games are not
encouraged.

Children might be better able to enjoy the
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b e nefits o f b o th par e nts.
Ne gativ e Parental Interaction .

As it n o w stands,

children s o me time s fear go ing with th e ir fathers b e cause the y
think t h e y might not be r e turned to their mo thers, and
fa t h e rs fear that mothe rs have more time with childr e n and
can br a inwash th e m into believing that fathers r e ally do not
care about the m.

Much of this negative interaction could b e

a v oided if par e nts recognized that after divorc e they will
have to continue cooperating on matters regarding th e ir
parenting rol e s if they are concerned f o r th e ir children's
b e st interests.

If normalization of the father-child

relationship s 1s to occur in visiting, rath e r than
relationships which maintain a quality of "Christmas every
day," ex tending o f visitation time for fathers and their
offspring must occur.
Health Factors
Man y autho rs agreed that fathers who were a tt e mpting to
adjust to their new roles as divorced n on-custodi a l par e nts
we re having many problems with their health (Ha milt on, 1977 ;
Schlesinger & Todres, 1976; Wallerstein & Kel l y, 19 80b).

In

the year following divorce, divorced fathers had twel v e times
the incidence of disease that married fathers had .

Thi s ,

obviously, had an impact on their efforts to develop
continuous , meaningful, and satisfying relationships with
their children .

Two-thirds of the patients who reported to

physicians came t o s e e th e m abo ut personal and emotional
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problems rather than strictly needing medical c are .
Lack of Support and Empathy .

Divorced f a thers were

frequently fired from their jobs because they could not
relat e well to associates.

They complaine d of diffi c ulty in

sleeping and eating as well as having problems wit h peer
relationships .

They also felt they couldn't depend on

friends t o support them since friends acted as if they were
put on the spot not kn o wing how to rea ct to them.

The ir

friends had difficulty in deciding to whom they should remain
loyal, the male or his ex-wife.

The fact that h i s new role

identifies a divorced father as a single person also made
friends feel ill at ease in his company since as a single
person he posed a certain threat compared t o when they had
originally dev e loped the relationship and he was married.
Friends, as well as relatives, felt unsure a bo u t what kinds
of behaviors were appropriate both for t h e divorced man's
role and themselves.

As a result both friends and relatives

frequently diminished contact at a time when the divorced
father needed it most.

Some divorced fat hers developed high

blood pre s sur e or asthma.

Their physical health was

complicated by their emotional problems which were br o ught
about by the roles changes they had been experiencing as a
result of divorce (Schlesinger & Todres, 1976).
Emotional Health.
As discussed earlier, fathers' e mo tional health was in
danger for several reasons:

financial factors which worri ed
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them, loneliness because they no longer had a family to which
they could come home, and the impact of rejection, stigma,
and discrimination post-divorce.

Additionally, fathers we re

generally found to feel depressed at being left alone and
worried over what was happening to their children in their
absence.

For example, fathers were concerned about small

children and how they would get along when they entered
school (Hock, McKenry, Hock, Triolo & Stewart, 1980).

Most

fathers felt anxious about school entry and sadness about
being separated from their children.

The degree of anxiety

they felt was positively related to the anxiety of their
wives.

Fathers expressed sadness at loss of control over

their young children.

They also worried about older

children's well-being when they came home from school because
working mothers might allow them to stay alone and
unsupervised.
Divorced fathers felt sad about not being with their
children on special occasions.

Fathers experienced a variety

of emotional reactions to their divorce which had an impact
on their health and parenting.

They felt angry, depressed,

and guilty and became disorganized in their behavior.

They

reflected on the injustice of the legal system, thought of
the treatment they received , the power the ex- spouse held
over them, and how she could effectively control their
opportunity to see their children .
Irrational Behavior.

The negative outcomes they

perceived due to their divorce commonly resulted in the
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father acting in irrational ways.
1977).

(Goode, 1984; Kesh e t,

The acting out included breaking down doors, making

nuisance calls, and vandalizig the ex-wife's car, spying on
or physically abusing the ex-wif e , and deciding to "child
snatch" their children.
parenting role.

All men feared the loss of their

They felt that they would not be able to

provide for the needs of their children and, consequent ly,
would no longer be good parents.

The frustration s felt by

these men had an impact on them so they acted in these
various unreasonable ways.

Some fathers had gone so far as

to move to a foreign country, taking the children with them.
Child Absence Syndrome.

The anti-productive behavior

was not only common, but acc o rding to some professionals
seems to be increasing.

A New York Researcher, Goode (1984),

speaking at a recent American Psychiatric Association annual
meeting in Los Angeles coined the term "involuntary child
absence syndrome" when describing the psychological stress
experienced by divorcing fathers.

He argued that the

syndrome is increasing in incidence, provides an explanation
for the ext reme behavior of kidnapping their own children,
and may be an explanation of rates of suicide and h omicide
among divorced men.
The central unifying theme of this syndrome is the
profound fear in a parent of a diminished relationship
with a child ... in its most serious form these fathers
present themselves for consultation in the mist of an
overwhelming terror ... they feel deeply attached to
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their children even if in marriage they tended to be
more traditional fathers and left the majority o f ch i ld
r ea ring functions to their wives (pp. 2 5-26 ) .
The goal of treatment for men who fall into the syndrome is
to give them access to their children so that all family
members benefit from an o ngoing, unthreatened relationship
with their children.
Dating/Sexual Life
Fathers who felt most angry at wives entered into
dating, social, and sexual activities quickly.

If they had

experienced little e motional responsiv e n es s with their
ex-partner, they looked forward to a more f u lfi ll in g sexual
life.

Other fathers dated sporadically while some waited as

long as six mon t hs bef o re dating .

Some fathers felt unsure

of themselves and did not know how they would handle new r ole
d emands of dating while they were trying to p er fo rm their
parenting roles.
Attempting to re-establish themselves on the social
scene, some divorced fathers found that a number of problems
occured becaus e they were divorced

paren~s.

Rockwell · (1976)

reported that they had trouble in deciding when and how to
form new relationships.

They were, if they had be e n faithful

to their wives during marriage, out of practice in asking for
a date.

They also found that while they were married, the

expectations related to dating roles had changed.

This was

particularly true of men who had been married before the
sexual revolution and divorced after it.
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Change in Sexual Role Expectations.

Rallings (1976}

found that sex became a source of frustration.

It lacked the

predictability of marriage, was often a one-night stand, or
could be one-sided in terms of emotional commitment.

There

were also varying amounts of affection and love, so single
fathers had to, move than other segment of society face these
problems.

In addition, they had to adjust to new

expectations in dating and forming relationships, so that
their level of stress surrounding these sexual role fators
was apparently increased.
Impact on Father's Social and Parenting Role.

Fathers

who had successfully established themselves in a dating
routine found that when their children came to visit, it
sometimes interfered with the relationship with their female
friends.

Children's behavior regressed when their fathers

had a continuing relationship with a woman.
The ex-spouse, who felt threatened by the ex-husband's
role with a steady girlfriend, also had a negative effect on
the father's relationship with children.

She reacted to

their moods and a cycle of reactions was established from
father to child to mother to child to father, etc.

Some

wives refused to allow children to visit fathers if they came
to pick up the children with a girlfriend in the car.
Children rejected girlfriends out of jealousy over the
attention fathers paid to them (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1979}.
Factors which impacted on fathers who were in the
process of re-establishing themselves as single parents were
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pointed out by many authors (Benson, 1968; Keshet, 1977).
Even though fathers looked forward to dating and did so
openly, th e y often found that restrictions were imposed on
the ir sex lives because of how they percieved their parental
role.

They were lonely and often sought out women with whom

they could interact both socially and sexually.

The

loneliness that fathers experienced after divorce tended to
mingle with their sexual tension so that each became more
compelling because of its association with the other.

Sexual

tension made them more aware of the ir loneliness and
loneliness made them more aware of their sexual tension.
Because of fear that their children would not want to
visit them and that children would reject their female
friends,

fathers often restricted their social and sexual

lives to those times when children were not visiting.

Some

men were hesitant about introducing new lovers into their
households until they felt there was some possibility of a
permanent relationship developing.
Single Parent Sexual Activity and Morality.

Fathers

did not know how to handle the situation of having lovers
around at bedtime when children were visiting and were also
concerned about how their ex-spouse was handling her sex life
when children were present and she had a man stay overnight.
They feared children's morality and views of sexual intimacy
would be negatively affected if mothers modeled a promiscuous
sex life.

While fathers were surprised at the lack of

interest some younger children had concerning their father's
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sexual life, Stevens and Mathews (1978) found that
adolescents held their parents to strict moral standards.
They also found that fathers worried about the discre p ancies
between the sexual rules they held for themselves and the
rules they wanted children to adopt.
Financial Impact on Father' s Role Change .

Financial

fact ors also limited noncustodial fathers in dev e l oping new
rel ationships.

They seldom could afford babysitters so when

they c hose to dat e on a weekend when children visited ,
financial problems hindered going out.

The divorced father

who wished to reduce his loneliness, isolation, and
dependency found that these needs were f rustrated due to
parenting factors.
Establishing Equilibrium.

About eighteen months after

divorce, fathers have generally re-established their
psychological equilibrium and no longer act in antisocial
ways or have severe mood swings. They discontinue to be " mo re
tha n mildly depressed, and feeling less sense of freedom than
the stereotypical expectations in our society for divorced
males"

(Wallerstein

&

Kelly, 1980b, p. 154).

Adjustment Fol low ing Divorce.

In regard to

psychological and physical health, the passage of time
appeared to find the majority of adults functioning well and
moving toward healthier psychological status.

Those people

whose psychological health was best immediately following
divorce seemed to do better .

Five years after separation,
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th~rty-one

percent were still disorganized.

This was related

to a life-long state of chronic disorganization.
years later their lives were unchanged.

About five

The positive side of

this was that nearly five years after divorce, one-half of
the men were in good shape psychologically with a reduction
in, or lack of, disabling neurotic health symptoms
(depression, alcoholism, and other somatic disturbances).
While fathers went through this difficult period of role
change, they still had to try to establish themselves in as
normal a parenting relationship as possible with their
offspring.
Step-Parenting
The majority of divorced fathers do remarry (Hunt &
Hunt, 1976; Jenkins, G. 1976a; Keshet, 1977).

Eighty percent

of single parents remarry within one year of their divorce,
and those who remarry ofte n bring a ready-made family with
them (Jenkins, G. 1976a) .
rate of remarriage,
is not always true.

Though there seems to be a high

the myth that second marriages are best
Second marriages end in divorce

fifty-six percent of the time, as opposed to thirty-seven
percent of first marriages.
Rarely do fathers remarry and establish new family
relationships without experiencing the power and impact of
the ex-spouse and their children on their roles in the
current marriage.

Any problems in the father's life

subsequently will have some effect on his relationship with
his absent children, however children, contrary to the
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findings reviewed earlier, did not suffer more problems due
to divorce than if th e y remained in a family which was
unhappy.

It was the parents who were potentially changed

~n

some way by the divorce.
New Marriage Success.

With cooperation of the

ex-spouse, the success of the new marriage was more likely
than if the e x-spouse or father had not resolved the problems
in the process of divorc e .

Fathers who remarry may do so

without the completion of the emotional or psychological
divorce in the divorce process even though th e y are legally
divorced.

Fathers, not having successfully passed this

process, felt like emotional bigamists.

Belgum (1976) found

that because the other person had not been "buried,"
adjustment to remarriage had been poor.

Because divorce

frequently had no clear cut resolution, in contra st to the
d eath of a spouse, the non-custodial parent goes through
separation and loss continuously.

Even though he no longer

was in the role of father and husband of the nuclear family,
he missed the familiar pattern .
new marriage.

This caused problems in the

The father found that old ties still bound him

in such ways that his new spouse felt threatened.

He feared

that if he kept contact with his children to a minimum his
ex-wife might use it against him in regard to visitation.
For ex-spouse and father to reach an improvement in their
relationship and feel contented, both need to form new
attachments.
For as long as a year or more after one partner
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remarries the ex-spouse will feel the loss as if they were
still attached to the former mate (Hunt & Hunt, 1976; Weiss ,
1979).

It took at least two to f our years to re-establish

the self in a n ew and stable personality.

In the meantime,

divorced people may attempt to r ebuild their damaged egos
through using sex indiscriminately.

Such activities were

labeled those of the "abusers".
Divorce as Growth Opportunity.

Those f athers who had

generally resolved the problems within the process of
divorce, who perceived the divorce as an opportunity for
growth and a new chance, generally found remarriage
satisfying and more appropriate to their development in lif e
(Kopf, 1976; O'Neill & O'Neill, 1975) .

I t was the action and

attitude of the single parent and the ability to recognize
the potential for growth that was a significant part of any
solution.

In the case of divorced fathers, remarriage can

serve as a vehicle for solving problems of lon eliness, s ocial
acceptance, and fulfilling the need for an adult
r elationship.

If he choose to avoid committed relationships

or remarriage, he had to face the empty nest and l earn to
adjust to it.

Avoiding relationships was an indication o f

poor psychological adjustment, and in extreme cases indicated
that the individu a l might continue 1n a disorganized and
unhappy life situation after the divorce {Victor & Winkler,
1977; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980b).
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Be nefits of Re-entering the Mainstream.

The li t erat u re

review revealed that some of the personal problems o f a
divorced father, such as probl e ms of lone liness, ar e
alleviated by remarriage (Kelley & Kelley, 1976; Rockw e ll,
1976).

Remarriag e often provided a suppo rtive community

again.

This was likely to happen s o oner if fath e rs had high

st a tus, were wealthy and self-confident me n wh o found th e
community might be ready to accept and reward them for
socializing.
insecure me n.

It did n o t happen so much for lower income,
With remarriage fathers were able to re-enter

the mainstream of society which is couple o r i e nt e d.

The re is

a myth or stigma attached to men if they are not married,
that is, that they are suffering from some kind o f e motional
illness, are impotent or sexually deviant .

Remarriage erased

some of the stigma.
Being legitimately married, fathers no longer had
ambivalent feelings about a sexual life with a love r when
their children visited.

In addition, they had a mate who

could provide a female role model for th e children.

Most

single parents had to teach sexuality to children without the
support of the missing parent.

New mates h e lped redu c e the

role strain of a divorced father in this regard .
If the man's new spouse was employed, she would also be
able to provide some financial assistance and help him
provide care, discipline, and entertainment for his children.
These positive aspects of remarriage contributed to its
attractiveness to a single father.

They also can c ontribu t e
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to a man's erroneous belief that remarriage will solve most
of his problems.
Stepparenting Complications
The role expectations of stepfathers are less clear
than those of natural fathers.

While stepparents continue to

have many of the same problems of natural parents, in
addition, because they were previously married and have
ex-wives and children, their new parental roles are
complicated by role conflict and dissonance.
additional set of unique problems.

They have an

Rosenbaum and Rosenbaum

(1977) suggested that in order to reduce the stress of
adjustment to a second marriage couples ought to have at
least six months' courtship before remarriage, a llowing time
for fathers to develop a good relationship with their
fiancee's children, establishing new living quarters on
neutral t e rritory instead of starting out in a home s hared by
previous partners and deciding how, when, and who will
discipline the children.

A period of waiting before

remarriage was also advisable for men who had not
psychologically recuperated from the impact of their divorc e .
Stability of personality generally occured in men around 18
months after divorce (Rallings, 1976; Rosenbaum & Rosenbaum,
1977; Wallerstein and Kelly, 1980a).
Sharing Attention.

When a man remarried, even if his

new wife's children approved of him before marriage, problems
often arose after the marriage.

Stepchildren had generally
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had the undivided attention of their moth e r for as much as a
year or two before the establishment of a new relationship
and subsequent remarriage.

They found it difficul t to sha r e

their mother's attention with the stepfather.

He found it

difficult to fr e ely give his attention to his stepchi l dren
b e caus e he felt guilty not having his natural children with
him.

He gener a lly did not love his stepchildr e n a s he loved

his own b e cause of intense parent-child b o nding which had
occurred with his natural children but had no o ppo rtuni t y t o
occur with step-children.
Sharing Affection.

Rosenbaum & Rosenbaum (1977 )

reported that fathers s o metimes denied st e pchildren affection
because of guilt for having left their own ch i ldren.
Concurrently, stepchildren compared their ste pfather's way of
doing tasks with the way their "real" father did the m.
Stepchildren had an idealized perception o f their natural
father,

so the stepfather invariably fell sho rt o f this

imagined perfection and then felt inferior if he took the
children's attitudes seriously.
Instant Love Myth.

There is a myth of "instant love"

expected of stepfathers for their stepchildren.

Ultimately,

fathers and stepchildren were disappointed when they realized
the other's imperfections.

When fathers felt rejection and

jealousy it could easily manifest itself as depressi o n or
disguise itself as psychosomatic illness.

The ex-spouse was

often jealous of the new spouse and could cause difficulties
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over details of visitation rights.

The father's children

seldom felt they got their fair share o f his attention, a nd,
in fact,

they did not.

Natural and Stepchildren Rivalry.

Fathers we re in a

no-win situation with conflicting role demands of his natural
children and stepchildren who may both criticize him and
complain to him.

His children may comment about n ot having

enough money to enjoy themselves, so he feels the guilt o f
being an inadequate pr ov ider or providing more for his
stepchildren.

This may be instigated by ex-wives who are

jealous of the attention and possessions he gives to his n e w
wife's children.

If the ex-wife was n o t remarried she may

hav e been envious of his n e w life, happiness, and spouse.
Old a nd New Spouse Rivalry.

Wh e n a s ingle father

remarried, h e hop ed to have the support of his wife wh en he
felt depressed, rej ec ted , and inadequate (Cater, 1976;
Rosenbaum & Rosenbaum, 1977).

Whil e she supported him in

ways previously discuss ed , she could also be resentful and
j ea lous.

If the previ o us marital partners got along well,

r emi nisced about the past, or shared stories about children ,
the new spo use sometimes f e lt left out.

She felt jealous of

the old relationship and love of his children.

She a l so

often resented spending her income supporting his former
spouse and children.
Unplanned Custody.

An additional possibility was that

her husband could, without trying, suddenly hav e unplann ed,
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physical custody of his children if his ex-spous e died.

Th e

resulting blend of families would further complicate the
father's role and add to the jea l ousy of his new wif e .

The

current wife may be jealous simply becaus e o f the presence o f
his natural children. They are constant re minders of the fact
that her husband was once in love with, or at least had
s exual intercourse with, someone before her.

The stress

connected to these r ole changes and adjustments are bound to
effect fathers'

perceptions of their relationsh ips to their

natural childre n.
Incest Taboo in Stepfamily.

Within the nuclear family

sexual prohibitions are clearly defined by cultural
guide lines and serve to insure the de-erotisizing of behavior
between father and children.

These guidelines have not been

generalized to the stepparent role, so the incest taboo is
not operating as effectively in stepfamilies as in nucle ar
families .

When divorce occurs, the natural childr e n of

fathers are sometimes inadvertently placed in situations
which contribute to a greater eroticizing of relationships
between parent and child.

The visitation pattern someti mes

takes on the dimensions o f dating_.

The increased s exual

activities o f parents who ask children's advice, and the
questioning of children by both parents regarding the other
parent's relationships tend to increase the erotisizing of
the parent-child relationship.

Stepfathers , therefore, had

"double trouble" keeping behavior within the bounds of
parent-child relationships .
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Vaguen ess of Rul e s and Law s .

Part of the lac k o f

explicit r ules of sexual conduct stemmed from vagueness in
the d e finition o f st e pparents and th e vagueness o f the l aw.
Stepfathers have to le arn to avoid occasions le a ding to
seduct ive behavior on the part of their stepchildren .

I t was

not uncommon for a stepchild to attempt to divide parents b y
setting up conflicts between them.

Child ren would , f o r

instance, accuse the stepfather of moles t ing or raping them.
Children who had resolved the Oedipa l Complex at five t o
seven years o f age must resolve it again at adolescence with
their stepfather.

Stepfathers have to decide which behaviors

exhibited by the o ften sexually active stepchild are friendly
and which are seductive.

These problems of interpretati o n

are d iffi cult for fathers in nuclear fami li es and hav e added
implications and difficulties for him in his attempts t o
p e rform his role as stepfather.

As mentione d earlier,

fathers who have an understanding of devel opme ntal stag es of
n o rmal children are better abl e to cope with these
situations.

Still , their ability to r ead body language and

cues of seductive behavior were lik e ly to be another
communication skill about which they were poorly informed.
At best, under the stress of adjustment to h is new role and
relating to his new wife and stepchildren , his role and
relationship to his natural children tends to be more
complicated than when he was first married or after he was
divorced.
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Stepchildren's La c k of Gratitude.

Many a u thors n ote

that the implications and cons e qu e nces of remarriag e o f a
n oncustod ial f at h e r to his r e lati ons hip with his absent
childr e n are intricately woven throughout h is past
relationsips and the way ln which he handles his current
r e l a ti ons hips (Cater, 1976; Friedma n , 19 82; Rosenbaum &
Ros e nbaum, 1977) .

Natural parents resented the lack of

appreciation from their offspring, but stepparents suffered
e ve n more the lack of gratitude th e ir stepchildren showed.
Th ey ne e ded to wo rk h a rd to create at l east a semblance o f a
loving relationship.

This was particularly difficult because

the s tepchildren were not consistent in the ir expression o f
f ee lings for stepfathers.
Acceptance o f Role Changes.

Many authors addressed the

problems noncustodial f athers had when th ey remarried and
attempted to integrate their absent children into their new
r o le (Cate r, 1976 ; Domenic, 1980; Seagull & Seagull, 1977 ) .
Fathers want e d their natural children to a ccept their new
spouse and their new hom e.

Wh en this did not happen fath ers

somet imes resented the children or had to find ways to work
it o ut with their spouse.

They were faced again with

communicating with their children about marital inclinations .
Fathers had to explain that they planned t o r emarry , and
children who had recently become accustomed to spending ti me
alone with their fathers had to adjust to another change
which might affect their role with their fath e r.

If they

resented this change, fathers had another prob l e m to solve
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with their children.

They had to make it clear t hat loving

their stepmother was not as important as simply being civil
and kind.
Since children often feel they are not b e ing loyal to
their real mother if they show affection to a stepmo ther,
stepparents ought to avoid making an issue of children's love
for their new stepmother.

The recycled fa mil y is not a

nuclear family and should not attempt to masquerade as one.
Jenkins, G.

(1976a) pointed out that a number of

interrelationship difficulties occur due to the rising numbe r
of divorces and large number of remarriages.

Parents and

their children from first marriages have problems as well as
stepparents and stepchildren.

Absent children and

stepchildren also experience relationship problems therefore ,
Jenkins, G.

(1976a) stresses that preparation for becoming a

stepparent is as important as it is for becoming a parent.
Summary
Divorced fathers perceptions of their parenting roles
and relationships to their offspring when they no longer had
physical custody was the focus of this research. In order to
understand how roles change, and how married couples act and
react to one another, role theory was the one used in this
research, since it is an organized way of looking at
relationships and the expectations society holds for them.
Because roles are not static, but do change over time,
the historical perspectives about changing roles was
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included.

This clarified how the behavior o f people changes

over tim e, and what kinds of societal events h ave effec t ed
changes in fath e ring role norms i.e., wars and scientific
knowledge .
A broad range of variables impacts on divorced fat her s'
rol e s and their ability to adjust to their single parent
status when divorce occ urs .
periods:

The rang e covers seve ra l time

(1) the time b e fore fathers were mar r ied,

(2)

t he

time when a male was marri e d and when t he nuclear f amily was
intact and g o ing through the process of div orce,

(3) the ti me

when the final legal divorce occurred (which is p art of th e
d ivo rc e process),

(4) the single period following divorc e,

and (5) the time when h e may hav e remar ri ed.

A number of

factors we re ide ntified which commonly i mpact on fathers'
e fforts t o parent while single.

Factors impacting on

father s ' and their children's relationships i nc luded the
following list:
( 1)
(2)
(3 )
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10 )
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Background and family factors
Socialization factors
Education factors
Societal Expectati ons fa ctor s
Custody factors
Visitation factors
Values differen ces factors
Environmental factors
Ex-spouse factors
Financial factors
Pyschological factors
Physical factors
Emotional factors
Stepparenting factor s

These factors and their effect o n fathe ring after
divorce are described in detail within the te xt under
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"Factors Impacting on Fathering Roles".

The literature

review made it clear that there was actually no simple , easy
way for any member of a nuclear family to go through the
difficult family changes which occur when a marriage ends in
divorce.

The way roles change throughout life, and what

factors impact on one's ability to adapt to changing roles
were reviewed.

The ways in which different social scientists

perceived the concept of role were identified, and are
factors which helped to clarify how the divorced father came
through the process of divorce and ultimately attempted to
adjust to a new role.

Three views of role change presented

were anthropoligical, psychological, and sociological.
were mutua lly exclusive.

None

All of the views attempted in one

way or another to understand this aspect of human behavior.
Some of the basic points in role theory which are connected
to the study of divorced fathers, for example, role
enactme nt , change, expectations, and norms were presented
with examples of how they might operate in connection with
the changing roles of divorced fathers.
It was generally beneficial to all family members, in
order to promote positive adjustment to new roles, if parents
were able to make an effort to cooperate.

This was

particularly true if children were to continue to enjoy both
parents in meaningful, healthy relationships in their lives.
Changing roles of men and women seemed to add to the
role strain and confusion surrounding divorce.

The

complications of human individual differences made adjustment
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to this family system change a complicated and usually
difficult task.

The differences between parents which could

not be resolved during the marriage needed to be resolved
after divorce in order to promote the best possible
parent-child relationships and healthy psycho-sexual
development of children.

This, in turn, was ultimately

conducive to better adjustment to the divorce for the parents
as well, tending to facilitate their potential for growth in
new relationships.
Fathers may not have been aware of all the "ideal" ·role
expectations of parenting even prior to divorce.

After

divorce they not only found themselves attempting to perform
these roles a l one but g e nerally had additional role p rob lems
with which they had to cope.

All of this had to be

accomplis hed while n o new role norms had been established for
divorced fathers.
The theoretica l construct of "ideal father role" was
developed from the literature review and was then used as a
basis for designing part of the interview schedule.
Components of the ideal role and descriptions of their
characteristic behaviors are in cluded in the text in the
section "Ideal Father Role."

Speci fic categories were

divided into instrumental and expressive dimensions.

Each

category included descriptions of behaviors generally
characteristic of those for that role and included variables
in the role set which effected the particular role
performance.

Table 1 and 2 appear in the text under the
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in s trumental and expressive ideal role funct ions and provide
c o ncise descripti o ns o f the role fun c tio ns of these fathering
demensions.
Th e period o f divorce which actually took place before
the l ega l , final divorce was the time when a man's r o l e began
to change in relationship t o his spouse.

I t was a gradual

transitional p e riod of the changi ng percepti ons each ma r ital
partner held of the other.
Table 3.

The se are c l e arly presented in

Th ese stages in the process of role change continue

in to the period following the divorce in wh ic h fathers
attempted to clarify new boundaries and e s tablish themselves
in new ways to conti nu e d effective par e n ting.
Additionally, f at hers who divorced undo ubtedly face new
parenting problems.

These problems impacted o n the way in

which a f a th er was able t o establish hims elf 1n the new a n d
ind epend e n t role he assumed in t h e parenting r e lationship
with his abse nt c hildr e n afte r the divorce was final .

These

c at ego r ies wer e also used t o design th e interv i ew schedule
u sed in the c urrent research .

Fourteen catego ri es were

identifi ed in the li terature as t h os e most commonly impacting
o n fathers' roles a ft er divorce.

Thes e were described within

th e chapter a nd appear under "Impa ct of Divorce o n Father
Role ."
With the abundanc e o f inf ormat ion covered in the
lit e ratur e review the purpose of the current research t hen
was to interview some divorced f ath ers and analyze their
r e sponses in terms of the fa c t ors c over ed in th e literature.
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A number of areas of inquiry were considered in analysis of
their responses.

One area was the subjects perceptions of

their role change and how they went through the process of
divorce .

---·
-

Another area of inquiry considered the wa ys in

which they might attempt to fit their new parenting role into

p-__

_,

-

that established as the norm for fathers in intact famili es.
A third area investigated was whether or n o t they were able
to accomplish those tasks of fatherhood considered as
"idea l" .

A final area of inquiry considered in analysis of

responses was whether or not they dev e lop e d n ew parenting

-

te c hniques to make adjustments to their changed parenting

-

role.
The following chapters deal with how the six fathers in
this research perceived their changing roles subsequent to

'

divorce and how they went through the process o f divorce.
Subsequent chapters also deal with whether or n ot they fit
these men in the study fit the ideal fath e r role model
established from the literature review and the kinds of
,_

parenting variations they develop e d to parent absent
children.

Those factors fathers consistently mentioned as

impacting on their efforts to maintain their parenting rol es
will also be identified in the following chapters.

CH.hPTER 3
THE SAMPLE, INTERVIEW SCHEDULE, AND METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION

f'----'

The purposes of this study were to examine how men
perceived their relationships to their children after divorc e

j

r,:---

--

when they did not have legal physical custody, to examine how
they were able to meet the role expectations of parenting 1n
twleve categori es ideally expected of fathers in intact
families, what n e w variations in parenting th e y d e vel o ped,

--

and what factors they consistently reported as those which

:

impacted on their efforts to parent in the absence of
custody.

-

-

In this chapter are described the procedures used

to collect the information to accomplish t h e go a ls of th e
:

research.

Also described are the sample, th e s ch e dule

developed to obtain data, the meth od of adminis te r i ng th e

-

questions in the personal interviews, a nd th e pr o c e dures used
to analyze th e collected data .
The Sample

-

The sample was originally drawn from t h e San Joaquin
-

County Clerk ' s office in the Court House located in Stockton,
California.

Research subj e cts were to be divorc e d fathers

residing in San Joaquin County .
the following:

The sampl e requirem e nts wer e

1} the father had not received legal physi ca l

custody of his child/children, 2) the children were not y e t

18 years of age, 3} th e father had visitation rights, 4 } and
the father lived close en o ugh to the children t o be able to

1 65
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exercise his visitation rights.
Approximately 100 files were selected from the
dissolution of marriage shelves at the County Court House.
From this source, twenty files appeared to contain records of
marriage dissolution in which the fathers might fit the
sample criteria.

After searching the telephone directory and

finding only six of these individuals listed, a search of the
City Directory located in the Stockton Public Library was
made.

With added information from this source, one father

was located who fit the requirements for the sample.
It appears that fathers who divorce, and who in most
cases move out of their family home, do not immediately
establish a permanent residence.
one residence to another.
changes in employment.

~ather,

they may move from

A part of this may be due

~o

Some fathers may even move out of

town so that their telephone numbers may change.

Thes e

combined factors may then make information, which had been
recorded in the dissolution of marriage file s , obsolete
within a short time following their divorce.
Due to the small number (one) of fathers meeting sample
qualifications, the remaining fathers were drawn from other
sources in the community.

This included individuals who fit

the research criteria and who responded to a research notice
placed
mouth.

~n

a local paper (see Appendix 1), and through word of

The advertisement in the local newspaper produced

(approximately 100) responses, not only from divorced
fathers, but from other interested persons as well.

These
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includ e d ex-wives, women cohabiting with divorced f a t her s ,
a nd grandmothers .
An attempt was made to limit the numb e r o f mil es

(10)

between the father's and child's horne hoping to maximize the
probabili t y that the father would exercis e his visitati o n
rights.

This numbe r wa s later r e vi s ed sinc e many fa t h e r s

expla i ned th a t longer tr a veling distances had li ttle e ff e c t
on visitation.

They did continue to s ee thei r children e v e n

though they live d more than ten miles from t hem.

The ran ge

wa s then set to include di s tances up to 65 mil es betwee n t h e
fathe r' s and child's residences.

The average distance was 18

miles .
The research advertisement in the newspaper yielded 18
~o t e ntial

subj e cts.

Due to extensive in terv iews , ranging in

t ime from three to four h o urs, and th e large amount o f data
generated in e ac h interv i ew (a total of 600 pages of ve r batim
transcribe d mater ial), the r ese ar che r limited the s t udy to
six fathers.
Wo rking fro m th e compil ed list of fathers' n ames

~1hich

had b ee n made from the research advertise ment and fr om word
o f mouth r eferrals, potential subjects were called on the
telephone (see Appendix 2) in the same order 1n which t h ey
appeared on t he list.
the sample criteria.

Some who were r e ached no longer fit
For example, they had gained c u stody of

their childr e n or were n o longer able to visit the ir children
since t he ex-wife and chi l dren had moved out o f state .
An unexpected response came from most fathers wh en
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originally approached .

It was r e lated to the fact t h at the

researcher was female and doing research concerning divorced
fathers.

The following are examples of thes e reactions t o

the female researcher:

"Before I say a word t o you I want to

know if you are some kind of 'women's libb e r' or something,
'cause if you are I'm not telling you a damned thing," and
"If you are doing this for the ex-wife's benefit, I won't
even give you the time of day, but if it's for a man's point
of view, I'd love to help you out because fathers really get
the shit end of the stick."

With assurance that the

researcher was interested in hearing what fathers had to say
concerning their divorce and how they felt about their
relationships to their absent children, fathers became fully
cooperative and eager to take part in the study.
Some men, after being told they did not meet sample
qualificat ions, at tempted to hedge on the i nfor mation they
had already given, altering it in an attempt to be included.
The amount and rich quality of the information provided by
the men who were interviewed, their willingness to be open
and accurate, and the extent to which they cooperated,
reflected their apparent need to express their point of v1ew
about fathering their absent children, the pain t he y felt
surrounding the divorce, and its effect on their lives and
the lives of thei r children, and the extent to which it had,
or wou ld have, an effect on a second marriage.

The expressed

need to have an empathetic woman who was not emotionally
involved in their experiences, who would not be judgmental
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but rather listen to them was reflected in such responses a s ,
"You know, sinc e you are a wom an doing this res ea rch, nobody
will be able t o say it's a bunch of bull-shit ... like they
could if it was a man," and, "I wish more women would listen
to what a man has to say about divorce and how he f eels about
support and his kids, like you do, but p eop le always think
the father is the bad guy."
As a result, fath er s were eager to disclose more about
their lives.

Each expressed the desire to return for mo r e

questioning and displayed a willingness to join a discussion
group in which divorced fathers could meet for mutual
support.
The selection of the sample was achieved by a method
which is not random.

It is not generalizable.

It reflects

only the views of the six divorced fathers in the present
study and somewhat resembles a numb e r of case studies in its
detailed analysis.

However, it is considered appropriate in

the exploratory theory which guided the rese arch techniques
used in this study.

The researcher sought to generate

hypotheses rather than prove or disprove existing hypotheses .
Weiss has referred to this as a wholistic strategy and stated
that:
The "wholistic approach" is essentially exploratory,
hypcthesis generating, therefore preliminary to the
more definitive, hypothesis testing analytical
approach ... I t serves as a description li mited to a
particular setting .. . It do es not require a g r ea t many
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e xa mple s o f one parti c ular type o f o r ganization .

Wh a t

is needed is a d e nsity o f infor mat ion and detailed work
on a s mall numb er of cases s e lecte d on the basis of
some parti cu l a r purpose (1966, p . 199 ) .
An attempt was made to obtain fath e rs wh o had b e en
divorc e d for one to five years.

This decision was based on

research findings that th e y would be better able t o respo nd
to questions surrounding t h e divor ce, their c hildren, and the
r e lationships o nce the initial stress was over and t he pe riod
of ad justment had been long enough to allow their lives to
stabilize beyond the trial and error period (Ham ilton , 1 977 ;
Schlesinge r & Todres, 1976; Wall e rstein & Ke lly, 1979).

It

might also allow them to answer from a perspectiv e uncl oud e d
by the natural bias arising from the i mmediacy of their
divorce (Hunt & Hunt, 1976; Weiss, 1979 ) .
Once father s agr e ed to participate in the res earch,
they were gi ven a choice of l o cations wh ere t h ey could mee t
with the researcher, and appointments were then set.

Some

interviews took place during the day and some in early
evening.

The int e rviews took place at various community

locations, one at the San Joaquin County Library c o nfer e n ce
r o om, one at the local Y.M.C.A., two at the curriculum
library at the University of the Pacific, and th e rema i ni ng
two in a small office at the University of the Pacific.
Interview meetings wer e scheduled for one to three hours b ut
were allowed t o continue if fath er s felt a need for more time
or if clarification of questi ons was required.

Th ey las ted
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an average o f three and one -half hours.
Ta b l e 4 presents demographical desc ript ions of the six
subjects.

Th e age of men in the sample ran ged from 28 to 57

with an average age o f 37.

-

Th e age at wh ich the y had been

emancipated from their par en ts' home rang ed from 16 to 25.
The average age o f emancipa tio n was 19.

.,

·-

-

The age a t which

th ey had first married ranged from 18 to 35.

Their first

wiv e s had ranged in age from 17 to 27 a t the time of
-

marriage, with an average of 20.5 years.
Fathers' educations rang e d from high school to college
g raduati on.

Some had finished high school and e nt e r ed the

'

-

military service.

Fo ur h ad served in the serv i ce a t some

time in their lives.

One had planned to co ntinue h i s

education beyond high school but had t o change his plans when
his fath e r died and his mother became seriou s ly ill .

I

He th en

r em ained at home to wo rk and help his mother and younger
siblings.

He was currently completing college requireme nts .

Their annual incom es ranged fr om $11 ,000 to $40,000,
with most in th e $11,000 to $20,000 bracket.

Only one, who

was self- emp loyed, was in the $31,000 to $4 0,000 bracket.
Th ere were five Caucasians and one Black in the sampl e.
Some added " Polish , " "Mixed Breed- Spanish," or "German" t o
their self descriptions.

Others simply added "American . "

These fathers had a total o f seven children , four girls and
three boys who ranged in age from six to 15 years.

On e

father had two childre n; the o ther fathers had one chi ld
each.

-

TABLE 4
fATHER'S DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Age

~t

Interview

Age married

length of marriage
Current marital status
Education level

Occupa t ton

Approximate yearly Income
Ethnic descripti on

His
18

Sl

52

S3

S4

SS

S6

32

37

30

57

28

31

Wife's
18

6 years

Wf fe' s
23

His
25
5

ye~

His
20

rs

Wf fe' s
17

Wf fe's
17

His
25

Wife's
23

4 years

3 years

remarried

dl vorced

d i vorced

divorced

remarried

d i vorced

hfgh school; some
college course work

high school; some
college course work

hfgh school

high school

high school

college - B.A.

claims ~djuster;
unemployed

welder

polisher

self-employed shop

ma f ntenance man
college student

polfce officer

SIJ,DOO- SZO.OOO

S21 .OOO-S30 ,000

S2I.OOO-S3o,ooo

Sl l ,OOO- S20 , 000

SII , 000- SZO ,000

S3l , OOO-S40 ,000

c~ucasfan

caucasian

caucas i an

bl~ c k

caucasian

caucasian

2 females, 10 & IS

I ma 1e, 6 yrs .

I female, 6 yrs .

2 miles

65 mfles

6 mfles

regret for not
being able t o
spend more time
with chfld

"I'm a failure as a
father, my chfld
rejects me,
pressures me; I 11m
helpless to change
our r elationsh i p"

I

m~le,

5 mfles

25 mfles

4 mf les

Father's reported
centra 1 fee 11 ng
concerning absent
chf ldren as outcome
of divorce

"loved her; glad
I had her in spfte
of divorce"

"chfld doesn't
have a fair
chance"

divo rce Is as wel l

flow did father see life
turning out when he
first marrfed7

"as something new
to try-- 1 had a
bad attitude"

"fdeal - -lfke what
fs seen on T. V."

What was hfs life's
dream7 (at lime or
marriage)

His
18

8 years

I male, 12 yr s .

Approximate distance
between father and
child's residence

Wife's

26

4 1/2 years

I female, 8 yrs .

Number of absent children

Hfs
22

8 yrs.

"no child of
off as child in
intac t family"

"they don't .g-et
prope r mothering I love t hem"

"Ideally--like T. V. " "Ideally- -like T.V.set for l ife"

" Ideally, I 'm
embarassed to say,
1 f ke T. V. "

" that ft mfght fall,
I was unsure about
marriage"

-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------- ------ -------------------- -------------------"to just ro ll
a l ong"

"to have a son and
wife; family to
sha re wf th"

"marriage f s forever
" to be a good
I'll make mfne be t ter husband and father"
than my paren t s' "

" to have a career
through the service
th~t I enjoyed"

"to be educ ated and
have my own
apartment"

.....
-...J
tv
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Of the six divorced fathers in the sample, f o ur were
still single and two were remarried but had no natural
Two were currently living

children with their second wives.

with women who had children from previous marriages.
The parents of the respondents in the sample generally
had marriages of long durati o n.

The range was four to 40

years, with an average of 21 years.
after four years.

One had ended in divorce

Table 5 presents descriptive data on the

father's family background.
The Interview Schedule
Data regarding fathers' perceptions of the ideal father
r ole and the process and impact of divorce were collected
through tape-recorded interviews in which the investigator
us ed a s et of questions generated from the literature related
to the study.

Fath ers gave individual responses.

A consent

form (Appendix 3) was read and signed immedi ately prior to
the opening of the interview .
The interview schedule (see Appendix 4) was developed
by the research e r for use in th e study.

It was designed to

serve as a structured guide for gathering data pertinent to
the study.

The questions evolved from the researcher's

original concept over a period of two years as a result of
numerous readings in the literature concerning the problem
and countless informal interviews and discussions with
community members who had empirical experience with divorce,
its processes, and with the legal dissoluti o n of marriage.

TJIBLE S
fATHER'S DESCRIPTIONS Of fAMILY BACKGROUND

Sl
Qua lity beet recAlled
~bout hie fAmily

S2

S3

S4

ss
ve

•not

S6

par .. nte hAd unetAbl" relationehip: each had
history of m"ntal
problems

they "" r" • not
cloe ... • it wae
not r"ally a
family

they were "n ot
cl o ee" and father
drank

they were close
parents' relation ship was
"qood "

clos" knit,• kide
were on thei r own
at "arly age

very cold

L"ngt h of hie parents'
marriaq4!'

40 years
ne v"r divorc"d

40 yeare
never divorced

25-30 years
never divorced

15-20 years
never divorced

endin~

3-4 y .. a.:e
in divorc"

24 year:•
never d i vorced

Changes !ath"r wou ld have
mad" in his par.,nte'
c hild- rearing ~thode?

given dad more
courage and
dignity

had family do
mor" activities
together

parents should
have b"en more
open - both
parents should
not work

parent s should have
taught him more

should have

about a man's role

fath"r sh ou ld hav"
spen t mo re tim"
wit h family v .. re ue

approval

approval

Parente' approval /
of hie
m<'\rriaqe

~ieapprov al

approval

disapproval

in mar r iage, particularly about femalee'
eexual expectations

\l@re

shown mo re

not enou gh touchi ng:

p -1t'4!'ns "'• re

emotion
parents should
not work

o n job

approval

a pp r o val

lo n9 wo rking hou rs

......
-.]

.t>
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A list of fath er ro l e behaviors most frequ e ntl y
me n tioned in the li te r at u re as those performed by fa thers 1n
int act fa milies was comp il ed and used t o for m a n "ide al"
f a ther role.

These behaviors were grouped into the f o llowing

twelve categor i e s :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.

Provid e r (I)
Socializer (I)
Protector ( I )
Moral De v e loper (I)
Model (I )
Cognitive De vel o p er (I)
Disciplinarian ( I)
Object of Id e ntifi c a t i on (I)
Expres s ive Role Mode l ( E)
Crisis Manager (E)
Provider o f Emo t i o nal Support (E)
Erotic Role Model (E)

These were c a t egori z e d int o the instrumental (I) and
e xpr ess iv e

(E) role functions a s generally de f ined in th e

lite ratur e and o riginally defined by Pars on a n d Bales (1955)
A list of the mo st frequent steps in the process o f
di v orce and t he effects on th e fa the r -child relationship was
c ompi l ed.
the study.

This list generat e d further questi on s pert i nent to
The common pattern used, namely that o f the

evo lution of a nucle a r family to a binuclea r family, was the
one d es cribed by Ahrons (1980).
Finally, a list of probl e m areas most f re qu e nt ly faced
by divorced f at h e rs was gathered fr om information in the
literature.

This list also generated more questions for use

in designing the interview schedul e.
During the early evolution of the in terview schedu l e
the researcher included some preliminary i tems which were
directly and indirectly conc er ned with the current researc h.
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This was done to obtain clues for the generation of new
theories, to make specific research questions less obvious,
to desensitize fathers, and to maximize free and honest
responses as the interview progressed.
essentially of a demographic nature.
of the father's fami ly background.

This data was
It also included some

(See Appendix 4)

Th e closing portion of the interview was designed to
give fathers an opportunity to express any concerns about the
interview schedule, its effectiveness or noneffectiveness,
and to solicit feedback concerning what they felt might have
been missed or should have been covered more thorough ly.
The last part of the interview was designed as a
"Projection-S ynthesis Memo " (see Appendix 4) with an
opportunity for subject and researcher to achieve some sense
of closure .

The responses were recorded immediately

following the informal interview, and f ollowing the
respondent's departure.

The r esearcher then added her fi nal

obs e rvations and impr essions in the space provided in the
Projection-Synthesis Memo.

These concerned the data just

collected , th e demeanor of the respondent, and any other
factors which might be considered in subsequent research.
Th ese various sections of the interview schedule were
integrated to form the final version, titled "Interview
Schedule:

Divorced Fathers' P e rceptions of their

Relationship to Th e ir Absent Children" (Appendix 4) .
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Analysis of Interviews
Upon completion of the meeting, the analysis was
started.

Each interview was transcribed verbatim.

Forty

separate behaviors which could be identified from the
literature and commonly ci te d as "ideal" father behaviors
served to focus analysis of the interview material.

Each of

the forty behaviors was placed on an individual 5" by 8"
card .

One set of these cards was prepared for each

interview.

Each card contained space for data taken fr om the

verbatim transcripts and included the fo l lowing headings:

1)

What does the respondent do? (in terms of the specific
behavior), and 2) What is his logic? (How does he handle the
situation in terms of parenting, i.e., his "rationale.")
Father's behaviors were coded as a "y e s" or a "no,"
with "yes" assigned if the researcher determined that they
met the criteria for that particular behavi or and "no" if
th ey did not.

The researcher based her decision o f whether

or not they met the criteria for that part ic ular behavior on
information they reported.

This was compared with

information from the literature to determi ne whether or not
the father displayed behavior - consistent with that "ideal"
role.

(See Appendix 5 for information about the researcher's

decisions as to whether a father did or did not fill a
particular ideal father role.)

The responses and the

researcher's assigned "yes" or "no" were then charted to
serve as a visual aid to identify any patterns or trends
which might emerge (Appendix 6).
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The remainder of the questions fro m the original
int e rview schedule were used in searching for the possible
existence of other trends and to develop hypotheses for
further res earch, conclusions and implications fr om the data;
i.e., did fathers proceed through the steps of divorce as
most had according to the literature review, and were there
any new variations or t ec hniques of parenti ng as a single
father which we re brought out.
Each of the respondent's cards were compiled into a
packet with an introductory card.

It provided i mmediate

information as to the respondent's demographics and father's
self-descriptive data, i.e . , what was hi s life's dream?
did he take part in the interview (motivati on)?

why

what was his

central feeling concerning the divorce in r egard to his
absent child and his subsequent relationship with them?
perception of the ideal father was also not ed.

His

Finally , the

length of the interview was recorded.
An attempt was made, based on information from the
packets and the remainder of the intervi ew, t o examine the
e xt e nt t o which the respondents matched the ideal fath er role
behavior~,

whether there were barriers to resolution and

possible variations and techniques of parenting which they
might have developed while attempting to fill their roles as
divorced fathers and which might have separated or
distinguished them from id ea l

fathers in intact nuclear

families in terms of their parenting relationships with th ei r
offspring.
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Summary
The third chapter of this study h as reviewed the
following:

1) the purpose o f the resear ch ; 2) the me thod of

d r awing the sample and a description of th e sa mple; 3)

t he

development of the interview schedul e; 4) t he method o f
administe r ing the interview; and 5 ) procedures for analysis
of the data .

Chapt e r 4 will present the fin di ngs from the

analysis of the data drawn from this r esearch .

--

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The major purposes of this research W8re to investignte
how divorced fathers perceived their relationships to th eir
children when they did not have legal physical custody, how
they wer e able to meet role exp e ctations of parenting in
twelve

catego~ies

ideally expected of fa thers in intact

families, what variations of parenting th e y developed, and
what f ac tors they consistently mentioned as i mpacti ng on
their efforts to parent in the absence of custody .

An

analysis was made of their responses to fo rty questions
concerning ideal fath e r role b e haviors id e ntifi e d from the
review of the literature (Appendix 5).

This chapter wi ll

descr ibe five sets of findings from the int erv i ew data.
are:

They

(1) The proc es s o f divorce and how this affected the

implem en tation of the father ' s role.

At the time of the

interview, f athers in this sarr.ple were in th e final stages of
divorc e, systemic r eorga niz a tion, and fa mily redef init ion.
Th ese were stages in the divorc e process which Ahrons

(1980)

identified as those which fathers commonly go through when
divorc e occurs.

(2) The second set of findings will describe

·the ideal role functions.

Examples of fathering types will

also be pointed out in this section .

(3) Th e third set of

findings deals with the variations in p arent ing whi ch thes e
fathers us e d as they attempted to adapt their fathering role
1 80
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to their single parent status.

Th ese vari atio n s of parenti n g

we re identifi e d through analysis o f t he verbati m i nt e rviews.
Two bro a dly divergent styles of parenting will b e detailed
more fully in the chapter, and will be label e d Type I and
Type II.

Th e se parenting types seemed to evolve f rom how

fathers perc e ived themselv es and their children as a result
of the div orce .

(4) Th e fourth s e t of findi ng s will describe

certain factors which impacted on fathering role functions.
These factors were identified in th e literature as those
typica l ly impacting on the roles of fath e rs who are divorced
. and parenting absent children.

(5) The fifth set of findings

will describ e scme general themes based o n certain factors
which were consistently brought up by fathers in the
interview data.
It must be emphasized that results of the study are n o t
generalizable.

It is und ete rmin e d how they may reflect the

views of other divorced men.

For example,

these results may

be biased simply because a certain typ e of father ma y be
inclined to answer a r ese arch advertisement.

Those ma l es who

were willing to share information with a researcher about a
personal part of th e ir lives (divorce) may also be fathers
who are particular p erso n a lity types.

For example, these

fathers wanted to perform their parenting roles as a dequat ely
as possible even though they did not have custody.

They may

have been unique in regard to the degree to which they were
concerned for their children ' s we lfare and the father-child
relationship.

These concerns may not be characteristic of
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all other divorc e d fa:h e rs.
The con c lusions of this study a r e n o t based o n
quantit a tiv e data.

It is a

qualitativ ~

s tudy in which

conclusions are based on the respons e s th e se f athers gave to
qu e stions iL th e personal interviews.

In addition,

conclusions are based on th e subj e ctive o pini o n and
professional judgement of the research e r who h e ld l o ng,
detail e d, and in depth interviews with these fathers.
Analysis of responses and conclusions wer e th e n based on a
gesta l t of these factors

(fathers' r e spon s es to questions,

researcher's subjective opinion , and reseach e r's prof e ss i onal
judgement).
Process of Divorce
Introduction
The process of divor c e section was included in this
research since certain stages included in the divorce proc e ss
are specifically related to the current research.

For

Example, on e stage deals with the fact that fathers need t o
develop new and independent relationships with th e ir children
subsequent to the legal, final divor c e.

The divorce process

also includes descriptions of the g r adua l role change which
occurs even before the l ega l divorce stage.

The first two

stages of the divorce process are connected to the current
research since they establish the role set from which fathers
entered the third stage, which includes the final divorce .
Examining the process of divorce stages also served to

-
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establish how fathers in this sample compared to other
fathers who had gone through the role change brought about by
their divorce.

As fathers were interviewed, their responses

to questions which were related to stages in the divorce
process led the researcher to the conclusion that these
fathers all went through the gradual process of divorce
descr i bed by Ahrons {1980) with little variation from how
other divorced fathers had gone through the common stages .
In this respect, the men in this sample were 'normal' for
divorced fathers.
At the time of the interview all were in the two final
stages of the divorce process:
f amily redefinition.

systemic reorganization and

These stages are directly related to

primary issu e s in the current research .

Specifically, as it

was pointed out earlier, it is during these final stages that
fathers attempt to e stablish ind e pende nt re lationships with
their children.

Additionally, they attempt to establish new

ways to continue effective parenting.

It is also during

these stages of the divorce process that fathers must
establish continued interdependence with their ex-mat es .

The

degree to which divorced fathers are able to accomplish the
tasks in the various stages of the divorce process is related
to their ability to adjust to the on-going role change which
occurs during and subsequent to the legal, final divor ce
stage .

The adequacy of their accomplishment of tasks in th e

divorce process is also related to their ability to
successfully establish th e mselves in indep end ent

-
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(This issue was

relationships with their absent ch i ldr en .

previously expanded upon in the section, " Impact of Divorce
on Father ' s Role", Chapter 2).

These fathers were n o t a

representative group of all divorced fathers.
some common factors in their parenting.

They all had

The common factors

emerged from their responses to questions co n cerning the
stages of the divorce process as they were co l lect ed in the
interview .
The following section describes the stages of divorce
and how these fathers went through them.

All fathers do not

go through the stages in exact l y the same sequence , but an
attempt has been made to identify common steps in the divorce
proc e ss as presented in table 2 .

These common steps will

help to organize the r e sponses to interview questions.
Stages of Divorc e Process
Individual Cognition
Recognition of a Problem .

Some fath ers r e cognized that

there was a problem in the marriage when they notic ed a
d if fer e nce in t h e behavior patterns of their partners whi l e
others were informed of e xtra-marital affairs .

They noticed

that wives cleaned t h e house at different times of the day
and observed that there was an increase in activity by the
wife, i . e.:
She never wanted to stay home ... party al l

the time, a nd

she ' d do the dishes before she went to work in the
morning, which she n ever had b e fore .

Later, I found

-
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out it was so t h e house would l ook r eal nicE when she
brought her boss home a t no on f or lunch.

I

J

Blaming.

Th ese fathers reported that they too had had

ex tra-ma rital a ffairs.

The diffe re nc e was that whe n wiv es

found out, they acted very qu ick ly to get a divor c e , whil e
fath e rs did not.

Th e latter were confronted with divorce

p a pers before they h ad ti me to "even think about it ."
Fathers in this study whose wiv e s h ad affairs, or who
suspected their wiv es were having a n affair reported that
they did not confront or blame their mates immediately,
hoping to improve the marriage and stay in it.
Attempt s t o Cope.

On e wa y in which these fath e rs

attempted to cope wi t h their mar it a l problems was to s uffer
and wa i t it ou t .

Wh e n th is approach did not prove to b e a

so luti o n, a nd they fin a lly brought problems into the ope n,
confronting the wives with th e ir suspicions, argume nt s a lw ays
occurr e d.

It was at t hi s time that fath ers generally began

to qu est i o n the expectations they had held about marriage.
Before th ey we r e married, th e y report ed that they b e li eved
their marriage would be perfect, that they would s e ld om have
arguments, a nd that their love would last f orev e r.

As

problems in the relationship continu e d , their rol e of husband
changed as th e y found they cou ld n o t tolerate certain
behaviors in · their wives.

The y r eport ed that they were hurt

and shocked when they re a liz ed wi ves were h av ing a n affair.
Th e ir role chang e d b e cause t h ey b e gan t o withdraw emotion al

-
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investment into th e

h~sband-wife

re l ationship eve n though

they had e ntered marria ge thinking that t heir loving

I

1

relationship would never change.

At t he tim e t hey we re

divorc e d, these men felt that it had b ee n affairs, whether
theirs or th ei r partner ' s, which had broken up the marriage.
Metac ognition
Recognition Probl e m Exists in Family Syste m.

With the

passage of time they generally b e gan to identify o th e r
factors which they cou ld not tolerate and which l e d to
divorce.

Blaming focused on problems within the

relationship.

Only one father was actually able to

r e -evaluat e th e circ u mstances surrounding the divorce and
id e ntify th e relationship as the sourc e of problems rath e r
than blaming a n affair which had taken place.

For th e mo st

part, they did not recognize that it wa s their perceptions o f
how they should p er form their role as husbands, and h o w they
expec t ed th e ir wiv es to perform th e ir rol e s, which were
di scre pant and which, consequently, r es ulted in r e la tion s hip
problems in the marri a g e .
Most r a tionaliz ed that reasons other than the
relationship we r e the causes of divorce.

These other reasons

included blami ng other family members for int erfer ing in th e
marriag e , i.e. , "My mo ther was always butting into our
busine s s, so whe n we split, she said she knew all a long my
wife was n o good. "

"Looki ng back, I think she f el l for h e r

b oss ... who gave h er the attention I didn't."
One reason whi c h these fat h ers identified as a problem

-
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1n th e fa mily system, and which result e d i n divorce, was lack
of attention to their wiv es n eeds.

Since these f ath er s did

not h ol d th e sa me role expectations for themselves
p o st-marriage that they h a d held before mar riag e, after they
were ma rri e d they changed th e way 1n whi ch they perform e d
their rol e by reducing th e amount o f attention t h ey gave
their w1ves .
All the se fathers had entered in to marriag e with an
id ealistic , r o mantic view of what a marriage r elatio n ship
would be lik e .

They expected a monogamous marriage, or a t

the minimum, the pr ete nse o f one.

The y avoided confronting

wiv es who they suspect e d of affairs in hopes that they could
sa lvag e th e ir marriages i.e . , "I kinda kn ew some thing (an
affai r) was going on, but I n ever sa id anything about it to
h e r . .. h oped it would blow over . .. l ater I h ad to confront
h e r because it was so blatant .. . everyone in town knew about
it ."

It seemed these men were concerned with con fo rm ing to

th e r ole norms of socie ty and were attempt ing to avoid the
sanctions whi c h nonc onformi ty might in cur .

They apparently

h ad n eeds to maintain the marriage re l at i onship a nd t h e
gratification they r eceived fr om it.

Th e y were n ot willing

to take an act iv e r ole in which they would tr y to protec t
their int erests in the i nta ct family.

Th e y avo i ded

confronting their wi ve s until they could no longer tolerate
situations which th e y felt were detrimental to t h e marrige.
The ir res ponses led to the con c lus i on t h at they were pass ive,
waiting t o see what impact the probl ematic situat i ons would
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bring .

Only when their problems were no longer private, were

they willing to take action a nd confront their wives.

I

j

Potential So l utions.
to save the marriag es .

A number of solutions were tried

These included going to

court-appointed marriage counse l ors or forgiving the spouse .
Some of the fathers tried to temporari ly separate and then
come back together.

None o f these attempted solutions

wo rk ed.
Fai lur e to Achieve Harmony.

Two fathers tried to get

r e li e f from the o n- go ing stress a nd worry about their failing
marriages .

Th ey "we nt to Lake Ta h oe to gamble " or " went to

Reno .... to get away from the same o ld rout in e ."

They hoped

to get fresh perspectives on their problems in this way ,
i.e.,

"I

thought I'd r elax and think it ove r . . . that wh en I

came back s h e'd get o ver it (being a n gry)."

Wi th failure of

the solutio n s whi c h they tried, divor ce ulti mate ly did occur.
Systemic Separation
Divorce a nd Dividing Property .

The division of property

was a part of the divorce process which fathers felt had been
unf air to them.

They stated that they perc e i ved the l ega l

system as "a ll for women," and the act u a lity of the legal
divorce and the loss of their hom es as a shatte ring of their
li fe's dreams.

Their fee lings are indicated in the f ol lowing

response:
Just one time I'd lik e to have a real family ... where
we'd do things togeth er, s h are, and it would be like o n

-
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T.V .... she sold the h o use 'cause she had too many
feelings connected to it, but I had feelings too, and I
could have lived in it.

We built that h ou se and it was

part of my dream ... that, and to retir e at forty.
Responses such as these were common and led to the conclusion
that all thes e fathers had idealistic, romantic views of
marriage and family life.
got the shaft.

Another response was:

"I really

Even when I was on d i sability for a back

injury, the courts thought I should be able to keep up with
the same support payment."

Thes e fathers perceive d such

problems as obstacles which made performance of their
parenting role more difficult than when they had been
married.

They reported that society seemed to expect no less

of their performance of their fathering role even though they
had more obstacles to overcome once divorced.

They felt

cheated and misunde rstood, yet they r epo rted that they too
expected more of themselves as parents as a result of the
divorce.
Systemic Reorganization
Attempts to Re capture Old Rituals.

Men in this sample

tried to maintain what they could of the relationship they
had with their children b e for e divorce.

These fathers

attempted to keep some of the positive memories they had of
relationships within the marriage .

Th ey tried to recapture

family rules and rituals, i .e ., going to their children's
birthday parties or attending holiday dinners to which they
had been invited.

They were unable to accomp li sh this goal,
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not due to friction between themselves and their ex-wives,
but between themselves and members of the wife's family.

J

Continued Inter-dependence o f Ex-mates.

4

wer e okay, but h er dad and brother had a few {drinks)

1

"She and I

and started t e lling me what an S . O.B . I had been ... It
just wasn't worth the hassl e, so I never tried it
again . "
Autonomy and Redefining Self-Concepts.

Some fathers

eventually were able to achieve emotional detachment from
their partners.

One was able to visit his ex-wife, her

husband and his child and reported that they we r e all able to
"get along" .

An exception to this did occur in a case where

neither partner had remarried.

The father was cohabiting

with a woman but, he was not h appy in the relationship:

"

{I am) only staying on with her 'caus e she ' s footing half the
rent, a nd I can't afford to move out yet."

To his knowledge,

his ex-wive had never dated since the divorce, and he was
still considering remarriage to h er .

He fe lt she was l ike ly

to accept, stating:
Things change, p eople change.
I know she changed. . .

I probably changed, and

{she) regrets she act e d so

quickly, but if I'd go over there and say,

'Let 's go to

the Lake and get married,' she'd probably say yes.
Emotional Withdrawal.

Fathers had incorpor ated a great

part of their romantic, idealistic perceptions of marriage
into their life's dream and described their dream as follows:
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I thought it was f o r good, t hat we 'd g e t a home, hav e
kids, and live happily ever after (laughing in an
embarrass e d way) . . . . {It) sounds silly, but I thought
it was going to b e just like families on T.V.
When their marriages failed,

th e y said they felt ch e ated,

guilty, depressed and angry.

One father, who still f e lt

bitter, refused to send his support check to the Di s tri c t
Attorney's office as directed by the courts.

Rather, he

confided that he still sends the check to his ex-wife who
then must forward it to the District Attorney's office an~
wait two we eks before she can collect her money.

He

explained, "In this way I can inconvenience her."

This

particular father reported that he beli e ved it was a father's
role to be dominant in the family and that this was
particularly so in regard to financial issues and decisions.
He apparently was attempting to maintain a dominant financial
role function even after divorce.
payments he reported that he was,

By holding up support
to a certain degree,

continuing to enact some of the e xpectations he perceived as
part of his fathering role.

In this respect, his

expectations continued to be the same as they had b e en
previous to the divorce.
Maintaining Child-Centered Relationships.

All but two

fathers had developed independent, child-centered
relationships and were establishing new ways to continue
effective parenting.

Those who did not were being treated as

though they were still psychologically present.

Ex-wives

-

-
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woul d wait for ex-husbands to do th e punishing o f ch i ldren,
i.e., "I t o ld h er , you have t o t a k e care o f i t
wh e n it happens."

( disci p lin e)

Fat h er s would b e h e ld in a domin an t

positi o n by a dependent ex-wife.

Fo r e xa mple:

I can n ever g e t an agr eement with h e r.

She just waits

for me to tak e care o f eve r y thing, so eve n though I
d o n't have custody, I have a ll the responsibility .. . As
they are g e tting older, it's eas ing up.
As the result o f such interact ions and the context in
which a father 's role was performe d, most of thes e f athers
ro l es changed as they began t o have role conflict and
confusion .

They explained that sinc e, in many cases, t h eir

wives had sought th e div o rce, it sho uld b e h e r r o l e
responsibility to deal with the problems they pe rc e iv e d
children having as a result of the divorce .

This conclusi on

was reached due to questions fathers aske d regarding pr obl ems
in childrearing such as:

"She want ed it [th e d iv orce] , so

why make me pay for it now?" or " She thought s he would have
it easy, but now when it's rough, why call me?"
Thes e fathers apparently f e lt th at if mothers were to
h a ve custody and dominance over major chi ldrea ring decisions
and if fath ers wer e to be treated as visitors , then the
expectations o f a father's performance of va ri ous f athering
roles should be reduced in dir ect proportion to their
reduction of dominance over and lack of custody of t h e
children .
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Family Redefinition.
Defining New Families to Community .

Two barriers these

fathers experienced in coming to terms with the reality and
finality of the divorce related to redefining themselves and
redefining their famili es to t h e community .

Th ere was role

stress about how to describe their new divorced status .

One

father seemed to try to solve his dissonance by responding:
''Hell, we are just 'di vo rced . ' . .. Nowadays there's probably
more kids whose parents are divorced than Y.id s in families
who haven't been divorced."
Later responses seemed inc o nsistent with answers
reported earlier in the interview.

They indicated that their

underlying feelings about divorce were painful and
detrimental to them and their children.

The following

composite response is an example:
I worry that she might move away and take the kids with
he r , so I couldn't see them ... That's one reason I try
hard not to 'piss her o ff . ' .. . I think that would be a
triple shame added to the burden (of divorce)...
made fun of her and said,

Kids

'You act lik e you are from a

divorced family.'
These types o f comments led to the conc lusion that
fathers in this study may not have been a representative
group of divorced fathers.

Th ey were all concerned about the

welfare of their absent children, wanted to maintain their
parenting role relationship with them, a nd wanted t o con tinue
to be e ffe ct ive parents.

-
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Establish ing Hew Ways to Continue Effective Parenting.
All fathers express e d the fear of the custodial parent moving
to another state, making it difficult for them to

~aintain

independent and continuing relationships with their children.
Th e y resented the role power their ex-wives had over the
children and her ability to manipulate the r e lati ons hip
between fathers and children.

They all described themselves

as the ultimate decision maker while they were married.

Th e y

had been satisfied to share with women in both minor and
major decisions , but reserved the right to be the "boss" when
compromises could not be reached.
I wanted to save some money , but she wa nted to put it
all in the bank ... We needed a new television set, she
just wanted to have it repaired, so I finally (aft e r
much debate)

just went out and bought a new one and

brought it home .
After divorce it was common for these fathers to expect
to continue to perform the domin a nt rol e which they had held
in the intact family.

As a result of divorce, when ex-wives

had custody and more opportunity to influence children than
fathers had , fathers in this sample reacted to this role
change with role conflict and confusion.
Redefining Self-Concepts and Autonomy.

Some of these

fathers reported that they resented some of the women's roles
and were dissatisfied with their own.

Even though most

fathers in the sample h e ld some positive attitudes about
their ex- wives and continu ed to demonstrate a degree o f

-
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respect for them, when asked how they would prefer to come
back if they were reincarnated, the answer was, for s ome of
these fathers,

"As a woman."

Reasons for this varied and

included perceptions that women's roles were easier and h e ld

1

more rewards, i.e.,

"Well, I ' ve never tried it (life) as a

woman, so I ' ll say I'd come back a female if that choice was
made available to me . "

Another said:

Well, I ' m really b u rned out on marriage.

My wife

didn't have anything when I met her and she got
plenty ... Men have to be responsible, and I find wome n
are out to get what they can from you ... If you don't
want to dea l with loneliness then you have to give them
what they want, so they win!
The ideas of being autonomous and re-defining
themselves in their new single role id e ntity, once the legal
divorce had been finalized, was also a difficult part of t he
divorce process for fathers for other reasons.

They

d e scribed th e difficulties they had experienced in getting
materi a l objects together following the separation i . e ., "I
didn't have a stove, refrigerator or anything, and I ' d nev e r
had to Horry about that before."

One father did not have

this problem sinc e h e had b ee n in the military service and
"just moved into the barracks . "

Apparently these men did not

per ce i ve furnishing a home as part of their rol e .

When faced

with this role expectation post-divorce, it became an
obstacle which increased th e stress of adapting to their role
change brought about by the divorce and as a result they

......
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experienced role conflict .
Problems in Redefining Self - Concepts and Establishing
Autonomy .

Having been part of a married couple, some men in

the sample had difficulty in forming new, single images of
themselves.

Once they were divorced it was often difficult

to perceive themselves as autonomous .

One report ed that he

continued in interdependence with his ex-mate with some
difficulty .

While continuing to be psychologically present

in his ex - wife ' s and child's family unit , he continued to
parent as if he were still a part of the int act family.

He

did this rather than establishing new ways to cont inue
effective parenting--one of the steps in family redefinition.
For example, he went to his ex-wife's horne whenever she
called to report the child was misbehaving.
the child and left.

He then punished

This father and h is ex-spouse seemed to

attempt to maintain what they perceived as their separate
r o le expectations.

For example, that a fath er is expected to

fulfill the role of disciplinarian and that this role is not
one a mother is generally expected to fill.
None of these men had a ct ually given up their dream of a
stable , l ong-term marriage and early retirement .

What did

seem to change was that they were expecting more o f
themselves in their roles as divorced, noncustodial fathers
than when they were originally married .

Responses leading to

this conclusion included f ather 's reports about the
importance of having more formal education, i . e., "I won't
try to get custody until I finish my college degree," to
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owning a home of their own:

"I told my son as soon as I get

caught up with back support and taxes and get a home of my
own, I'm going to have him vd th me more."
Redefining Selves; Establishing Autonomy.

Through

finishing formal education, or becoming financially more
secure than they had been immediately following the divorc e ,
they attempted to redefine themselves and establish th e ir
autonomy.

They reported that th e y did this to insure their

chances of successfully maintaining their relationships with
their children and continuing to be effective parents.
Conc e rn for Children.

There were no f a th e rs in the

sample who felt that divorce had not hurt the family.
Rather, they felt that although it seemed to be th e only
alternative for the parents, children were inn oce nt
bystanders who had been cheated.

They all felt they had to

accept something less than perf ect for the f at her-child
r e lationship as a r es ult of the divorc e .

They continued to

hop e for a family which would resemble the int a ct family th e y
had in marriage and reported that they did n o t give up their
dream of such a family.

Whether remarried or single, they

continue d to strive for their idealiz e d view of marriage
which they attempted to r es tructure to include their absent
children in as many ways as possible.

This included hope s of

either increasing the amount of time childre n would spend
with them or possibly gaining physical custody of their
children in the future.
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In

sum~ary,

it can be n o t e d that th e psycho / s o cial

process of divorce is a gradual one in which fa t hers' r o le
change begins to take place long before th e l e gal, fin a l

1]

divorc e .

All fath e rs in the sample we nt through t he s t ag e s

within the divorce proc e ss which Ahrons ( 19 3 0 ) described.
They went through the stages in th e divor ce pr o c e s s with
little variation from h o w other divorced fath e rs had g o ne
through these common stages.

In this respect th e y wer e

normal for divorced fath e rs.

Few fathers were able to

identify the husband-wife relati o nship as the source of
problems which led to the divorce but placed blame on o ther
factors.

All fathers were in th e final s t ag e of the process

and were attempting to develop new ways t o par e nt their
children.
These fathers were not a representative group of
fathers but all had some common factors in th e ir par e nting.
The six fathers in this sample were concerned about the
welfare of their absent children .

They want e d to maintain

their relationships with them and continue to be effective
parents.

All had idealistic, romantic vi e ws of ma rriage and

family life.

None felt divorce was better than staying in

the marriage as far as children were concerned.

They all .

felt they had to accept something less than perfect for the
father-child relationship as a result of the divorc e .

All

looked to a time when visitation time would be increased or
they would gain custody or co-custody.

The next section

describes how these fathers tried to meet the ro l e

-
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expectations of parenting in twelve categories identified in
the literature review as those e xpected of fathers in in tact
famili es .
The Ideal Father Role Functions
The following section identifies the ideal role
functions and h ow fathers fulfilled fun cti ons through
variations in their parenting.

Parenting types do not

distinguish between fulfilling a role or not .

Rather, types

distinguish how fathers used various characteristic behaviors
1n their attempts to fill certain role func tions.
Functions are characteristic behaviors commonly cited
to b e those o f specific role categories i . e . , socializer,
moral developer, provider .

Fathers either met these role

functions or they did not, so this, in an ideal sense, was a
measure of their adequacy as fathers .

For example, to

further clarify the distinction between type and function,
one can look at the "provider " role category .
function would be:
earns mon ey .

The role

to work at a job in which the father

How th e father got the job, the "type " of

process he went through to get the job, does not necessarily
determine whether or not h e will do adequate work to insure
he fills the job description, the function.
some correlation between these two factors

There may be
(type and

function) but the current small sample research can not
es tablish this with any certainty.

The fact of correlat ion

between type and function might be establi shed in a

......
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quantitative research project of large r scope.
The following section desc r ib es h ow th e se fath ers
attempted to parent their absent children and th e vari e d
techniques they dev e loped in attempting to perform the
demands of t h eir p a r en ting roles in the twe lve ideal father
r o le categories which had be e n compil ed fr om the lit e ratur e
r ev iew .

The forty questi o ns concerning ideal father rol e

behaviors were grouped i nto twelve ar ea s as f o llows :
Instr umental Items ( I )
1.
Provid e r
1 ,3, 1 0
2.
Socializer 2
3. Protect or
23,25,33,36,37,40
4 . Moral Developer 5 ,8, 9,18
5 . Cognitive Developer 15 , 16,30 ,35
6.
Disciplinarian 6,7,34,39
7. Model 4,11 , 12 ,22,28,3 1,32,3 8
8 . Object of Identification 1 3,20,2 1
Expr es sive Behavio r Items (E)
9 . Expressive 17 , 19 ,29
10 . Crisis Manage r
14
11. Emotion a l Support 24,27
12 . Er otic Ro l e Mode l
26
Th ese instrumental and expressive ro l es we r e i dentifed
in the literature .

Th e r e s e arch continually stated that

ce rtain behaviors were consis ten t with speci fi c rol e s.

They

are n ot the researcher ' s distinctions or d e s cript i ons but
were gleaned from the lit erature review for this study .
In order for the current research t o establish how
divorc e d fat h ers perc e ived a n d performed their parenting
ro l es it was necessary to establish wh a t b ehav i o s are
ordinarily expected of fathers in intact families.

The se

behaviors , once identified and compiled from the revi ew of
the literature, were then lab e l ed as id ea l f ather r o le
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behaviors.

They were described as ideal since fathers are

not expected to perform and fulfill all the roles in order to
be considered adequate fathers .
Since the two types of parenting variations evolved fro m

a
J

the response patterns concerning the ideal fath e r roles, as
the instrumental and expressive role functions are discussed,
some spe cific examples of each parenting technique will be
pointed out through discussion and analysis of responses.
Th e various examples also serve to demonstrate how th e
parenting techniques were used and how t hey seemed to evolve
from the fath er' s perception of the divor ce and his
philosophy of childrearing.
The following section will also designate various
characteristics o f each parenting type in order to clarify
exact ly how fathers used the two parenting variations within
their efforts to perform the ideal roles .

Th e

characteristics of the parenting types will also be expanded
upon in a subsequent section of this chapter.
In this section the responses to the instrumental and
express ive functions will be described.

Th e descriptions are

composites of responses concerning the basic analytic
constructs used to analyze the interviews, i.e., Provider .
Occasional specific responses and quotes are also used in
order to clarify meaning or make a particular point.
Th e se fathers tried to meet the role expectations o f
parenting in the twelve categories identified in the
literature review as those ideally expected of fathers in
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intact families.

They were generally able to meet many of

the twelve ideal role functions but had more trouble with
some roles than with others.
In the instrumental categories they had most problems
1n serving as models, being objects of identification, and in
enacting the disciplinarian role.

As these specific roles

appear in the following section, they will be analyzed and
discussed.

This will help to clarify the fact that the

problems fathers had were usually related to inadequate time
to spend with children, and other factors such as poor
cooperation between parents concerning childrearing issues.
Fathers generally had more trouble performing the role
functions in the expressive role categories than in the
instrumental role categories.

They were determined to

maintain relationships with their absent children and
continue to perform their roles adequately.
In the expressive roles they had most problems in the
management of crisis situations, being providers of emotional
support, and demonstrating expressiveness.

Many of the

problems surrounding expressive roles were related to the
father's perception that he had lost role power he had held
previous to the final divorce, financial factors, father's
perception of the reality of the divorce, its effect on the
child and father-child relationship, role ambiguity, and role
confusion.
The categories in which they experienced most trouble
in the expressive area will be pointed out as they occur in

